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DEFINING THE FRONTIER: A POLICY
CHALLENGE
MONDAY, JULY 23, 1990

U.S. SENATE,

SPECIAL COMMrP'EE ON AGING,

Casper, WY.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in the Ballroom at Casper College, 125 College Drive, Casper, WY, Hon. Alan
K. Simpson presiding.
Present: Senator Simpson.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR ALAN K. SIMPSON

Senator SIMPSON. This meeting of the Special Committee on

Aging of the U.S. Senate will come to order.
On behalf of the other members of the Special Committee on
Aging who are not here I do thank you for coming. Jay Rockefeller
said "It was nice of you to invite me, Al, but I'm not coming." Dave
Pryor, who is our Chairman, a very splendid man from Arkansas
and one of the few U.S. Senators who is not opposed in either his
primary or general election-he is a Democrat who came to the
Senate when I did-has been very dear to allow these field hearings to occur.
They usually do occur without any other Senators from any
other areas appearing. What we are trying to do is determine the
uniqueness of each State. The Federal Government just makes no
distinction between "frontier" and "rural," and they can't understand our delivery systems in other parts of the country.
So when we get all this compiled, each Senator on the Aging
Committee will have held similar types of hearings in their own
States, to demonstrate whether the systems we have in place now
are working, and are appropriate to all parts of the country.
That is the purpose of this hearing: to get at a definition of the
word "frontier" and you will hear that word, and to differentiate
that from "rural" and of course, "urban." For example we have
counties in Wyoming where the principal community comprises 70
percent or 80 percent of the county's population base. Then we
have this dispersion which is much less than six persons per square
mile. These areas are treated by the bureaucracy almost as if there
is no one there. We want to show that there are people there.
On behalf of the Senate Special Committee, I thank you. It is a
privilege to be here. Ann happens to be with me this morning. We
have to be back in Washington tonight. We were here for the Presi(1)
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dent's visit and activities of a political nature in Buffalo and
Casper.
We also have a number of people who have traveled a very long
way, and I appreciate that, and we want to hear their concerns.
They have written testimony which will be accepted into the
record. So their time may be somewhat limited here, but I think
concern and involvement like this makes the process work. It does
work. It is often very sloppy and very frustrating, but that is called
democracy. I want to thank the witnesses for their help and participation. I want to thank Leslie Tucker, who has been a very able
staff person, who I hired simply for her expertise on health care
issues. Let me tell you, they are complex. She has done a very fine
job with this, and worked diligently.
As I say, we hope to make a contribution to Congress' understanding of what it means to work and live and deliver services in
the Nation's "frontier" areas. We are on a kind of a mission of
sorts here today. We are going to begin the process of educating
Congress and the Federal Government about what life is really like
out here in the Rocky Mountain Region, and what is like to live
here in Wyoming if you need health or social services, or if you are
trying to provide them. We are doing that with an eye toward
making Congressional policies and Federal regulations more responsive to the special needs and circumstances of a profoundly
rural State.
We hear people talking about the program payment differentials
between urban and rural areas, and we made some strides to correct that in November. They were small strides, but they were visible. We see this tremendous loss of physicians to more sophisticated and profitable urban settings. We see a shrinking pool of allied
health and community service professionals in virtually every field.
The population of rural America is growing older and more frail,
requiring more and higher levels of service. Health care and supportive services are in great demand, and our challenge is to try to
craft public policy response that is appropriate to all regions.
As I say, you are going to read a lot, and have already read a lot,
about the term "rural,' a subject of a record number of speeches
and press releases and hearings and legislation. Unfortunately, all
that activity will be of only marginal benefit to Wyoming unless
the implementing policies are crafted with the understanding that
the rural areas of the United States are not alike. Rural Iowa is
not like rural Wyoming. Yet they are both described under the ruberic of "rural."
Rural America is very complex, and very diverse. I want to pay
tribute, and then we will go on, to those who labor under this kind
of situation. What they do is, they don't get a large share of the
money, but they are very dedicated and creative people who
squeeze the most out of it. Wyoming's program people are deeply
committed to providing the kind and quality of services their clients need. Sometimes they have to bend convention to do that, and
they do. I am proud to say that they do that in a creative, not manipulative, not in an illegal way, but in one word, they are crafty
as hell.
You are going to hear some of that, then the Government won't
feel uncomfortable about what we do. We are going to look at this
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new word "frontier," and examine those things, and see that things
are not done to frustrate the issues, and you can help us, as instructors and advocates for those who live and practice with real
dedication.
I will ask that the balance of my remarks be included in the
record as if read in full.
[The prepared statement of Senator Simpson follows:]
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Opening Remarks
SENATOR ALAN K.
'Defining the Frontier:

SIMPSON
A Policy Challenge'

A field hearing by the
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
July 23,
Casper,

2990

Wyoming

Call to order.
Good Morning,

ladies and gentlemen.

On behalf of the United States

Sentate special Committee on Aging,
coming today.

I would like to thank you all for

I understand that we have a number of people in

the

audience who have travelled a long way to be here today -- I
appreciate that.

It

is concern and involvement and participation like

that that make this process work.

I also want to thank our witnesses for their help and participation -you will make an important contribution to Congress's understanding of
what it

means to live and work and deliver services in the nation's

frontier areas.

Ladies and gentlemen, we are on a mission,

of sorts, here today.

We

are going to begin the process of educating Congress and the federal
government about what life is really like out here in
Mountain region -- about what it's

the Rocky

like to live here in Wyoming if

need health or social services or if

you

you are trying to provide them.

We are doing this with an eye toward making Congressional policies and
federal regulations more responsive to the special needs and
circumstances of our profoundly rural state.

Rural health care is
Congress.

experiencing a renaissance of interest in

The last few years have witnessed an alarming number of

hospital closures in

rural areas,

the loss of physicians to more

sophisticated and profitable urban settings,

and a shrinking pool of

allied health and community service professionals in virtually every
field.

At the same time,

the popuation of rural America is

growing

older and more frail -- requiring more and higher levels of service.
Clearly, Congress has reason to be seriously concerned about issues of
access to health and supportive services in

rural regions.

Our
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challenge will be to craft a public policy response that is appropriate
to All rural regions,

including -- and especially,

from this cat's

seatI -- Wyoming.

That will be hard to do without some refinements in the way my
colleagues in

Congress -- the vast majority of them from the urbanized
During

Eastern and Western Seaboards -- think about the term 'rural".

the last Congress, rural health care was the subject of a record number
hearings and legislation that was

of speeches, press releases,

introduced and enacted into law.

Unfortunatley,

all of that activity

will be of only marginal benefit to Wyoming unless implementing
policies are crafted with the understanding that not all rural areas
are alike.

Although similar in population,

Rural America is complex and diverse.

Vermont and Wyoming are vastly different in
resources,

and economic base.

into two of Wyoming's southwestern

stats of Vermont could fit
Or take Iowa -- with its

its

between -- which Washington,

considers to be the very epitome of a
that model:

in

Iowa, then it

rural" state.

D.C.

Wyoming clearly

our major towns are twice as far apart and we

have virtually nothing in between!
seem to believe that if

counties.

towns

many urban centers and little

sprinkled every 10 or 20 miles in

does not fit

terms of heritage,

Not to mention that fact that the entire

Yet my colleagues in

Washington

a program or a rule or a regulation will work

will work anywhere

"rural',

Isn't

including Wyoming.

that something?

Up until very recently, program providers, administrators,

and

even under federal laws

beneficiaries could still

make a ready go of it

that were designed to fit

counties and regions east of the Mississippi.

Federal assistance for many programs came to the states in the form of
flexible block grants with only broad and general guidelines attached.
States were given instructions to serve this or that population or
provide this or that service,
fashion best fit

and then were left to do that in

whatever

their particular mix of people and circumstaces.

Because of her small population, Wyoming never got a very large share
of that money, but she has always had some very dedicated and creative
people to squeeze the most mileage out of it.

Wyoming's program people

are deeply committed to providing the kind and quality of services
their clients need.
to do it.

That is,

And sometimes they'll bend conventions a little
they are crafty as hell!

I am proud to say that.
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the federal government -- and some of my colleagues

But more and more,

in Congress -- seem uncomfortable when the folks 'out there'

in

the

trenches take too much initiative with federally-assisted programs.
winging in the other direction now;

The pendulum is

being replaced by a 'Washington knows best'
human service grants.
sure the local people

flexibility is

approach to health and

Rules and requirements are heaped on to make
'do it

Not only do they sap the

right'.

vitality and creativity and resourcefullness out of the programs,

they

may drain funds from other areas that the local folks have identified
as more pressing priorities.

In a place like Wyoming,

own disposal and so many urgent needs,

resources at its

with so few
that can be

devastating.

A new federal law requires each state to allocate

-- Example:

substance abuse treatment grant to treatment for IV

almost half of its
drug users.

If

entire grant.

that state fails to meet this requirment, it

loses the

Wyoming does not have an IV problem of any great

proportion, but it

must set-aside these funds.

Meanwhile, victims of

alcoholism wait 6-8 weeks between visits to the treatment center -which is

funded by the other monies in

that same grant -- because there

is not enough money to pay for another counselor.

Even more confounding than their effect on local resource
allocation are the consequences of federal program rules on service
delivery in

Almost without exception,

remote rural regions.

federal

health and socal service programs are becoming every more unresponsive
to the special needs and circumstances of remote rural or 'frontier'
areas.

Federal payment policies and program rules, for example,

while

becoming ever more detailed and prescriptive, do not recognize the
distances that patients and providers must travel, over sometimes
impassable roads,

for services; or the different ethnic mix of remote

regions; or the combined effect of essential high-cost,

low volume

services on remote facilities.
This may be in

part owing to the fact that we do not have a

standard definition or set of criteria to describe what and where the
most isolated rural areas are.
all in

In

fact, there is no standardization at

the way rural areas are defined.

areas as either urban, urbanized,

The Census Bureau defines

or rural.

The Office of Management

and Budget defines areas as Metropolitan Statistical Areas or
Non-Metropolitan Statistical Areas.

Agencies within the federal

government may use one or the other or both of these definitions for
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Yet none captures the nature of isolated rural

their various programs.
areas.

or "frontier'

It

is

indeed difficult to quantify rural health care problems and

to make informed policy decisions without a clear definition of what
We intuitively associate the word *rural'

and where these are.

small population, sparse settlement, and remoteness.

with

But these

features exist on a continuum -- with Iowa perhaps at one end and
Dichotomous definitions such as the government

Wyoming at the other.

uses fail to capture that.

Other sectors -- most notably those involved in
development -- define

economic

"Frontier' areas as those with fewer than 6

people per square mile.

Under that definition, 19 of Wyoming's

counties qualify as frontier regions.

It

is

time that we introduce a new word,

"frontier",

into the

official health and human services lexicon of Washington, D.C.

As I

mentioned earlier, Washington has of late come to take seriously the
differences between urban and rural areas
perceives

"rural".

- at least as Washington

We need to push that new understanding one step

further, to an awareness of the very unique needs of isolated rural or
"frotier" areas.

These regions are as different from rural areas as

rural areas are from urban ones, and their needs and resources are
distinct.

This hearing of the Senate Special Committee on Aging will examine
some of those special needs as well as some of the uniques
circumstances that characterize frontier areas.

We will hear testimony

from state program administrators and providers who daily must match
means to ends under program regualtions that seem expressely designed
to frustrate their very purposes -- that is,

to get services to people

-- because they were not written with frontier regions in mind.

We

will also hear from some experts who have done a great amount of work
on behalf of the Nation's

'frontier'

regions,

as instructors and

advocates for those who live and practice with such dedication in these
isolatied areas.
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Senator SIMPSON. The first panel will consist of Mary Netzner,
who is a home health care consultant in the Department of Health
and Social Services. She oversees a number of the State's public
health nurses, and helps negotiate problem cases, a number of
which are the products of Federal laws. Home health care personnel provide health care and assistance to the frailest members of
the community, people who could not survive outside an institution
without regular, attentive care. It's quite a job.
It's very good to have you here, Ms. Netzner. You will be leading
off.
Then the second member of the panel is Ken Heinlein. Ken is
the Interim Administrator for the Department of Health and
Social Services. It is his job to assure that programs offered by the
State are available to all who need them, and that they all comply,
down to the last of the rules, regulations, and mandates handed
down by Washington. It is a pleasure to have him here with the
facts and figures to set the context of the hearing.
Then we have Carol Miller, who has been very good to come such
a long way from New Mexico for this. She has worked as an analyst in the Department of Health and Human Services in Washington and is a public health officer in New Mexico. She is a long-time
advocate on behalf of rural health care, and is now chairman of the
Rural Health Committee of the American Public Health Association. She is also indeed an expert-and I mean that-she is an
expert in the issues we are discussing today. She made a special
effort to come here.
Mary, if you will proceed with your remarks within the time constraint and then we will go to Mr. Heinlein and Carol Miller, and I
will ask questions after the three of you have completed your remarks.
Thank you very much.
STATEMENT OF MARY NETZNER, HOME HEALTH CARE
CONSULTANT, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Ms. NETZNER. Thank you, Senator Simpson.
When I was in graduate school in Denver, they kept talking
about rural issues. Every time they talked about rural issues, they
looked at me. I'm from Cheyenne, I have lived and worked in Cheyenne. I kept looking around to see who they were talking to that
was sitting by me.
Finally, I said "Are you looking at me when you say rural?"
They said "Yes." I said "I'm from Cheyenne." They all laughed.
Then they explained what the definition of "rural" was. Then I
wondered-if Cheyenne is rural, if Casper is rural, what are Lusk
and Morecroft and Afton? It was after graduate school that I heard
the definition of "frontier." That made sense.
We had a lot of issues in public health and home health out in
the outlying areas that we don't have in Cheyenne and Casper. I
am here to tell you some of our war stories.
We had a situation in Lincoln County where we had a man
coming home from the hospital after having a CVA-stroke. He was
completely paralyzed on the left side. He came home one evening,
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and a nurse went out to the ranch the next morning to start services. We thought physical therapy and nursing and some aide services would be appropriate.
When she got out there about 10 o'clock in the morning and was
taking the history and assessment, she found out that the man had
driven into Kemmerer the afternoon before. She asked him how he
had driven with his left side completely paralyzed. He said when
he got home, he realized that unless they drove that pickup, they
were stranded. There wasn't anybody around for miles and miles.
So he thought it over, and he got a couple of his leather belts,
and put them together, climbed into his pickup, which was a feat
in itself, and got it into first gear, got it out on the road, slipped
the belt around his left foot and when he was ready to change
gears he just reached over with his right hand, pulled his foot up
with the belt, dropped it on the clutch, put it in second, and went
on down the road.
Right away that precludes him from meeting the home-bound
criteria for Medicare. All those services were not available to him.
We provided services some other ways, but we were not able to get
any Medicare benefits for him.
Another situation we had was a woman in Lovell who needed
I.V. therapy. We have one nurse that covers the northern end of
Big Horn County. The patient needed the I.V. therapy three times
a day. One nurse covering that area could not do it three times a
day. The way we set it up was that the school nurse, who had I.V.
skills, drove past the house on the way to school in the morning.
She went in and provided the morning therapy then the public
health nurse went in and did the afternoon therapy. The physician
lived right behind her, so he went in at 10:00 o'clock at night,
before he went to bed, and did the third dose.
Again, this did not meet the standards for home health services,
but we did get the services delivered.
Another story that I have, the outcome is not as good. We had a
woman who was living on a ranch outside of Kay Cee, 15 miles out
of town, in Johnson County. She lived 5 miles off improved road.
She was dying of a cerebral abscess. The only services we really
had available was a visit by a nurse once a week. That's because
she lived so far outside of where the home health agency could provide services that it really was not cost effective. They did not have
the people out there, and did not have people to send out there. So
she did not get very much in the way of services.
The senior center put up meals for the family, and the public
health nurses, when they went out, took about 14 frozen dinners
all wrapped up, so that she would have some meals during the
week.
Another situation that we are running into now is that some of
the standards for home health agencies are a little hard to enforce
or to live with in our communities. The situation that the Medicare
surveyors are walking around is that a nurse is supposed to be
available by phone, at least, when an aide is in the home.
We have situations where we will have one nurse to cover the
county or an area of the county, and she could be on her way to a
patient's home, and the patient does not have a telephone, we do
not have telephones in the car, and the aide may be in a home
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where there is not a telephone. There is no way that the aide can
be in telephone contact with the nurse. Because of the distances,
the nurse may be without a telephone for half a day.
When we were trying to write policies to cover this, and keep us
within this standard, the head of the survey team suggested we
carry a beeper. If you have a beeper, that's fine, you still have to
get someplace where there is a telephone. They are not enforcing
that standard yet. But if they did, it would mean about a third of
our agencies would have to decertify, which would mean there
would not be Medicare home health services from those agencies.
Senator SIMPSON. Thank you very much.
Mr. Heinlein.
STATEMENT OF KEN HEINLEIN, INTERIM ADMINISTRATOR,
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES
Mr. HEINLEIN. Thank you, Senator Simpson.
Wyoming is a large and largely rural State, with an average population density of less than five per square mile. Twenty percent of
the population lives in either Cheyenne or Casper. Ignoring these
two major cities, the remainder of the State has a population density of less than four per square mile.
The context of these numbers will be reflected or have been partially reflected in what Mary has said, and what will be said by
some of the other speakers. Bear with me while I give you a few
more numbers to give you more context for moving ahead.
Wyoming has 101 incorporated cities, towns or census designated
places, or about 980-let s say 1,000-square miles per place. Of
these 101 places, the 56 smallest, if all brought together would not
even make a crowd at RFK or Mile High Stadium, or even fill a
fifth of the Rose Bowl in Pasadena, CA. These 56 places combined
have a population of less than 20,000 people.
In addition, 29 percent of the population is in unincorporated
areas not including any of these 101. Wyoming has 27 acute care
hospitals, which is the same as the State of Delaware. If you will
look at the map there, the red dots represent the acute care hospitals in the State, and the distribution of them. That makes one hospital for every 3,600 square miles on average. The State of Delaware has 1,933 square miles. We have about one hospital for every
18,000 people, on average.
The population per hospital is why so many of them are financially marginal. The area covered is why they are so medically necessary.
What difference do these statistics make? Here are two examples. Every time a law is passed in Washington, or a regulation
written affecting hospitals, Wyoming has to apply that regulation
from the equivalent of Washington, DC to Columbus, OH, from
Washington DC to Port Huron, Ontario, from Washington, DC to
Buffalo, NY, and nearly as far north as Syracuse, NY.
When Congress establishes a service targeted to a low-prevalence
population, say 1 in 1,000, Wyoming must search from the equivalent of Washington, DC to Columbus, Port Huron, and Buffalo, for
the 500 people within that geographic area that we must serve
with those dollars.
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The more specific the restrictions, the more difficult the search.
Wyoming's communities and service providers are highly committed to quality for its services, but it is essential that we have as
much flexibility in delivering these services as we possibly can.
Let me, if I may, show you this map. Take Cheyenne and put it
over Washington, DC. That's what we have to cover for our services. The relevance of Delaware-Delaware might not make a
normal comparison to Wyoming, except that they also have 27
acute care hospitals. I will put Delaware up here, so you can see
the comparison. That's Delaware, with 27 acute care hospitals, and
Wyoming's 27 acute care hospitals.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Heinlein follows:]
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Fen Heinlein's Comments to the Senate's Special Committee on Aging.
Senator

Simpson,

Members of

the committee

long enough to
can stay
that you
I hope
to Wyominq,
Welcome
experience the uniquely rural aspects of the state, and thank you
for the opportunity to appear before your committee.
Mindful

of

the time limitation,

let me get straight

to

the point.

issues of
specific
My colleagues and co-workers will discuss
concern, I would like to provide an overview of the state that will
help set the stage for their remarks.
It has a average
Wyoming is a large, and largely rural state.
population density of less than 5 per square mile, with 20X of the
each having about 50
in either Cheyenne or Casper,
population
Ignoring these two major cities, the remainder
thousand people.
of the state has a density'of less than 4 persons per square mile.
Wyoming has 101 incorporated cities and towns, or Census Designated
Places, or about 980 (say 1000) square miles per place.
* Of these 101 places, the 56 smallest, if all brought together
would not even make a crowd at RFK Stadium, nor fill even a
These 56 places combined have
fifth of the Rose Bowl stadium.
less than 20,000 people.
in
is
population
of
the
cent
per
29
addition.
* In
unincorporated areas, not included in the 101 places.
Wyoming has 27 acute care hospitals (which is the same as the state
miles
square
3,60.
every
for
hospital
one
or
Delaware),
of
(Delaware has 1,933 square miles, or one hospital for every 18,000
The population Der nospitai is why so mans of tren are
people.
is why they are medically
the area covereo
fiscally marginal,
essential.
WHAT

DIFFERENCE

DOES THIS MAFE'

affecting
written
regulation
or
passed
a
law is
time
Every
hospitals, Wyoming has to apply that law or regulation from the
equivalent of Washington D.C. to Columbus, Ohio; to Port Hujron,
Ontario; to Buffalo, New York. and nearly as far north as Syracuse.
AND
When Congress establishes a service, targeted to a low prevalence
populations, say 1 in a thousand, Wyoming must search from D.C. to
Columbus, Port Huron, and Buffalo to find the 500, within that
The more spec; ric the
geographic area to whom the target applies.
restrictions, the more difficult tne search.

Wyoming is highlv committed to qaility standards for its services.
but it is essential the we have as much fle'ibility to meet service
priorities as is possible.
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Senator SIMPSON. It's very dramatic presented in that fashion. I
appreciate that very much.
Now, Carol Miller, please.
STATEMENT OF CAROL MILLER, MPH, CHAIR, RURAL HEALTH
COMMITTEE, AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, LA CLINICA DEL PUEBLO, TIERRA AMARILLA, NM
Ms. MIuTR. Thank you, Senator Simpson. I appreciate the opportunity to address this very important field hearing of the Senate
Special Committee on Aging.
It is a pleasure to be in Wyoming to discuss the health and social
service needs of frontier areas.
Today is almost 21 years to the day when I first came to Wyoming. I have to say that I came to Wyoming an Easterner and I
left 3 weeks later a confirmed Westerner. I have not left the Rocky
Mountain States since. If I had never come to Wyoming, I don t
think I would be the person here to talk about frontier health and
social service programs.
My testimony is a little longer than the others. I am going to set
the framework for where the frontier concept came from, and
where we hope it is going. Recognition of frontier needs and the
development of programs and regulations that will work in frontier
areas is very necessary. It will help our country eliminate a pervasive form of discrimination-geographic discrimination-where the
more populated areas and their representatives develop programs
that are inappropriate for sparsely populated large geographic
areas. It is fitting that this discussion take place in Wyoming, the
Equality State, where the State motto is "Equal Rights.'
Why are frontier areas important? Activists for appropriate
health and social service programs in frontier areas, like myself,
are always being told that our concerns are irrelevant, that no one
lives there, and that urban needs are more important. We cannot
allow that urban attitude to either ignore or discriminate against
45 percent of our country.
If you look at the map,' the areas that are blacked out on that
large map are counties with six or fewer persons per square mile,
which is one of the proposed definitions of frontier. We are talking
about a tremendous part of the country. Using that definition
there are 27 States with frontier areas.
Frontier areas are extremely important to the wealth of the
United States. These areas contain natural resources like timber,
water, wildlife, grazing lands, minerals, oil, gas, most of our national parks and forests, Indian reservations, our richest farmland at
the eastern edge of the frontier, open space, and military installations essential to our national security. There are no east-west
transportation or communication systems that do not cross extensive amounts of frontier land.
Millions of people pass through frontier areas every day from
other parts of the United States. Those who get sick or have an acI See p. 104.
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cident expect that someone will be there to help. And there are
people there, most often the volunteer Emergency Medical Technicians that arrive with an ambulance, or there is a small clinic or
health facility, usually with underpaid and overworked health care
providers who are struggling to keep their practices going in a
system that is working against them.
I am a volunteer Emergency Medical Technician in New Mexico.
It is extremely difficult to cover the large areas that we do. One
thing that is unique about frontier areas is the sense of volunteerism and people helping people that we just take for granted that I
don't think happens in other places.
Just to give a brief history of the Frontier Health Movement, in
1893, just after the 1890 Census, people on the East Coast decided
that there was no longer a frontier in this country. They had
thought there was up until that point, and I don't know whether it
was Wyoming joining the Union that convinced them that there
was no frontier left, but it was the 1890 Census from which they
determined that the frontier had been conquered. They were using
a definition of two or under per square mile.
However, in 1984, the frontier was reborn. Frank Popper, who
has been the guiding light of this return to the frontier, is a demographer, interestingly enough, in urban studies in New Jersey. He
looked at the map again and said "Wait a minute. We still have a
frontier." It's no longer a line, although it is pretty close to a line,
if you look at a map like this. There are frontier communities and
places all over the country.
In 1980, one-quarter of the United States had a population density of less than two per square mile. Even in California, which has 4
of the 16 largest cities in the United States, 7 percent of the land
area is frontier counties.
"For a place that was supposed to have disappeared generations
ago, a lot of frontier is still left. The frontier is off the beaten track,
our national governing classes, as well as many of the rest of us,
have no reason to notice it. At best, it is a place to fly over." That
was the opinion of Dr. Popper, the demographer.
However, those of us who live in frontier areas-well, there are
some things we do not want people to notice about us, so they don't
all want to move in. But there are other things we hope they do
notice. Our tasks of providing services in these areas are very difficult.
In 1985, the Public Health Service called together a group of
people to establish a Frontier Health Care Task Force. This group
worked very hard coming up with some definitions of frontier. We
were successful in getting one of the bureaus of the Department of
Health and Human Services, the Bureau of Health Care Delivery
and Assistance, to adopt a definition of frontier and supposedly
give special consideration to frontier areas.
The U.S. Senate, led by Senator Hatch of Utah, did get special
consideration of frontier areas into two pieces of legislation. But
some of us working in the frontier think that is too hit or miss.
Then you have the problem we are talking about, where one program is administered one way, and another program is administered differently. The Frontier Task Force, now a part of the National Rural Health Association, decided last November to start ad-
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dressing various forums like this, and talking to people in Congress
about a uniform definition of frontier. For example, an amendment
to the preamble of the Public Health Service Act so that all programs under that act would take into account the special considerations of frontier areas.
It has been very hard to establish this definition, and I am going
to lay out a few guidelines this morning. The Office of Technology
Assessment was asked by Congress to define rural, and tell them
what a rural area is. I see others have copies of that report here.
What they did was come up with a 70-page report that said rural is
a lot of things to a lot of people, and there are a lot of definitions,
and we are not going to risk making one.
They basically said-and this is the jam that people who work in
programs, I am sure, get into all the time-the Census Bureau defines it one way, the Department of Agriculture defines it another
way, Health and Human Services defines it at least four different
ways that I know about, whether it is the Health Care Financing
Administration, defining a rural hospital, the National Health
Service Corps defining a rural area, of other programs.
The Office of Management and Budget also has their own definition. However, it is very important to come up with a standard definition of frontier, because not having one is too divisive. Recent
legislation in 1988, Section 799(a) of the Public Health Service Act,
Interdisciplinary Training for Rural Areas, has now defined frontier as seven or fewer per square mile.
We think one thing that has happened is that people are hooked
on a number. Now there is a big debate as to whether it is six,
seven, what is it? I would like to propose today, and hopefully the
Senator will take this back to Congress, that there are a combination of characteristics that make up a frontier area. It is not solely
a magic number of how many people live in the county.
One thing that there has to be is what we call a service area, or
a catchment area. The most reasonable place to set up services is
around a trade area. I am sure from the map of the Wyoming hospitals, which are distributed fairly well throughout the State, that
they are located in service areas where people are used to going for
shopping or other services, in addition to health care.
The other thing is that we have to look at sub-county units. The
Senator addressed that. When you have one large population
center in a western county, there may be small communities 100 or
more miles away, who are not qualified for any kind of Federal assistance. When this assistance is based on a population-to-physician
ratio, for example, that one population center will throw the entire
county out of eligibility for program support.
In New Mexico, we looked at sub-counties and found that 72 percent of the State was frontier. On a whole county basis, it would be
50 percent. I am sure in Wyoming we could get up to 100 percent of
the State that would qualify as frontier.
Another of the important characteristics is distance. The Federal
guidelines we have right now, talk about distance to next level of
care.
It is not enough to say that here is a small physician's office in a
small town in Wyoming and the next level of care is a local hospital that might not be fully staffed. The next level of care has to be
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able to handle the 24-hours emergency. In New Mexico, we only
have one major trauma center in the whole State of New Mexico. I
am sure that's the case here, also. You are feeding people in from
other communities and other hospitals. Even your 'urban" hospitals are serving primarily the frontier population.
We think it is very important to have States involved in the designation process. Who knows better than local government and
Governors what is going on in their State. There are Federal programs that allow Governors and local officials to appeal a designation process and speak for the medically underserved area. I know
Wyoming has tried to get designated a number of times, and not
qualified, there is a way that the Governor can request a designation.
One point that would be really helpful is that once an area is
designated as a frontier, it is going to be frontier for all programs.
So if you are a hospital located in a frontier area, you are a frontier hospital. You would not go through the debate as to whether it
is rural or frontier. We are going to designate areas, not populations.
I want to read from the policy that the Bureau of Health Care
and Delivery Assistance has. We went through months and months
of discussion about how to write it. We had to put in there a statement big enough to drive a truck through, which says "Because of
the unique nature of frontier areas and the difficulty in developing
eligibility criteria which fit all cases, there will be an opportunity
for organizations to justify any unusual circumstances which may
qualify them as frontier. For example, geography, exceptional economic conditions, or special health needs."
We had to have that in there, because even frontier areas can be
quite different from each other.
I am going to run through a couple of specific frontier recommendations I would like to see. One would be a National Center
and Clearinghouse for Frontier Health and Social Services. There
is now a National Rural Health Information Center jointly operated by the Department of Agriculture and the Department of
Health and Human Services. Yet I can't get any information about
home health programs in frontier areas, as we heard this morning.
I can't get information about how the emergency medical services
are different in frontier areas. I really believe we need one national focal point, where we can network and exchange the kinds of information we need. Programs for the elderly, you name it-frontier
is totally different from rural.
We need frontier demonstration programs, and I just want to
throw out the concept of payments of lieu of taxes, or PILTS. If we
were to overlay a map of Federal lands over this map of frontier,
there is a tremendous amount of Federal land in frontier areas
that does not add to our local tax base. The PILTS primarily go to
education and roads.
I would like to see Congress designate some way that we can look
at PILTS going into the health and social service system. We do
not have the tax base to operate the programs, partly because of
this Federal lands issue.
I have other recommendations on other programs, in the written
testimony.
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I will say one thing about the Medicare Program, because this is
the Committee on Aging. I was very happy to hear that Medicare
is going to look at more preventive services for the elderly. We find
at the clinic where I work that it is very discouraging to tell people
that preventive services are not covered under Medicare. It causes
real hardship, and people are going without. I think we have
learned in health care that preventive services save a lot of money
down the road. I hope that the message I heard yesterday does go
through as legislation.
Thank you.
r[Te prepared statement of Ms. Miller follows:]
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Senator Simpson:
Thank you tor the opportunity to address this
very important field hearing of the Senate Special Committee on
Aging. It Is a pleasure to be In Wyoming to discuss the health
and social service needs of frontier areas.
Today is almost twenty-one years to the day of my first visit to
Wyoming. Since then I have returned to this beautiful state many
times. I came here 21 years ago an Easterner and left the state
several weeks later a Westerner. I have stayed In the West ever
since. In fact, if I had never come to Wyoming, I doubt I would
be the person here today talking about frontier health and social
service programs.
Recognition or frontier needs and the development of programs and
regulations that wtil work In frontier areas Is very necessary.
It will help our country eliminate a pervasive form of
discrimination - geographic discrimination - where the more
populated areas and their representatives develop programs that
are Inappropriate for sparsely populated, large geographic areas.
It Is fitting that this discussion take place in Wyoming, the
Equality State, where the state motto is -Equal Rlghts."
WHY ARE FRONTIER AREAS IMPORTANT?
Activists for appropriate health and social service programs in
frontier areas are always being told that our concerns are
"Irrelevant, "-no one lives there," and that "urban needs are
more Important." We can not allow that urban attitude to either
ignore or discriminate against 45% of our country.
Frontier areas are extremely important to the wealth of the
United States. These areas contain natural resources like timber,
water, wildlife, grazing land, minerals, oil, gas, most of our
national parks and forests, Indian reservations, our richest
farmland at the eastern edge of the frontier, open space
essential for re-creation, and military installations essential
to our national security. There are no east-west transportation
or communications systems that do not cross extensive amounts of
frontier land.
Millions of people pass through frontier areas every day from
other parts of the US. Those that got sick or have an accident
expect that someone will be there to help. And there are people
there, most often the volunteer Emergency Medical Techicians that
come with an ambulance or other dedicated (usually under-paid and
over-worked) health professionals struggling to keep their
clinic, practice, or hospital open despite incredible odds that
work against frontier medicine.
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History of the Frontier Health Movement
'Up to and including 1880 the country had a frontier of
settleoent, but at present the unsettled area has been so broken
into by isolated bodies of settlement that there can hardly be
said to be a frontier line." This quotation from the US Census
Bureau are the opening lines of Frederick Jackson Turner's 1893
essay, "The Significance af the Frontier in American History."
Turner and the Census Bureau thought in terms of a national
frontier lIne running north to south beyond which there were
fewer than S people per square mile. After the 1890 Census this
line was gong and Turner and the Census Bureau declareod that the
frontier was gone.
In 1984, the frontier was re-born. Frank Popper, a demographer in
the Urban Studies Program at Rutgers University in Now Jersey,
published a series of articles which 'stated that the American
frontier still
existed. There was not a frontler line but a lot
of frontier still
remains. The 1980 Census found that there were
143 countles with fewer than 2 people per square mile and that
these counties total 949,500 square miles - one quarter oa the
United States.
Even California, with four of the sixteen largest cities in the
US, has 2 frontier counties that are 7 percent at the land area
of the state - and this is using the less than two per square
mile definition. According to the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM), 383 million acres of federal public land - 175 of the US,
and all in the West - have never been surveyed.
Using a frontier definition of less than six, there are 394
frontier counties and 45% of the land area of the US.
As Popper states in a 1984 paper, "For a place that is supposed
to have disappeared generations ago, a lot of frontier is left.
... The frontier is off the beaten track: our national governing
classes, as well as many of the rest of us, have no reason to
notice it.
At best, it is a place to fly over."
A Nebraska clinic adminstrator, Larry Jeter, read Popper's work
with great interest. He felt that many national health policies
did not recognize the differences beween frontier areas and rural
areas. He began to contact western Regional Offices of the US
Public Health Service and the National Rural Health Association
to Initiate dialogue on frontier health delivery issues.
A Public Health Service Frontier Task Force began to meet In
Doecember of 7985. The meetings of this group led to the adoption
of Primary Care Activities in Frontier Areas. Reglonal Guidance
Memorandum 86-10 by the Bureau of Health Care Doelvery and
Assistance (BMCDA),
DHHS.
This policy - which will be explained in more detail in a minute
- defines a frontier area and delineates funding and service
issues for BHCDAprograms; primarily the National Health Service
Corps and Migrant and Community Health Center Programs (Sections
329 and 330 of the USPHS Act).
Frontier meetings have continued to take place either formally or
informally among the people who are frontier activists, most
recently though a Frontier Task Force convened by the National
Rural Health Association. This Association recently approved a
petitIon from members in frontier areas to establish a Frontier
Constituency Group within its organizational structure.
DEFINI TION
i.
Difficulties in
Establishing a Dofinitlon
It is not easy to define a frontier area. Last July the
Congressional Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) issued a
pamphlet called Doefinino "Rural" Areas: Impact on Health Care
Policy and Research. This pamphlet analyzed the various
governmental definitions of rural areas; Census Bureau,
Doepartment of Agriculture, Doepartment of Health and Human
Services, and Office of Management and Budget as well as nongovernmental agencies and university-based research definitions.
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The OTA paper states In the Summary:
There Is no uniformity in how rural areas are derined for
purposes of Federal program administration or distribution
of funds. Dirferent designations may be used by the same
agency. For example, Congress directed the Health Care
Financing Administration to use Census' non-urbanized area
designation to certify health facilitles under the Rural
Health Clinics Act, but to use OMB's MSA/nonMSA
designations to categorize hospitals...
There have been calls to develop a standard rural typology
... Although a standard typology may be desirable, It will
be difficult to arrive at, because the different typologles
have merit for various purposes.
Despite this statement, I believe that it Is critical to develop
a definition that clarifies what constitutes a frontier area. The
definition will not be a single number but will rather consist of
a matrix or series of screens to evaluate local conditions.
Too many people have heard of the frontier concept and seized
upon the single number part of existing definitions. For example,
6 or fewer per square mile is used by BHCDA, in HRSA. In 1988,
Congress passed 'Section 799A.
Health Care for Rural Areas,"
administered by the Bureau of Health Professlons, HRSA, which
provides funding for Interdisciplinary allied health training
programs in rural and frontier areas. This Act defines frontier
as less than 7 per square mile.
The difference, on a county basis, between 6 or less and less
than 7 is about 50 countIes.
In order to standardize a frontier definition within Federal
health programs, I have recommended that the Preamble to the
Public Health Service Act be amended to establish a frontler
category that will apply to all Public Health Service programs.
11. Essential Comoonents of the Frontier Definition:
Access

The Issue Is

1. Service Areoa/Catchment Area
The area to be served by the health or social service
program needs to be defined. A service area makes the most
sense it it can be organized around an existing trade or
market area.
The services provided should be appropriate to the size
of the population. The matrix entitled "Minimum Recommended
Health Services" in the Attachments describes the types of
services appropriate for a variety of population sizes.
2. Sub-County Units
Because of the large size of most frontier counties,
important to develop a methodology for sub-county
designations.

it

is

With current county-based designations, a single population
center can elevate the population density above what is
generally considered "frontier." In large, primarily,
Western counties, the rest of the county is frequently very
sparsely populated and is located 50-tOO miles or more from
the population center.
This is also true of other Federal designations like the
Health Manpower Shortage Area (HMSA). The HMSA is based on
a physician to population ratio within a county. The single
large population center often has an adequate supply of
health professionals but smaller communities at a great
distance are not eligible for Federal personnel.
There Is currently not a good data file
for square mileage
of sub-county units. We need a data source which will allow
us to define a service area and be provided Information on
its square mileage. The US Geological Survey (USGS) may be
the best source of this type of data.
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3. Geographic Factors
Distance, climate, availability of transportation systems
contribute to frontier status.
Distance to existing or proposed services is the primary
geographic factor. The services need to be appropriate
for the population to be served.
For example, the BHCDApolicy 86-10 says that a frontier
primary care site will be 45 mIles and/or 60 minutes
average travel time to the next level of care and that
with 24-hour capability
this next level must be -a facility
to handle an emergency cesarean section or a patient having
a heart attack and some specialty mix to include at a
minimum, 08, PED, IM, and anesthesia services.,,
4. State Involvement in Deslanation Process
It is very important to assure States' involvement in the
frontier designation process. States have been assured
participation in other types of designations. For example,
the designation for the Medically Underserved Area, which
is required for Migrant or Community Health Center funding
states:
The Secretary may designate a Medically Underserved
population that does not meet the criteria established
under paragraph (4) if the Chief Executive Officer of
the state in which such population is located and local
officals of such state recommend the designation of such
population based on unusual local conditions which are a
barrier to access or the availability of personal health
serv ices.

PL 99-280.

Health Services Amendments Act

of 1s96

Similar language should be included with a frontier
designation, however with "frontier" we are designating
areas not populations.
5. Universal Frontier Area Desionation
This point is simple - a frontier area is a frontier area
Is a frontier area. Once an area has been designated as
frontier for one program, it is frontier for all programs.
A frontier designation defines an area not a population. We
need to avoid the designation problems vith many federal
programs where you need to be an MUA for one program and
a HMSA for another; the hospitals located In frontier areas
are frontier hospitals, etc.
6. ADoaeos Process
It Is very difficult to develop a cookie-cutter designation
for a frontier area. Organizations should have the right to
appeal a designation denial.
The BHCDA frontier policy 86-1o contains a statement which
allows organizations to request a frontier designation. An
expansion of this concept can provide the basis of an
organizational appeal process:
Because of the unique nature of frontier areas and the
criteria Which fit
difficulty in developing eligibility
all cases, there will be an opportunity for organizations
to justify any unusual circumstances which may qualify
them as frontier, for example, geography, exceptional
economic conditions, or special health needs.
Primary Care Activities in Frontier Areas - Regional
Guidance Memorandum 86-70, Bureau of Health Care Delivery
and Assistanco, DHHS
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RECOMMENDATIONS
FRONTIER PROGRAMS
1. NATIONAL CENTER AND CLEARINGHOUSE FOR FRONTIER HEALTH
AND HUMANSERVICES
In order to learn more about the existing health and
social service programs In frontier areas, a National
Conter should be established to gather information and
facil itoto the sharing of Information among programs. This
National Center should be located in a frontier area and
have an Independent advisory board made up of both frontier
providers of services and frontier resldents/consumers.
An initial appropriation of $500,000 should be adequate to
set up a National Center. Frontier people are used to
"making do" and this project should be very reasonable to
fund on an ongoing basis. In the long run this Center will
save money because it will help to prevent duplication of
services. Frontier programs will be able to learn of
successful programs in other frontier areas as well as
learning about which programs did not work.
Too many times, solutions proposed for frontier problems
are programs or methods that worked in an urban setting.
when tried In a frontier
These solutions frequently fall
aree.
2. AMtENDEXISTING LEGISLATION TO INCLUDE RECOGNITION AND
CONSIDERATION OF THE SPECIAL NEEDS OF FRONTIER AREAS AND
BUILD IN THESE CONSIDERATIONS TO ALL NEWHEALTH AND SOCIAL
SERVICE LEGISLATION
There is already a considerable groundswell In the Congress
to amend the Preamble to the Public Health Service Act so
that all PHS programs will take Into account the special
needs of frontier areas. This should occur as soon as
feasible. When this has been accomplished, other
legislative needs will be proposed.
The National Center and Clearinghouse for Frontier Health
and Human Services will provide the logical leadership and
focal point for further legislative action.
3. FRONTIER DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
Funds should be provided to establish a series of frontier
demonstration projects leading to the development of
appropriate frontier service delivery models. Integrated
models that have systems to provide primary care, EMS,
Primary Care Hospital (PCH), public health, mental health,
and linkages to social services if not directly provided
need to be developed and evaluated.
The call for integrated systems Is coming very strongly
from DHHS at this time. We need to assure that urban models
are not developed and superimposed on frontier settings. In
fact, if an succesful integrated system can work,
overcoming all the difficulties Inherent in frontier
service delivery, that system could probably work anywhere.
4. PAYMENTSIN LIEU OF TAXES (PILTS) FOR HEALTH CARE
Because so much of the land In frontier areas belongs to
the federal government and is not part of the local tax
base, It is important to extend PILTS to help support the
health care system in the areas. In most places PILTS now
are paid to counties and used primarily for schools and
roads.
EXISTING PROGRAMS
t.

MEDICARE

Passage of legislation to allow for direct Medicare
reimbursement of nurse practitioners.
Expand cost-based reimbursement program - Federally
Qualifted Health Center (FQHC) - to Medicare. Assure
that National Heaith Service Corps sites are named In
the legislation as federally qualified along with
community and migrant health centers (Federally Funded
Health Centers).
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No Increases In Medicare premiums, deductible or co-payment
without application of means test. Increases are
regressive and put a disproportlonate burden on the low
income elderly. They are already unable to pay their share.
Vriting off' the deductible and co-payment place a
tremendous financial burden on providers.
Allow Medicare to cover prescription drugs for low-income
elderly.
Expand the preventive services covered by Medicare. In the
long run, prevention will save millions of dollars and
improve the quality of lIfe for the elderly.
Amend the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act of 1988 (CLIA
88) to remove financial obstacles to the maintenance of
laboratories in frontier areas.
2. NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE CORPS
Expand the National Health Service Corps. Assure that
strong Incentives are Included to assure distribution of
health professionals to frontier areds. Prioritize the
free-standing National Health Service Corps sites,
especially those in frontier areas. Legislate a specific
frontier designation with Its own appropriate criteria.
Expand the Loan Repayment Program; prioritize frontier and
Inner city sites for loan repayment candidates.
Encourage the education and training of physician,
physician assistant, and nurse practitioner specialists in
primary care gerontology. This will help with cost
containment by reducing use of more costly physician
specialists by the elderly.
3. MEDICAID
Amend Federally Qualified Health Centers legislation,
which provides for cost-based Medicaid reimbursement,
to Include National Health Service Corps sites for
eligibilty retroactive to April 1, 1990 along with
community and migrant health centers (Federally Funded
Health Centers).
Expand eligibilty to Medicaid. Allow 2-parent poverty level
households to qualify.
PROGRAMSFOR THE FUTURE
A wide array of health and social service programs are needed to
Improve the quality Of life for frontier and rural elderly. Some
of the areas needing immediate attention are transportation,
housing, adult day care and home care programs, meals programs to
assure adequate nutrition, access to the entire spectrum of
physical and mental health care services and the establishment
of social support systems. People should not have to spend their
older years In isolation, separated from family and friends.
SUMMARY
Thank you again for the opportunity to share Ideas on the
problems and some possible solutions to frontier health and
social service needs. I cannot take sole credit for these Ideas
because there Is a dedicated group of health care professionals
who have gone to meetings, developed position papers, and
advocated for the unique needs of frontier areas for a number of
It has been an honor to be a part of this effort.
years.
In addition to my testimony, I am submitting additional materials
to serve as background Information which I hope will prove
helpful to future policy development."*
**See Appendlx--ltem

a.
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Senator SIMPSON. Thank you very much. That is very impressive
testimony.
Let me just ask a few questions, if I may.
Mary, in your task as a home health care consultant through the
Department, how long have you been working in this field in Wyoming?
Ms. NETZNER. For 15 years.
Senator SIMPSON. And these little cameos that you present from
real life, are they usual, in your experience? Those are different,
but usual, are they, in a sense?
Ms. NETZNER. They are very usual, yes.
Senator SIMPSON. And from what I think you are saying, and
from the testimony I read last night, it seems that many of these
people in Wyoming are getting the help they desperately need,
only because staff is willing to go the extra mile-sometimes
beyond anything required or even anticipated by Federal policy. Is
that correct?
Ms. NETZNER. Yes. We have a very supportive network in the
communities. Everybody, not just the agencies, goes beyond what is
expected.
Senator SIMPSON. And that is sometimes when the comment
comes from the Federal authorities, as you do that? Is that correct?
Ms. NETZNER. Yes.
Senator SIMPSON. When you avoid their activities of preciseness
that just don't fit Wyoming?
Ms. NETZNER. Yes, we have to take them out of one program and
into another.
Senator SIMPSON. Flexibility is what we are seeking in the Federal law, and that's what you are trying to do without the Federal
law right now.
Ms. NETZNER. Right.
Senator SIMPSON. Mr. Heinlein, you dramatically present that. I
often say there are only 34 communities in Wyoming that play 11man football. That kind of surprises people, but that's the way it is.
When you use this term "census designated places," what again
does that mean, for the record?
Mr. HEINLEIN. A census designated place is either an incorporated town, city, borough, something like that, that has corporate
limits, or an area, a cluster of people living together that are not
incorporated but have a population of at least 1,000. According to
the statistics that I have, Warren Air Base, which is not a part of
Cheyenne, is a census designated place, and I believe Jeffrey City is
also listed as a census designated place.
It is a cluster of people. But 29 percent of our population lives
someplace other than incorporated areas or census designated
places.
Senator SIMPSON. That is the 29 percent of Wyoming's population
who, according to statistics and the U.S. Bureau of Census "don't
live anywhere?"
Mr. HEINLEIN. That's correct, Senator.
Senator SIMPSON. Is that really it?
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Mr. HEINLEIN. Right. They are outside the main places of the 101
named places. That's correct.
Senator SIMPSON. Which of Wyoming's counties exceeds the six
people per square mile ratio?
Mr. HEINLEIN. If we go by the 1990 DAFC population estimates,
which the Division of Administration of Fiscal Control, it is
Albany, Campbell has just over six, Goshen County also just over
six, Laramie County, Natrona County, Sheridan, and Uinta Counties.
Senator SIMPSON. There's the point. Folks that live on the edges
of these urban areas within small counties-the access issue is the
problem. Do you think the counties are the most useful unit to use
for analysis here, or do we need something smaller-a sub-county
unit?
Mr. HEINLEIN. I would concur. Something smaller than that does
make sense. If we look, for example, at Laramie County, with a
population density of 26.8 per square mile, if you blipped out Cheyenne, Laramie County would change significantly. So for a Pine
Bluffs, Carpenter, and all of those, it is very much a different
world than it is for Cheyenne or even for someone like myself who
is not in the county, but I ride my bicycle to work in the center of
the city. It's a different ball game in the other parts of the county.
Senator SIMPSON. Thank you.
Carol Miller, again, thank you so much. Based on your long experience, why do you think the advocates of frontier areas are simply
not heard, or not widely heard? What is it?
Ms. MILLER. I think that we are so accustomed to helping ourselves that we have not gotten it into our heads yet that we have to
get out there and raise these issues. I feel very fortunate that the
clinic where I work, which had been ignored by the Federal Government for a long time, the board finally just said we had to go
out and talk about what was happening. Over the past decade what
happened was that physicians left the areas, as you mentioned, to
go to more high-tech settings.
We were not able to recruit. There were no programs. We can't
get registered nurses. We are hoping to be able to begin providing
home care. People just relied on themselves and relied on their
neighbors.
I hope that the national tide will turn, because we are just too
important to the national economy, to be ignored. Also, there are a
lot of people in frontier areas. Our programs are very cost-effective.
When I worked for the Federal Government, I found that in frontier areas the average clinic got a subsidy of between $60,000 and
$70,000. That mostly paid the mid-level nurse practitioner or the
physician assistant salary, which could not be made when providing care to low income people.
In larger places, people are more used to the social service
system, they are used to getting more help from the Government.
There are Federal clinics that get $7 million. I can give an example. Region 8 covers all the Rocky Mountain States. It gets about
$11 million, $7 million in the community health center program
stay in Denver. All the rest of the States in the region divide up
everything else. I would say there is something wrong there.
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One final comment, a lot of programs do not even let frontier
areas participate. For example, the National Health Service
Corps-I know of a doctor in New Mexico who is the only doctor in
a large county who also works in their small hospital. The Federal
Government has told her that when she leaves, the county will
qualify for Federal assistance, but as long as she is there, she disqualifies the whole county.
It is a real Catch-22, and I know it is happening all over.
Senator SIMPSON. That is one of the things we will have to get
reestablished. Senator Durenberger has always been a great advocate of rural health care. With his help, we did, last November, finally create an awareness of rural versus urban, a small step. Now
we can push that a step further and develop that same awareness
of the "frontier," and people like you, with your vast background
can help us do that. This use of a frontier demonstration project is
of interest to me.
You mentioned that, and the PILTS program, payment in lieu of
taxes, is fully incomprehensible to people in the East. They don't
understand what that means. But it is very important here, with
non-Federal land. So your suggestion to use those funds for PILTS
is very helpful. I think it is a case of awareness, but there is this
issue of rugged independence. The cattlemen don't ever ask for
money from the farm program, and they go up and down like yoyos, and in and out of business. That is a part of our trait. You
know the Rocky Mountains from living here.
This is very helpful material to us, and it is all on the record and
will be presented to the staff and to the Chairman of the committee. I thank you all very much. This has been very helpful.
We will now hear from Dr. Larry Meuli, Administrator of the
Health and Medical Services of Wyoming. He is responsible for administering all State and federally funded health programs
throughout the State of Wyoming. He was the Director of Family
Health Services for the State, has a distinguished academic background, and serves as President of the Wyoming Chapter of the
American Academy of Pediatrics Practice, practiced at Missoula
and Loveland, and chaired the Department of Pediatrics at Children's Medical Center in Tulsa, and is a delegate to the Wyoming
Medical Society. He is very active, and very accessible-I have
found him so. I know this is a special effort for you, I know of the
illness of your wife, and we wish her full recovery. I know that's a
troublesome personal issue, and I hope she is doing much better.
We pray for that.
Dr. MEUm. Thank you, Senator.
Senator SIMPSON. We have Evonne Ulmer, from Weston County
Hospital in Newcastle. She oversees all aspects of administration
and planning and acute care at that small hospital. She has developed a number of innovative successful projects at the facilities in
diversified care. She has her degree in nursing from St. Luke's
School of Nursing in Duluth, and St. Joseph's in Maine, and a Master's in Health Administration. She has been deeply involved in
Newcastle, including being a member of the board of the Wyoming
Health Care Association, a member of the rural task force. She and
I have often visited in Washington, and she is a very able lady.
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We also have Dr. David Driggers here. He is the Director of the
Natrona County Family Practice, Program Director for the University of Wyoming Family Practice Residency Program. That is a
very important thing. He is responsible for training a large
number of the physicians who will practice in the most isolated
and remote regions of the State, hopefully. That doesn't always
work.
He received his Bachelor of Science from the U.S. Air Force
Academy, his M.D. from the Medical College of Georgia. He has
been practicing in Casper for the past 10 years, and has done numerous research papers, written articles on the sweeping range of
medical topics from pediatrics to geriatrics. He is Associate Dean of
the College of Health Sciences at the University of Wyoming, and
Chairman of the Central Wyoming Cooperative Board of Higher
Education, active member of the American Academy of Family
Physicians, and the Wyoming Medical Society.
If this distinguished panel will proceed in that order, within the
time constraints as previously explained. We appreciate all of you
being here very much.
STATEMENT OF DR. LARRY MEULI, M.D., ADMINISTRATOR OF
HEALTH AND MEDICAL SERVICES, STATE OF WYOMING
Dr. MEULI. Senator Simpson, thank you very much for inviting
us to participate in this panel, and to provide testimony regarding
rural health and frontier health issues.
As Ken Heinlein explained earlier, in the 1990 Census, when you
look at Wyoming, seven of our counties are rural, 16 of our counties are frontier-they don't even meet the rural definition. By the
census of 1980, it was actually five rural counties, and the rest
were all frontier.
The frontier is a concept that is just beginning to be recognized. I
think the frontier is as uniquely different from rural as rural is
from urban. Ken Heinlein set the stage for the fact that our health
care facilities licensure and survey team that surveys hospitals
around the State, has 27 acute care hospitals in the State of Wyoming to survey.
When we presented our transportation budget to the central
HCFA office, it was interesting-this was several years ago-they
slashed our budget by about 50 percent. When asked for an explanation, the explanation was that Delaware has 27 acute care hospitals, and they don't need that kind of a travel budget.
As explained earlier, if you look at our 27 hospitals, each of the
hospitals cover a geographic area one and a half times the size of
the State of Delaware. So we did need a little larger transportation
budget.
As I go through this, I want to talk briefly about our public
health nursing services, our health care facility licensure and
survey program, our WIC program, our AIDS and STD program,
our maternal and child health block grant, and a little bit about
access to care. Some of these do not directly apply to the elderly,
but certainly a great number of these issues do.
In Wyoming, most of our public health nursing agencies and
WIC agencies are co-located. They do a wide variety of tasks, and
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in many cases are the primary entry point for people into the
health care system. The public health nurses provide services from
home health visits to the elderly, to the high risk mother, to the
infant, to the immunization clinics, they provide disease followup,
and a lot of education classes, plus a number of other things. This
is entirely different from what public health nurses do in an urban
area.
This emphasizes the expanded role of the public health nurses in
frontier States, like Wyoming. Therefore, many of the stringent
rules and regulations that are written for Medicare, for laboratory
licensure, for maternal and child health projects, and for home
health care agencies adversely impact our ability to provide those
services in one community agency. Again, we combine things, the
Federal Government tends to divide things.
I see what is happening, that the rules and regulations apply to
areas where there is a concern about duplication of services. In
Wyoming our major concern is gaps in services.
To give you some examples, a home health nurse and a therapist
in an urban agency-in a metropolitan area-can average six to
eight visits per day. In a rural agency, they can average about four
visits a day. But when you get into a frontier area, where you are
talking about long distances, they only average about two and a
half visits per day. However, when reimbursement is considered,
reimbursement is based on the whole across the Nation, the national average. So the time spent in administration and travel is not
considered in the reimbursement situation.
Another regulation that our public health nurses are faced with
is that nurse aides making home visits, as Mary Netzner mentioned earlier, have to be able to contact their supervisory nurse by
telephone. If we are unable to fulfill that requirement and if it is
strictly enforced, then as she said, about one-third of our home
health agencies will be decertified in the State of Wyoming, so
there will be no services available for home health care for the elderly.
The other thing is that our sparse population makes for a very
small case load in many of our communities. Because of that, our
home health aides and homemakers many times are underutilized
and underemployed. Therefore, our aide turnover is relatively high.
There are now new requirements coming in that aides have to be
certified and have to meet minimum requirements to work in a
certified agency. Again, this is going to impact us very directly, because it is going to be difficult for those aides to become certified in
a frontier area, and with the high turnover rate, we will again
have big gaps in services.
The Wyoming Medical Facility Survey Teams are teams that
survey hospitals, nursing homes and other health care facilities,
and they travel approximately 155,000 miles a year. They spend approximately 40 hours per month on the road. Again, when you
start with the reimbursement formula, that kind of road time is
not reimbursed. It is the amount of time that is spent in the facility that is reimbursed.
You can see that it makes it difficult for us to obtain and retain
personnel. They are away from their offices 85 to 90 percent of the
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time. Much of the time they are on the road, because of the great
distances involved.
Another thing we are concerned about is the nurses aide training
that is going to be required for the nursing homes. They have to be
trained in a deficiency-free facility. In the United States there are
only about 300 of these nationally. There is none in Wyoming, so it
makes it difficult for these aides to receive their training.
Another thing under the present law is the pre-admissions
screening and annual resident review (PASARR). That has to do
with patients being admitted to long-term care facilities, to nursing
homes, having to go through that review. If they have mental illness or are developmentally delayed, the nursing home is required
to see that those patients get active treatment. In many of our
small communities, the professionals are not there to provide that
active treatment, so that necessitates that some of these people end
up going to the State Hospital in Evanston or the State training
school in Lander, a long way from their support system. That
placement may not be in their best interests, but to follow the Federal guidelines, we are required to do that.
I want to talk briefly about the WIC program. I know this is a
mothers, infants, and children program which does not directly involve the elderly, but I want to make some points about how this is
difficult for us.
Our WIC services are provided through 15 local agencies and 39
outlying agencies. Some of the clinics we provide through the WIC
program, we are only able to be there every month, or every other
month. For example, areas like Sundance, Newcastle, Lusk, Hannock, Afton, Pinedale, etc., have clinics either monthly or bimonthly. Regulations require that we provide service, expedited services
within 10 days to newly diagnosed pregnant women and infants admitted to the program. However, it may take 30 to 60 days for us to
have a clinic in the area where that mother is located.
Consequently, for us to fulfill the guidelines, that mother may
have to drive 45 to 100 miles to meet that 10-day requirement at
another one of our clinics, to become certified. This does not seem
to be reasonable.
Another requirement we are under is that we get referrals of
pregnant mothers to clinics to treat smoking and substance abuse.
In many of our small communities, there are no programs like this,
and we cannot fulfill that requirement.
Another interesting requirement for the WIC program is what is
called vendor monitoring, which means that we are required to see
that the grocery stores who are providing the food staples for the
WIC mothers and children are providing it accurately and are
doing it efficiently, and there is no fraud or abuse involved.
The Federal guidelines say that to do this, we have to do covert
operations, to test these grocery stores, to see if they are doing it
correctly. Can you imagine going into a grocery store in a place
like Frannie and doing a covert operation? Frannie has maybe five
or six people that are on the WIC program, and represent maybe
two or three families. The grocer knows everybody within a 50-mile
radius. There is no way we can do that.
We have a lot of communities exactly like that. Even in Laramie,
WY, where the WIC program did a pilot of this to see if we could
slip in a disguised WIC participant to check out the food staples in
34-175 0 - 90 - 2
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that store, to see if there was any abuse, the second time this
woman went to that store, she was immediately recognized and
called by her name. So that shot down that whole thing.
The other thing about this is that it is a kind of entrapment that
is not well received in Wyoming. We have been above board and
tried to educate our vendors and be straightforward with them,
and assume that they are innocent people and doing a good job.
When you come in with a covert operation like this, it is very detrimental to your program when you are trying to build cooperative
relationships with them.
I want to talk briefly about our sexually transmitted disease and
AIDS program. Frontier communities are experiencing significant
declines in morbidity for gonorrhea and for early syphilis. The
thing we are seeing most of in Wyoming is chlamydia. Chlamydia
infections are a type of sexually transmitted disease. It has increased two- or three-fold in Wyoming. However, the national priorities and the national emphasis is on gonorrhea. Consequently,
we can't access those funds, because we have the wrong disease in
Wyoming.
Therefore, we can expand our public health resources for one disease that is considered a national concern, but do not have the
flexibility in disease prevention program grants to appropriately
respond to frontier community public health needs.
In most cases in Wyoming, treatment for reportable diseases is
through the private sector, not the public health sector, and we do
not have the resources nor the personnel nor the clinics to adequately treat these diseases in the public sector. Therefore, we can
identify the diseases, we just don't have the money to treat them
and we have this cooperative agreement with the private sector,
which is unique to a frontier area like Wyoming.
In consideration of grants for the AIDS program, many of the
grants are becoming categorical grants. When they become categorical, that means that the grants are let for minority populations,
for homosexual or bisexual males, for the homeless, for migrants,
for specific population groups. In Wyoming, we cannot compete effectively for these grants, because we don't have enough people
that fall into these categories to obtain the money. We would probably have to advertise to get those people, and I'm not sure how
many people would respond to the ads.
Senator SnmusoN. Dr. Meuli, if you could just do one more
minute, so that we can keep to our schedule.
Dr. MEUm. Thank you.
The maternal and child health block grants for us are much preferable to the categorical grants, and we feel that that money can
be much better utilized in that way.
The last issue is access to care. In Wyoming, it is difficult for us
to talk about access to care. When we consider health manpower
shortage areas in the State of Wyoming, there are seven criteria
set up to designate these areas, and four of the criteria actually disadvantage us, so that we can't compete effectively to be designated
as health manpower shortage areas. It is difficult for us to get doctors from the National Service Corps to serve in our smaller communities.
Thank you very much for your time and attention.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Meuli follows:]
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Senator Simpson and members of Special Committee on Aging:
It is a privilege for me to have this opportunity to
provide testimony on rural and frontier health issues. According
to the U.S. Census Bureau, frontier is considered as less than 6
people per square mile. In Wyoming, according to 1980 census, we
The other eighteen
have five counties that are considered rural.
counties are frontier. Frontier is a concept that is beginning to
uniquely different
as
is
of
view
be recognized and from my point
Federal rules and regulations
from rural as rural is from urban.
In Wyoming the
are written to avoid duplication of services.
problem is not duplication of services, but gaps in services.
Federal rules and regulations are designed for urban or
metropolitan areas resulting in disadvantages for frontier areas.
An example of our uniqueness as a frontier area is
exemplified by our Health Care Facilities Licensure and Survey Team
Several
which has 27 acute care hospitals in Wyoming to survey.
years ago, when we presented our survey budget to the HCFA central
office, our transportation budget was slashed in half. When asked
for an explanation, the central office noted that Delaware had 27
and they didn't need that large a
acute care hospitals
The point is that each of our hospitals
transportation budget.
serves a geographical area 1 1/2 times the size of the state of
Sometimes, it is difficult for people from the east to
Delaware.
grasp that concept.
Public Health Nursinc
In Wyoming, most Public Health Nursing agencies and WIC
agencies are co-located and do a wide variety of tasks and many
times are the primary entry points for people into the health care
system. The public health nurses in the counties provide services
from home health visits to immunization clinics to disease follow
up to education classes for the elderly and for high risk mothers
They provide well child care nursing
and their infants.
partner
and
counselling
STD
immunizations,
assessments,
they do family planning and child
agencies,
In
some
notification.
They may be on the child abuse team and
birth education classes.
do nursing assessments and follow up on abused patients. They also
do screening tests such as hematocrits to assess anemia and in some
cases cholesterol screening, plus general health care counselling.
They also follow children with special health care needs and get
the Medicaid system along with their
people enrolled in
counterparts in the Division of Public Assistance and Social
They become a referral source for the various medical
Services.
This emphasizes the expanded
and social programs in a community.
role of public health nurses in frontier states like Wyoming as
compared to public health nurses in many metropolitan areas that
the stringent rules and
Therefore,
only do immunizations.
regulations written for HCFA regulated laboratories, Maternal and
Child Health and home health care agencies adversely impact our
ability to provide expanded community based services out of one
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agency in a flexible manner. The delivery of home based services,
including certified home health care is very costly due to travel
For
and administrative costs and in some cases is impossible.
example, a home health nurse and a therapist in an urban agency can
average 6-8 visits per day and a rural agency may average 4 visits
However, in a frontier agency it is not unusual to
per day.
average 2.5 visits per day because of the extensive travel
involved. Medicare and insurance reimbursement is the same for all
agencies and does not pay for this additional cost for time or
If the agency is not subsidized adequately with state or
travel.
local funding, then the service will not be available to our
isolated citizens.
Another regulation has to do with nurse aides making home
visits. One of the regulations requires that the aide be able to
contact a supervisory nurse when they are in the patient's home.
In frontier areas like Wyoming, many poor homes have no phone. The
home health agency may have only one nurse and she may be making
home visits at the same time and there are no phones in the nurse's
car. This requirement then may not be met in a frontier area so
these patients may not be able to receive care. If the regulations
are strictly enforced, about 1/3 of our public health nursing
agencies doing home health care would be decertified for that
service.
The smallest and most isolated communities in Wyoming
find recruitment of qualified professional staff difficult and in
The shortage of RNs, PTs, OTs, medical
most cases impossible.
social workers, and speech therapists affects quality and
availability of services to our communities. Federal reimbursement
does not provide payment that allows agencies to provide salary
incentives to professionals willing to consider frontier areas. In
many small communities, a therapist will work for the hospital,
nursing home, school and home health agencies in order to maintain
an adequate caseload. Reimbursement does not cover the additional
cost of time, travel and administration between agencies in the
communities.
This sparse population also results in a very small
caseload for home health aides making it difficult to retain their
Because they
services to agencies because of limited clientele.
are "underemployed or under-utilized" aide turnover is high and the
new costs of certification and the 75 hours of required training
will be difficult to absorb. These costs may result in the loss of
home health aide services in frontier areas.
The WyvomintMedical Facilities survey Teo
do
Survey
Teams
Medical
Facilities
The Wyoming
Medicare/Medicaid surveys. We have 121 providers which we survey.
The survey teams travel approximately 155,000 miles per year and
each surveyor spends approximately 40 hours per month on the road.
They spend about 85% - 90% of their time outside of their offices
because of the lack of qualified personnel available to do these
The grant formula
surveys and the great distances involved.
doesn't reimburse adequately.
The OBRA '87 Act which includes the nursing home reforms
Since the regulations have not been
is causing us concern.
However, the
finalized, it
is difficult to implement them.
proposed regulations for nurses' aide training will require that
At the
nurses' aides be trained in a deficiency free facility.
present time there are none available in Wyoming and there are only
Therefore, training to qualify
300 hundred available nationally.
these aides will be difficult to accomplish.
There is also a requirement that 5% of the nursing homes
surveys in the state be validated by a HCFA look behind survey with
In Wyoming, this minimum of 5
a minimum of 5 nursing homes.
nursing homes means that approximately 15% of the nursing homes
will have a federal look behind survey. It appears that the amount
of time it will take to survey a nursing home will increase from
There does not seem to be any improvement in
about 40% to 65%.
patient outcomes or resident care provided by the extra time spent
This prolongs the survey, and what more,
in doing the survey.
means that our surveyors will be out of their offices for longer
periods of time.
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The Preaduission Review System (PASARR) for nursing homes
require active treatment for anyone with a diagnosis of mental
illness or developmental delays. Many frontier communities have
This may
limited professionals available for this treatment.
necessitate patient transfers to the Wyoming State Training School
in Lander or the Wyoming State Hospital in Evanston which removes
the patient from their local support system.
In those cases, the
local nursing home may be the best placement for the patient.
Concerns ReIardina the *IC Proara
Wyoming WIC services are provided through 15 local
In brief, 1/3 of these
agencies to 39 Wyoming communities.
community services are limited to once a month or once every other
month.
For example, Sundance, Newcastle, Lusk, Hanna, Afton,
Pinedale, Greybull, Midwest and Buffalo have clinics either monthly
or bimonthly.
Regulations require that we provide expedited
service within ten days to new pregnant women and infants admitted
to the program.
However, it may take 30-60 days before the next
The nearest
clinic is scheduled and the applicant is screened.
project is frequently 45 to 100 miles away which means the client
has to travel great distances to make the mandated time limit.
Another requirement is referrals of pregnant women to clinics to
treat smoking and substance abuse. However, in many communities in
Wyoming, there are no agencies which offer these programs.
Vendor Monitoring
USDA requires compliance by testing the vendors to
determine if they are abusing the WIC Program.
To do a covert
series of purchases to determine abuse when the grocer personally
knows all the participants in a 50 mile radius is difficult. For
example, there are at least four communities in Wyoming with a
single vendor with less than 500 population in those communities
and they serve approximately 5-10 WIC participants from 2 or 3
families. It will be extremely difficult to do a covert check of
abuses in those stores.
Furthermore, even at one of our larger
communities, Laramie, Wyoming with several vendors, the WIC Program
tried a covert operation which was unsuccessful, as the second time
our disguised WIC recipient went into the grocery store, she was
immediately recognized.
This kind of entrapment is not well received in Wyoming.
Our WIC program has tried to be up front in educating our
recipients and vendors and have assumed people innocent until
proven guilty.
Therefore,
we find this type of activity
detrimental to our program.
Weather conditions in Wyoming can change frequently. So
therefore, clinics scheduled in remote areas may need to be
canceled because of adverse weather conditions.
However, because
a clinic may not be held in a community for another 30-60 days the
clinics are convened even though it may be unsafe and impractical
for the participants and the staff to arrive in adverse weather
conditions.
Sexually Transmitted Disease Program
Our Sexually Transmitted Disease Program has the
following
difficulties.
While
frontier
communities
are
experiencing significant declines in
reported morbidity for
gonorrhea and early syphilis, the reported morbidity for chlamydia
appears to be increasing 2 to 3 fold yearly.
The national STD
program grants do not permit or advocate for frontier states that
need flexibility in directing available grant resources for the
most current local disease control problem. The federally funded
programs continue to direct the majority of their resources to
national mandates focused on the average metropolitan experiences,
for example, gonorrhea.
In brief, we have resources to support
detection for gonorrhea through screening, patient counselling and
education, partner notification and referral, but have limited
treatment funding for gonorrhea infections.
We can expand our
public health resources for one disease considered a national
concern, i.e. gonorrhea, but do not have the flexibility in disease
prevention program grants to appropriately respond to frontier
community public health needs such as chlamydia. In most cases in
Wyoming, treatment for reportable diseases is through the private
sector.
We do not have the resources nor the personnel nor the
clinics to treat these diseases in the public sector.
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Categorical grants, e.g, in the AIDS Program, that
are
designated for the homeless, minorities, and specialized population
groups such as homosexual/bisexual males and drug abusers are
difficult
to obtain for a frontier state.
This is especially true
when several restrictions are placed on these grants, e.g.,
homeless drug abusers. Our numbers are so low and our population
so widespread, that it is impossible for us to even consider such
categorical grants. We would have to advertise statewide to find
such an individual. However, our AIDS patients suffer just as much
and die as frequently as those in metropolitan areas who get most
of the resources because they are well publicized.
The NC. SPRANS Grants
The MCH SPRANS Grants (Special Projects of Regional and
National Significance) are difficult
for a frontier state to obtain
because of the small -population numbers involved.
The federal
requirements for need's assessments and specific data requirements
make it difficult
for frontier states or their
sub-units to write
grants and meet the guidelines of the maternal and child health
requirements.
We strongly recommend that the amount of the set
aside for the xCH grants be decreased. Frontier states do not have
the resources to hire full
time grant writers and send them to the
appropriate institutes
to learn the grant writing jargon which
makes our grant proposals competitive.
The cost of employees who
process and review the grants is significant.
It seems the money
could be better spent by the individual states
as part of their
block grant monies.
The MCH block grant is preferable to categorical grants.
For example, in the late 70's Wyoming received $120,000 to do the
following categorical programs on a statewide basis:
1) The Child
and Youth Program;
2) The Maternal and Infant Program;
3) A
Dental Health Program;
4) A Family Planning Program, and; 5) A
Genetic Program.
To imply that this
amount of money could serve a
state geographically as large as Wyoming in all
of these areas was
ludicrous.
To efficiently utilize
this
money, it was all
spent in
one public health nursing clinic in
our state
that
had the
resources to adequately address these categories and had the
pediatricians and obstetricians to provide medical consultation to
the program. Fifteen thousand dollars of this money was identified
for the treatment of high risk mothers.
By limiting access to
unmarried pregnant women 14 years of age or younger in one county,
we were able to serve about 2-3 patients per year without
overspending the budget. This is an example of the administrative
manipulations one has to go through to effectively utilize a
categorical grant in a frontier state.
To alleviate the problem of lack of medical specialists
in a community we provide intermittent clinics with specialist in
the larger communities in Wyoming, e.g., pediatric cardiac clinics.
However, this does necessitate significant travel for outlying
families to attend our specialty clinics in a frontier state.
However, the patients' travel time is greatly increased if they
have to travel to a university medical center for health care.
Specific examples of the needs in frontier areas include the
transport of newborns and high risk pregnant women to university
centers and the transport of patients to specific specialty clinics
at level III centers or to the larger communities in Wyoming for
their health care.
The Area Health Education Center Grants (AHEC) require
they be funneled through a medical school, which is difficult
for
Wyoming to obtain because there are no medical schools in Wyoming.
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Access to Care Issues
I would like to briefly address National Health Service
Corps Providers that are to be sent to medically underserved areas.
Interestingly, for 1991, Wyoming has only one health manpower
shortage area (HMSA) designation from the National Health Service
Corp and that is in the Greybull/Basin area of Wyoming. There are
520 designated areas with vacancies in the United States and Region
VIII was allotted 44 positions, which is about 8.3% of the total.
This is a significant number of designations given the small
population in Region VIII. However, a frontier state like Wyoming
should have more than one designated area. The point system for
selecting these designated areas is set up in such a way that it
discriminates against a frontier state like Wyoming that truly
needs additional physicians.
The criteria that is utilized to develop the health
1) The infant
are as follow:
manpower shortage vacancy list
mortality rate; 2) Percent of the population with incomes below
3) The population-to-primary care
200% of the poverty level;
physician ratio; 4) Percent of minority population; 5) Percent
of special populations which include the homeless, migrant and
seasonal farm workers, perinatal problems, persons with HIV/AIDS,
6)
substance abusers and/or elderly person served by a site;
The
7)
Vacancies as a percent of total budgeted staff, and;
degree of rurality. Each criteria defined is given a point total
from 0 to 4. Each area is then assessed according to the total
number of points that area receives. The higher the point total,
the greater the need. With a maximum of 32 points for each area,
The cutoff point for
Region VIII was allocated 44 vacancies.
Region VIII was 20 points or greater to be eligible as a designated
health manpower shortage area. No sites in Wyoming obtained that
many points, however, Greybull had 19 points so was selected as a
token gesture to Wyoming.
Four of the seven criteria utilized to designate H4SA
discriminate against frontier states, because of our small numbers
and lack of minorities and special populations. Only one criteria
actually benefits a frontier state and that is the degree of
rurality in which frontier states score high. Because our minority
population is only about 5 of the state population and because our
infant mortality rates are based on Caucasian populations and
because we do not have specialty populations or county wide pockets
of poverty, we do not score well using these criteria.
Our population to primary physicians ratio is very high,
but the distance to primary care physicians should also be factored
into the equation. The population to primary care physician ratio
is adversely impacted if the geographical areas are county wide.
In many counties there may be enough physicians in the major
community in the county but not in the outlying county areas.
Wyoming has three areas designated for rural health
clinics, however, none of the three areas at the present time have
the professional personnel to keep the clinics open. These clinics
have been operated by physicians assistants under the supervision
However, at present there are no
of a primary care physician.
For
physicians assistants available to operate these clinics.
That
example, the clinic in Dubois, WY has just closed.
at
the
care
primary
necessitates people driving 75 miles to receive
This again
next closest community, which is Lander, WY.
demonstrates the difficulty we have of obtaining and retaining
professional health care providers in our state and the great
distances that one has to travel to the next medical care facility.
As we review the hospitals in Wyoming, 12 of Wyoming's 27
Sixteen (16) of
acute care hospitals reported deficits in 1987.
Wyoming's 27 hospitals have less than 50 beds, 4 have less than 25
you look at the
When
beds.
100
over
have
beds and only 5 hospitals
annual occupancy rate, only one of those 27 hospitals has an
occupancy rate greater than 50%. In most communities, the hospital
is the second largest employer; therefore, it has a significant
The concern is, if the
economical impact in those communities.
community hospital fails, and as noted 12 of them are losing money,
hospital doors.
their
close
to
have
may
then those communities
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There needs to be incentives to attract physicians to
frontier areas and to keep frontier hospitals operational
and
viable.
Many health care providers are attracted to communities
because of their hospitals. There is a concern that physicians will
leave communities without hospitals which will then leave these
communities without medical services.
This then necessitates
individuals driving from 50-100 miles or further for hospital or
medical care making our health care access problems ever more
acute.
The State of Wyoming has lost 23 physicians in the
year and reportedly now has 541 actively practicing physicianspast
in
the state. This amounts to one actively practicing physician for
about every 892 patients.
In '86 the national average was one
physician for every 444 patients.
The total number of physicians
living in the State of Wyoming in '89 was 656. As noted, many of
those are not actively practicing; however, if you take that total,
that still
accounts for only one physician for every 736 patients.
The problem in frontier states is not a duplication of services but
gaps in services.
It is difficult to recruit physicians to
frontier areas because of isolation, lack of 24 hour coverage,
lack of association with peers and colleagues, which makes ongoing
education difficult plus many community hospitals are perceived as
lacking high tech,
diagnostic and treatment
capabilities.
Therefore, citizens bypass the local hospital to go to other
Communities except in time of emergency when distant travel is
difficult.
At those times they want a fully staffed and equipped
hospital.
Thank you for allowing me to comment on the uniqueness of
frontier states.
Sincerely,
,7

tz

We.P

R. Larry euli, M.D., Administrator
Division of Health and Medical Services
Wyoming State Health Officer
RLM/dp
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Senator SIMPSON. Dr. Meuli, thank you. Your entire statement
will be a part of the record of the committee. I appreciate it very
much.
Now Evonne Ulmer, please.
STATEMENT OF EVONNE ULMER, ADMINISTRATOR, WESTON
COUNTY HOSPITAL, NEWCASTLE, WY, CHAIRMAN, WYOMING
HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

Ms. ULMER. Thank you, Senator Simpson, for allowing me to
come and testify today.
One of the many duties I do in my spare time is serve on the
governing council for the American Hospital Association for Small
or Rural Hospitals. I am a representative of the Rocky Mountain
Region on a governing council of about 20 people. It is very apparent in my dealings with my peers across the United States that
rural is not rural is not rural.
This becomes evident when you think about my trip in today, in
order to testify. I drove 177 miles. I drove through two small communities on the way, the only communities until I got to Casper.
Neither of these communities had 24-hour health services. This is
considerably different than and what I hear from people that are
in Pennsylvania or Maryland or some of the other areas that I talk
to.
In looking at the extent of the problem, I was thinking not so
much about the distances I was traveling but what would be on my
desk when I get home this afternoon. Some of the things I need to
deal with are lack of transportation-I understand from the news
clipping that Newcastle will be losing some of its bus service. I
wonder how I am going to get items such as drug service from
Denver now, and more importantly, what am I going to do when I
need emergency supplies that I have been getting from Rapid City
on a daily basis, or sometimes a weekly basis on the bus.
I also have a resignation from a nurse on my desk. This resignation puts me two nurses down on my staffing, and makes a 16-percent vacancy rate on my staff. You can understand the limited resources we are dealing with in our rural hospitals.
I also have a problem with one of the residents in my nursing
home who needs a dermatologist consultation. She is not ambulatory, she is confused and somewhat combatant. I have to determine
how to get her 90 miles from Newcastle to Rapid City to get the
services she needs.
So these are some of the rather unique kinds of problems. They
really are not unique to Wyoming. Dr. Meuli pointed out some of
the examples I have used in my written testimony of the kinds of
problems that become apparent when you try to deliver health
services in such a vast geographic area with limited volume and
limited resources. The Federal Government's policies frequently do
not address the differences.
Some of the examples I have written down, I think HCFA could
do a better job of analyzing impact analysis, looking at the effects
on rural areas. Right now, we are dealing with some regulations
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called CLIA regulations, which regulate laboratory services. If I understand the proposed regulations correctly, I am very concerned
that our hospital will be classified as a Level 2 lab, and that most
hospitals will be because of the nature of being a hospital.
They have requirements for medical directors that I am not sure
I can meet. I get a pathologist from Rapid City to come once a
month. Whether HCFA will determine whether that is adequate or
not worries me.
I am also worried about the level of staffing and education for
the technologists. I have three lab technicians in my hospital, one
of which is HHS certified, which meets Medicare requirements.
That program is no longer in existence. According to the regulations, the supervisor can't be sick or take a vacation, because she is
supposed to be available to review the work of my other lab techs
on the next working day.
I understand the need to provide accurate lab services, and certainly that is an issue of concern. We also need to look at what
happens if the lab is closed down because they can't meet these requirements, and what happens to health care or the hospital care
in Newcastle if that should come about. Dr. Meuli already talked
about the OBRA requirements for training our nursing aides for
nursing homes. That's another significant concern. The closest
place to train would probably be Gillette, which is 90 miles away.
All of the regulations that require certain educational degrees, a
certain number of hours of service, or a certain level of education
become problems in frontier areas because of the lack of access to
those types of resources. In putting together my testimony, I talked
to a number of hospital administrators across Wyoming. I got little
vignettes of the kinds of difficulties that have become apparent recently to them as examples of this.
Douglas is trying to establish a medical clinic in Glenrock, which
is currently not served by a physician. They are trying to use the
Rural Health Care Clinic Act in order to enable them to do it.
However, the clinic requires that they have at least a half-time
physician assistant or nurse practitioner. The amount of the population base to serve that is not adequate. Therefore, the clinic becomes non-cost effective.
Home health requirements-we heard about some of the problems with delivering home health services across Wyoming. The
Federal regulations require a full-time director in the home health
area. In some of our service areas that are currently unserved,
maybe the number of clients would only support, at least during
startup, a half-time director. That makes us unable to meet Medicare requirements to get reimbursed. The services are not developed.
Kemmerer reports a problem with the education requirements
for speech therapist. They had a patient who needed long-term outpatient speech therapy, and the therapists who were providing care
in the schools did not meet the Federal requirements to provide
that care in the hospitals.
Patients like this, whether they require speech therapy or in
some cases physical therapy, who need long-term care, either need
to relocate or travel long distances in order to get those services.
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Another hospital cited a problem with physical therapy aides.
They have trained physical therapy aides, but the physical therapy
aide can only function under the direct supervision of a physical
therapist. With the shortage of physical therapists in Wyoming,
this means that the hours and services they can utilize this person
is limited.
On a more personal basis, our local ambulance is not staffed for
advanced life support. When we transfer patients from the hospitals to a larger facility, we have two choices. We either call in the
helicopter, which at times is indicated and at other times is very
costly, or we provide advanced life support staff and equipment on
the ambulance. When we do that, which is our most common way
of transporting patients, the reimbursement is not there. Because
the ambulance is not certified as an advanced life support provider,
they get paid only basic rates. In order to become certified, they
have to have advanced life support services available on a 24-hour
basis. The volume of care that they give and the frequency with
which they need those services make it not cost-effective to do so.
The ambulance, by the way, is an independent provider. It is not
offered by the county or the hospital.
We also deliver a wide variety of services to the community. I
think I can probably best explain this by listing some of the services that my hospital provides. I would like to caution you that my
hospital is not unique to Wyoming. These are only the things I am
most familiar with, and I think you will find similar types of programs across Wyoming.
Weston County Hospital is a 28-bed acute and 41-bed long-term
care facility. We are an independent county facility. Our nursing
home is licensed both for skilled and intermediate care. We also
offer swing bed services in the hospital. We offer respite care at the
hospital and some beds are available in the nursing home. We have
an adult day care center at the nursing home. We are currently
working on a small Alzheimer's group, and working on certifying
at least one bed for hospice.
Noting a few years ago that in our community there was a lack
of congregate meals and meals on wheels or senior meals, we
worked with the local senior center to implement a senior meal
program. That program is now offered by one of the local restaurants. However, the hospital continues to provide meals at low cost
or no cost, both to seniors and our local indigents, especially during
the holidays, when the senior meal program is not available.
One interesting thing I did not put in my written testimony, we
also offer hygiene services to some of our local indigents who come
weekly to the hospital for a bath and do their laundry for them at
no cost.
Within our acute care center, we do lifeline, which is an emergency response system that covers Weston County out into the
Upton area. We have organized now, for the last 3 years, sponsored
and staffed-and I might say voluntarily staffed by hospital personnel, they do not get paid for this-a local health fair. Last year we
had over 800 participants in the health fair. In a community of less
than 3,000, that's a significant number.
Last year we began prenatal classes. We had to stop a program
where we did home or post-hospital visits to our new mothers be-
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cause of our nursing shortage. We have organized specialty outreach clinics which bring several medical specialists into the community on a regular basis. In doing so, we have agreements with
Rapid City Regional and Wyoming Medical Center in Casper to
provide such services as CT scanning, mammography and cardiology consultation to our community. We also provide a variety of
educational services to the community. We have done programs
such as the "I Can Cope" program for cancer patients, a lot of nutritional counseling, provided training for home health aides as
well as training for nursing home aides, and have an affiliation
agreement with Rapid City to assist our staff with our own staff
development.
Other programs that I know are taking place in Wyoming include a Homemaker/Home Aide program offered at Sheridan. Wyoming Medical Center has developed a Heart Reach program that
includes 11 other Wyoming hospitals that provide transportation,
consultation, and education on cardiac-related problems to our
communities.
I think to summarize, rural hospitals, including frontier hospitals, are faced with a number of problems that really adversely
affect our ability to deliver services and threaten, in some cases,
our very survival. Federal programs can both impede and enhance
the delivery of care.
Thank you for taking the time to listen to me today.
[The prepared testimony of Ms. Ulmer follows:]
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Federal Programs both enhance
Positive

and iapede service delivery.

progr-ms exist at the federal level that assist

providers

in meeting local needs.

Examples include

the

recent Rural Health Care Transition Grants awarded to two
Wyoming Facilities,
programs,

Federal funding of senior eeal

funding for the National Health Service Corp. as

we11 as the development of the National Advisory Committee
on Rur-l Health and the Office of Rural Health Policy.
There are also a number of federal progreas and
demonstration projectt
aseistance.
progra.

that show potential

for providing

These include the "Health Care for Rural Areas"

and the "Rur-l Medical Education Demonstration

Projects"

program.

Unfortunately the reverse is also true.
problem for most rural providers is

Perhaps the biggest

simply the quantity

and

complexity of the many r-gulations that we must deal with on
a daily basis.
cumbersoe,

Many of the regulations are confusing

time-consuming and costly.

This problem is

compounded by the limited human resources and expertise
available in many rural facilities.

Documentation
medicare

to adhere to the regulations governing the

program,

required cost reportingand the

regulations from the PRO fill
four-inch binders in

know that information and to
activities,
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one lateral file plus four

my institution.
use it

We are expected to
in our daily

Penalties for failing to do so say be as simple

lost of rev-nue or as serious as sanctions

and loss of

certific-tion.

Occasionally programs are devloped,

or special

are written into rules and regulations,
certain

rovid-rs.

adv-ntage of
payments,

provisions

as a protection for

Rural providers do not a1ways take

provisions such

as volu-e adjustments

sole comunity provid-r status, or progress like

the Rural Health Clinic Act due to lack of knowledge about
the programs and the lack of the technical expertise to
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program is now being offered by e local restaurnt,
continue to offer sel1s at reduced
end local indigents

we

or no cost to sniors

during holidays.

We also offer lifeline

.
an

e.rgency

response syste,

that

is based at the acutecare nurses station

Within the acute care area we have organised and sponsored
a local health fair that
residents.

has grown to serve over Boo are

This past ye-r we h-ve begun prenatal classes

but have had to cancel home visits for new mothers due to
the

nursing shortag.

We have organiced speciality outreach clinics which bring
several

edical specialists into the community on a regular

besis and have agreements with both Rapid City ReSional and
Wyosing Medical Center to provide services such as mobile CT
Scanning, ...

Sography,

use of fax .achin-.

and Cardiology consultation by the

We provide a.variety of educational

services to the comunity and hav
with Rapid City to assist with

an affiliate agreement

staff education.

Types of progress offered at other facilities are as varied.
For e..asple;

Illinois and Minnesota offer on

hospitals in

site "wellness or "fitness"

center.

Other rural

hospitals

have developed alcohol and chemical dependency programs.

While f-w Wyoming Hospitals have taken advantage of the
rural health clinic

act.

Converse County is

currently

working on a program that will provide clinic services to
Glenrock.

Memorial Hospital of Sheridan developed
Aide Program"

a

-Homemaker/Hose

to provide housekeeping and non-skilled

personal care to seniors and others with restricted daily
living activities.

Wycaing Medical Center in cooperation with eIeven other
Wyoming Hospitals has developed H-ert Reach
progras that involves coemunity education,
relation.hips,

a coordin-ted
formal transfer

progree developaent and education that

reaches into the rural .c..aunities.
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Other western
programs.
Coalition

states
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Wht comes

to sind is

cooperative

care

hospitals
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Montana.

Rural

North-rn
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of two Indian
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services by improving cooperation
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their

area

obstetrical

areas:

structured

more

for Health or ARCH program and the

Montana Health Care Alliance

health
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the Affordable

They
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Physical Therapy,
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fousuch as
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Senator SIMPsoN. Thank you very much, Ms. Ulmer. I am always
very impressed by what you do in that very comparatively small
community, the county seat, and how creative you are.
Dr. Driggers.
STATEMENT OF DR. DAVID DRIGGERS, M.D., DIRECTOR OF THE
NETRONA COUNTY FAMILY PRACTICE, PROGRAM DIRECTOR,
UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING FAMILY PRACTICE RESIDENCY
PROGRAM
Dr. DRiGGER8. Thank you, Senator Simpson.
I am going to discuss what I view as the challenge for rural
health care in the 1990's in Wyoming. The things I will talk about
are coming from the perspective of a physician, but the problems
are identical to those of the other health care providers here in the
State of Wyoming as well as the hospitals.
I think what we have been discussing today so far is that not
only is health care becoming more difficult in Wyoming because of
its unique stature, but also that health care access in the rural
areas in particular is in fact decreasing. One only has to look at
the Star Tribune a few weeks ago to see that 35 physicians had left
the State for various reasons.
In addition to this, there are several hospitals in the State that
are not only facing financial difficulties, but are in fact close to
closing. As in the remainder of the Nation, Wyoming residents and
rural residents in general are becoming older, with increasing reliance upon Medicare. They are growing poorer, therefore having
fewer resources, and in fact are growing fewer in number.
In facing those changes, I think it is important for us to look at
some legislative initiatives, and in particular look at the implementation of these initiatives in regard to the impacts, specifically,
upon Wyoming.
I would like to pose and then discuss the following question. How
can we help the rural areas compete with urban areas for accessible, quality health care? More specifically, what resources do we
need to mobilize to make the playing surface level for the rural
hospital and the rural health care provider? I would also like to
discuss some of my observations concerning recent legislation initiatives.
As far as resources go, it is important to improve access to quality rural health care. I believe there are at least four resource
areas we need to address in order to make this possible. These
areas are specifically economic, professional, personal, and lastly,
technical assistance. I am glad Larry is here toda.
The area of improving economic resources is the hardest. Yet in
the health care providers' mind, it is the simplest. All the health
care provider is asking, along with the hospitals, is to have equal
pay for equal services. The rural physician looks at his urban
brothers who are making 50 percent more in wages and wonders
why, when he performs the same service, he gets less compensation. This is particularly true when he looks north to Canada and
realizes that the rural family physicians are paid more than urban
family physicians. This is because of the recognition of the isolation
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and the difficulties in terms of the local resources. They also, interestingly, place their more experienced family physicians in these
rural areas, because they realize the challenges of providing quality health care in those areas.
There is certainly an economy of scale, and we have already alluded to that earlier in previous testimony. There is an economy of
scale that works against the small rural areas. For example, if the
family physician pays $24,000 a year in malpractice insurance and
only delivers 25 or 30 babies per year, he is in essence delivering
babies and enduring all the pressures that type of practice entails
in order to pay the malpractice insurance premium.
Hospitals face the identical problem in terms of economy of
scale. An example could be drawn from the purchase of x-ray machines which are vital, but when a small community only uses
these x-ray machines four or five times per day in comparison to
the large urban community that may use them 40 or 50 times a
day, you can see the problem of economy of scale.
In Casper, we have an outstanding medical community. Unfortunately, we had a cardiologist leave Casper after being able to
charge approximately $800 for a coronary arteriogram. He went
into an urban area and immediately was reimbursed $1,500 for the
identical procedure. Wyoming Medical Center has chosen to be designated as a sole provider, which is an urban designation instead of
the rural referral area, which is a rural designation, simply because the reimbursement is greater.
We are indeed competing on an uneven playing field with the
urban areas.
In order to provide quality health care in a rural setting, physicians must have specific training which may be different from the
urban areas. In family practice across the Nation, there is a growing concern that the curriculum currently mandated by the accrediting bodies is directed more at the urban family physician than
the rural family physician. Our family practice residency, in order
to maintain its image as a trainer of rural family physicians, has
had to absorb not only current curricular requirements for urban
areas, but also impose-at the expense of electives-certain curriculum, including complicated obstetrics, advanced cardiac life
support, and advanced trauma life support. We have graduated in
the 12 or 13 years that the program has been in existence, 71
family physicians. Two-thirds of these practice in towns of less
than 15,000 and a third practice in towns of less than 5,000. We are
by board exams in the top third of the Nation, but we have no idea
in terms of national directive what type of curriculum we should
be training these future family physicians. Nor do we have the legislative direction to funding bodies for specific rural family practice
residency training programs.
We do believe that no other specialty of medicine can provide the
cost-effective health care as a family physician can provide. This is
more important in frontier areas.
Certainly the drawing card of rural areas is the quality of lifegood schools, clean air, low crime rate. This is balanced by the
prospect of being in a town where you are the only, or one of two
family physicians. This is affectionately known as "widow makers"
among the physicians. There has to be a greater emphasis on qual-
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ity of life, which in turn will improve the quality of health care in
those areas, and we must look at the fact that certain areas simply
cannot support physicians. We must look and explore how we can
better utilize physician assistants, nurse practitioners, and the
home health service providers. These are areas that are unique to
Wyoming, and must be looked at and must be reimbursed appropriately if those services are going to remain in the rural areas.
There are some communities in which no health care provider is
feasible, and in those areas there absolutely has to be an outstanding emergency medical health service available.
Envision for a second the process we went through several years
ago, which involved Midwest, WY, a town of about 500, where a
group of solid citizens looked at their community and were attempting to apply for Federal funds with two major objectives.
First, designation of that area as a health manpower shortage area,
and second, a rural health clinic. Needless to say, these people
need technical assistance to go through the inner workings of
HCFA to understand the process. They also need technical assistance in the actual writing of the grant. There is great wonder why,
in the fifth largest State in the Union with the sparsity of population-I have looked on the map and there are 5.5 people per square
mile, so we ought to be designated a frontier State of the whole,
looking at certain statistics-there is only one federally designated
rural health clinic and my information says there are 14 health
manpower shortage areas. That might be off by one or two, but not
by many.
Why have we in Wyoming not been able to obtain these designations? The reasons are certainly diverse. But I believe at the State
level we must have a program for technical assistance that is
closer than Washington, DC, that would help us weave our way
through the bureaucracies, and also establish health care and
health care advocacy when we are dealing with certain agencies
such as Medicare.
Mr. Chairman, your legislative enactments over the past year
have been great as far as the health care providers are concerned.
At least we now have the recognition that there are indeed major
problems. I think there are some nuances that I would like to take
about 3 minutes to address.
First of all, the reimbursement save. Congress in its wisdom recognized that cognitive skills by primary care physicians oftentimes
are equal or surpass the technical skills or procedural skills.
Through legislation you have sought to raise the reimbursement
for the primary care physician and decrease that of the sub-specialist. Unfortunately, the implementation of the legislation has led to
the cutting of the sub-specialist faster than the raising of the reimbursement for the primary care physician. There is growing concern that the aggregate Medicare dollar, instead of remaining the
same, is actually shrinking. That may allow little, if any, gain, by
the primary care physician. This also has an impact on other allied
health care providers, as well.
Through the Medicare Physician Payment Reform, it was hoped
that rural health care providers would be able to obtain a fair reimbursement. Unfortunately, as part of that bill, there is a geographic practice cost index affectionately known as GPCI that also
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includes a cost-of-living adjustment. Based upon our information, it
appears that GPCI will perpetuate the higher reimbursement of
the urban physicians. This in effect is once again funneling the primary care physician to the urban areas, away from the rural areas.
In its current form, GPCI also implies the cost of practice in
urban areas is greater than rural. However, this has not been validated. The American Academy of Family Practice feels that in fact
the costs of the rural family physician and other health care providers for certain services as compared to the urban family physician and urban health care providers once again in large measure
due to the economy of scale we have mentioned may in fact be
greater.
We have already alluded to the fact that small communities need
technical assistance in order to obtain the health manpower shortage area designation. This will be particularly important given the
10 percent reimbursement differential written into the current legislation.
There are other programs that exist through the HMSA designation. We worked with one small community this past year where
we were hoping to put one of our graduates. Not only would we
have him practice as a rural family physician, but because of the
health manpower shortage area designation, part of his medical
school loan might be repaid. We got down to the 99th hour and
were told there were no further funds for that specific program.
As Ms. Ulmer has mentioned, there is grave concern about the
laboratory regulations. Most small communities, such as Baggs,
Midwest and Medicine Bow have small medical laboratories which
provide basic services for their communities. If the laboratory regulations are enacted, one specific example is that the given community, whether it be run by a physician or allied health care practitioner, will no longer be able to do strep throat exams. As you
know, strep pharyngitis is an important concern in Wyoming.
There is concern that failure to continue to do these screens may
allow a resurgence of rheumatic fever to occur. It is extremely important to look at how that legislation adversely affects particularly the small communities of Wyoming.
Lastly, regarding what we call the 125 percent cap on Medicare,
as you know, in 1991, there is 125 percent cap on the balance billing for Medicare. Although this was a remedy that was welcomed
by the beneficiaries, it once again had a negative impact upon the
rural family physician. Although it did actually recognize that
there was a problem in the rural areas, some rural family physicians are actually being reimbursed-and I might add some rural
hospitals are actually being reimbursed-at 50 percent of the national average for reimbursement.
We are certainly playing on what I call a very uneven field.
Until we address the resource areas that have to be mobilized, the
personal, economic, technical assistance, as well as reimbursement
issues, I believe the people in Wyoming are going to continue to see
their health services decrease.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Driggers follows:]
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David Driggers. M.D.
Introduction
Mr. Chairman I would like to thankyou4 and 1 our committee for this
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opportunity to give you same of my observations concerning rural health
care, and th direction that it is goig.

I somehowfeel ae though I

Freaching to the choir, since you already hav a greet amount of
knowledge and understanding of the dileama facingthe rural areasof
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onr 1 sotat. , Thetproblem i' that acce..
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are several

hospitals in threstst that ara nor only facingfinancial difficulties
but ere in fact cloes to closing. A. in the remainder of the nation,
Wyomingites in rural areas in general are growing older with increasing
reliance upon Medicare; they are growing poorer, therefore, having
and they are fawariin number.'1''

fewer rea.urcee.
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In the face of.thse

changes, well intentioned legislation, and more

specifically its implenentation. should be scrutinized as to its impact
upon health care in rural areas.
I would like co pose and then discuss the following question:

"How can

w.!help the rural areas compete with the urban areas for *eceseible,
quality health care?" More specifically, "What resourcee do we need to
mobilize to make the playing surface level for the rural hospital and
rural health tare provider."

I would also like to address my

observations concerning recent legialative initiatives.
Resources

I believe that it is importantto improve aecess to quality, rural
health care. I believa that there are at los.t four brnad resoure
areas that need to be addressed in order to oake this possible. These
are economic, professional, personal, and technical resources.
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physicians.
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rural
There is certainly so economy of sCale chat works against s11
rurl
rsrple,
malpractice ratee nay be similar to those of
areas. For e
However, if a rural family physician nout pay
the urban physician.
$24.000 a year malpractice insurance in order to do obstetrics end only
does thirty deliveries per year, be is essentially delivering children
with all the stresses that form of practice encompesses juso to pay for
his malpractice fea. Hospitals and physicians wage the similar battle
of economy of scle

An example could be drawn from the purchase of

x-ray nachines which, although vital, are only used three or four times
a day in a snall rural setting, as opposed to 30 or 40 tines a day in
an urban eetting. In Casper we have en outstanding medical community.
Unfortunately, we had a cardiologist leave Casper after being able to
charge

g800in

Ceeper for a coronary arteriogran.

In an urben are

he

Wyoing Medical Center has

charged $1,500 for the identical procedure.

chosen a sole provider designation which is an urban rather than rural
Medicare designation because of the reimbursement scale.

We are indeed

competing on an uneven playing field with the urban areas.
Professional

In order to provide quelity health care in a rural eatting, physicians
aust have specific training which say be different than for urban
physicians. In' aiily practice ecros. hh bWCton. there is a growing
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thateth, eurficulu, currentlyndp"eqdf%b ,
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family physician.
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not only purrant curricular requiromenans bbtytJ*eisasnsob
alective tine impose ,additional trainisigi*,.4 ha4cFleKj*.e .cpplicted
obstetrics, advanced cardiac life suppiytt a!4 adv¶e 9 sdttsuna life
y isns.jho asa
support.4 Our program has graduated, 7,1aoily
group, rank in the upper one-third of the nation. Fully two-thirds
practice in to.neless than 15,000. One-third practice in towns of
lese than 5,000.
In spiteof this, we hks. no clearpicture or
curriculuam for rural f
definition of what thc
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direction
to tch,4I'.fusdlngbodiesfor
be, nor do we h-ve the legislative
I
.
: We do, believe that
specific rural fanm ly practice residency progrsn
no other specialty of medicine can provide thiilbraeadph and
cost-effectiveness of rural health aeryjtces tA. can family practice.
Personal

The obvious drawing card for the rural'health care provider Is a
community that has good schools, clean sir, en abundance of outdoor
activity, a low trimsrate, and in general an excellentenvironmentfor
family life. This is balanced with the prospect of being in s one or
two doctor town which are affectionately knownin medical circles as
"widow nakers." The health care planners can not expect that placing
one or maybe two physicians in an isolated cornunity is a long term
plan or solution. Greeter emphasis must be placed on improving the
prectitionars life style which includes consideration of increased
utilisation of other health care providers such as phyieiisn assistants
In cotmunities where no health care provider
and nure practitionera.
is feasible,

sn excellent emergency medicei serviceis needed.
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Technical Assistance
Please eovision for a second a town of approximately 500 ouch as
Midwest, Wyoming, where a group of solid, long-term citizens of that
.oomnnity atteapt to apply for federal funds with two major objectives,
Piret being designation as a health eanpower shortag ara and
secondly, a rural nalth clinic. Ndlee to-say. these people need
technical aistance to probe the inner depths of H.C.F.A. to
understand the process.
data to support

They also nerd technical aesiotance to gather

hesgrant application.

Thore is great wonder wby, in

the fifth largeat state in the Udion with its sparsity of population
(5.5/leuare mile), there is only ons federally designated rural health
clinic and only fourtcen haalth manpower ahortoge aree.. Why haven't
The reasons for this
ve obtained these very appropriate designatiooa?
are certainly diverse,

but at the state level, a program for technical

aooistance would improve in large measure the ability
coinuoities to understand and weave their way through
of the federal govaroment. It would alao esteblieh a
provider advocate when dealing with Medicars or other
fegslativs E-

of the small
the burssucracies
health care
agencies.

ta

Mr. Chairmsn. I would like to, first of all, compliment both you and
Congress in your recognition of the problem of rural health care and
your attempt to remedy same of the problema
However.

through recent legislation.

I would like to take this opportunity to point out some of thb

nuancesof this legislation and how it may adversely impact Wyoming.
KMS

Congress. in ite wisdom, recognized that cognitive skills by the
primary care physician often times hos equal if not mare value than
procedural skills.

Through lsgielation. you have raised the

reimbursement for the primary care physician while decreasing that of
the ub-specialist.
Unfortunately, the imple....tation of the
legislation has led to the cutting of the sub-specialist at a much maore
rapid rate than the raising of the reimbursement for the primary care
physician.

In reality. there Is growing concern that the aggregate

Medicare dollar, instead of remaining the same, is actually shrinking
which nay allow little, if any gain. by the primary care physician.
Geographic &ultiplier
Through the geographic multiplier, it was hoped that the rural health
care providers would be able to obtain A greater reimbursement
Unfortunately, as pert of that bill, there ie siso* cost of living
clause which, if one uses current inforcatioft. will in fact raiss the
reimbursement of urban physicians, possibly as sch or sore than the
actual geographic multiplier. This, in effect. is Once again funneling
the erimary care physician to the urban areas away from rural. It also
%,pplias that the coet of practice in urbn are-a is greater than rural,
however, this ham not been validatsd. The American Academy of Family
Practice feels that there may in fact b approximately a twanty percent
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greater coot to the rural family physician for certain services a
compared to the urban family physinian, once again in large measure duo
to the adverse economy of scala.
Health

aMpower Shortage Area

We have already alluded to the fact that

ail communities need

technical aseistance in order to obtain their health manpower shortage
area designation. This is going to be particularly important given the
10 percent reimbursement differential written into current legislation.
Other programs osletwith H.M.S.A. designations.

We recantlyhad the

opportunity of working with a small community in Wyoming which had
The hope wee
obtained the health manpower shortage area designation.
that one of our graduates would locate there, end as a result, obtain
the benefit of medical school loan repayment. which is also part of the
program. However, we were told at the last minute that there were no
available monies for the loan repayment program.
Laboratory Regolationa
Written in recent legislation is a set of guidelines for physician
laboratories.

Most email communities such as Baggs, Midwest, end

Medicine Bow have smallmedical laboratories which provide basic
services within their community. If the laboratory regulations are
enacted, one specific esempleis that the physician will no longer be
able to do strep throat screens. As you know, strep pharyogitie and
the fears of a possible resurgence in rheumatic fever ore important to
the people of Wyoming, and strep throat swabsmay no longer be
availeble through the .Iall laboratories in comaunitiss without a
hospital.
125i cap
The Congress realiced that the rural physician, during the
implemeutation of this new legislation, would be at a disadvantage and
allowed 125Y cap of the maximum allowable charge during 1991. Although
this was a remedy that was welcomed, it pointed out the fact that a
animu
allowble charge for the rural family physician is lower than
It nay still allow charges by the
that of urban family physicians.
rural physician to be lower then in the urban community. Some rural
physicians are actually beinm reimbursed by Medicare at 50 percent of
the national average floor.
Closing
The legislative intent that us have discused wa outstanding and will
in fact alleviate eone of the problemc of the rural family physician.
What I believe is that the implementation by Medicare of the
Congressional mandates should be brought forward with a sensitivity to
the rural areas.

Until such tine as the economic, professional.

personal, end technical resources are brought to bear along with the
the recognition of the problem of rural health care access, then the
consumer in the small rural communities of Wyoming will

health crar

continue to see health care

ervices decrease.
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Senator SIMPsoN. I thank all of you very much. This is most interesting testimony.
My interest here-I didn't get appointed to the Special Committee on Aging, I sought it. I have some very deep personal observations, with a father who is 93 in November, who has been in a longterm care center in Cody, WY for over 2 years now. Ann's mother
is 90, and is also in the Westpark County long-term care center.
I watch their care as best I can, feeling guilty, of course, like all
children do. There is a mixture of love and guilt which is very,
very real in this situation. There is no way to equate it..
You see another thing, where these people who are very seriously dissembling are being treated by people who are 27 years old,
who don't understand a 90-year old person very well, and are not
very patient with them, even though they try hard. It is just moons
away from their lives and they are paid such an inadequate salary,
and they usually have enough turmoil in their own life that they
can hardly think of any others.
That's my experience. They have a divorce going with their
daughter, or their kid is on pot, and there they are taking care of
people all day long who are incontinent and sometimes incapable
of comprehending. That's where the rubber hits the road, as I have
seen it. That's what created my interest. Then my mother is 90,
and she is able to care for herself in her home. That gives her
great self-confidence.
My daughter-in-law is a registered nurse. She is now, after raising this lovely grandchild, involved in home health care 2 days a
week. Last week she was at the Two Dot Ranch. I said "How are
things out at the Two Dot?" That's part of her covered duty. It is so
real, and I think that's what impelled me to get into it, just because it is growing.
Then I watched the defeat of catastrophic health care, which was
very distressing, because some of the most fortunate people in
America did not choose to pay the $800 a year surcharge. Yes, we
should have recognized how many had their own insurance plans.
That was Congress' error. Yes, we should have enabled those
people to opt out. But the issue was the cost to 80 percent of the
older people in America. It would have been $4.16 a month, going
to $10.60 a month in 1993. That would have covered 80 percent of
the seniors in America. The next 15 percent would have had to pay
no more than $200 a year more than that, and then as I say, the
top 5 percent of the people in America would have had to pay $800
a year, going to $1,500 in the year 1993. It crumbled. I don't know
what we are supposed to do when nobody wants to pay. That was
just catastrophic. Long-term health care is going to cost 10 times
more than catastrophic. If you don't think those aren't vexing
issues, then you tell me.
Meanwhile, Jim Roosevelt and his happy band of squirrels keep
hammering on our heads all day long. It is not pleasant, and I
think very inappropriate. So these are some of the things that impelled me here.
But there is one thing that is very, very real. You talk about the
pre-admissions screening and annual resident review program, and
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the critically important thing of when we find the person diagnosed with mental illness or developmental disabilities, who can t
be accepted into a nursing home that does not provide "active
treatment." Well, no nursing home in Wyoming is going to be able
to provide that treatment. Then as you say so poignantly, they are
going to have to go the training school or the State hospital. To
move a person from Newcastle or Cody or Sheridan-a veteran
could go into the VA hospital in Sheridan, but that again is renowned for that type of service-you remove them from their communities and their support networks. I think that is very sad.
I hope we can do something and get that message across. I have
had that come up in town meetings before. But I know that you,
Larry, wanted to discuss a bit more the criteria that are now used
to develop these health manpower shortage area designations.
Briefly, will you discuss those criteria that are now used, and how
they actually discriminate against the frontier State?
Dr. MEULU. The criteria that are used to designate health manpower shortage areas and then are used as criteria to receive National Health Service Corps physicians are as follows: One is the
infant mortality rate, second is the percentage of the population
with incomes below 200 percent of the poverty level, third is the
population to primary care physician ratio, fourth is the percentage of minority population, fifth is the percentage of special populations, which include the homeless, migrant and seasonal farm
workers, perinatal problems, persons with AIDS, substance abusers, and elderly persons, sixth is vacancies as a percentage of total
budgeted staff, and seventh is the degree of rurality.
When you start talking about the percentage of minority and
special populations and when you are talking about the percentage
of the population with incomes below 200 percent and infant mortality rates, in those four areas, Wyoming is really at a disadvantage. The reason is that our infant mortality rates are based on
Caucasian rates, which are relatively low. So we don't get points
for that.
When you include a whole county in a designated area, we don't
have enough pockets of poverty population in a county to fulfill
that. In the minority populations, only about 5 percent of our total
population really fits into the minority category, so we don't have
those populations, and we don't have the special populations, drug
abusers, those with AIDS and so on. Not that it doesn't occur in
Wyoming, and I want to remind you that our AIDS patients are
just as sick and die just as rapidly as the ones in New York City,
and other urban areas. They are just not recognized and are not
considered victims, they just feel like they are having a run of bad
luck.
We score minimally on these criteria, therefore, it is very seldom
that our frontier States really are designated as health manpower
shortage areas. In the whole region, Region 8, there were 44 designated areas. The cutoff point was 20 points or higher. The highest
scoring place in Wyoming-Greybull had a score of 19. They didn't
even reach the cutoff point, but the regional people felt guilty at
not having a designated area in Wyoming, so they picked Greybull.
When you talk about smallness of hospitals, distances between
providers, those types of things which really differentiate a frontier
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State from a rural State, including weather conditions and so forth,
none of those have any points in this designation, so they are not
considered.
Senator SIMPSON. Those criteria are obviously nearly impossible
to meet. These are the kinds of issues that are being examined in
these hearings and in Arkansas and other States that have serious
similar problems.
The one that came to my attention most recently was the Federal law which required each State to allocate half of its substance
abuse treatment grant to treatment for I.V. drug users-half of it.
Then if the State failed to meet that requirement it would lose the
entire grant. Wyoming does not have an I.V. problem of any great
proportion, but it must still set aside those funds, then victims of
alcoholism wait 6 to 8 weeks between visits to the treatment
center, which is funded by other moneys in the same grant, because there is not enough money there to pay for another counselor. It reaches absurdity. That is one that was most clearly brought
to my attention, and we have spent some time trying to amend legislation to meet these needs.
I might turn to Evonne Ulmer: All of you mentioned credentialing requirements as a problem for nurses aides, lab technicians,
and so on. As a health care professional and a superb, creative one,
I am certain you don't want to be providing these services unless
you are comfortable with the quality of care. How are your noncertified personnel properly trained?
Ms. ULMER. We, like most providers, use a variety of methods.
We use a lot of on-the-job training. We also do a lot of formal classroom type training. Our nurses aides, for example, even before the
regulations that required certification, had in-house requirements
for so many hours worth of training for them.
We use computer assisted training, videos, we belong to HEDS/
CHEP, which is a northeast consortium, using VA resources, as
well as hospitals in northeast Wyoming, South Dakota, and Montana that do a lot of on-site educational programs. We use a lot of
proficiency checklists, where employees have to demonstrate that
they are able to do a procedure satisfactorily before they are allowed to do it unsupervised.
So we really use a variety of ways to assure that the care that is
done will be done with quality in mind.
Senator SIMPSON. You do a lot of hospital generated activity, a
lot of new services that help both your revenues and the community. Is that kind of horizontal integration an option for many hospitals?
Ms. ULMER. I think so. I think in the small rural frontier areas,
you are going to see more and more of that. By necessity, hospitals
are going to be the health resource for the community, because
there is nobody else providing the services a lot of the time. A lot
of the services that we provide are not reimbursed. A lot of my
staff provide a significant amount of services to the community
free of charge. When you are talking about home health and the
problem with I.V. therapy, I know that my staff has made home
visits to use PCA pumps, which is a pump to deliver a pain medication to hospice type patients. They use the hospital's pump, and
they take it home, then we teach the family, then the nurses go in
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on their day off, or when they get off their 12-hours shifts, to make
sure it is working correctly.
You see a variety of people coming together to meet the needs of
the community as best they can.
Senator SIMPSON. One final question. You have organized outreach programs, and outreach clinics, and visiting specialist programs. I am sure those are popular, but are they still faced, and
aren't we all in Wyoming faced in the various places where we live
with the situation, where people will still bypass the small hospital
or care center and head for Rapid City or Billings or Salt Lake or
Denver or Scotts Bluff or Idaho Falls for nonemergency care?
Ms. ULmER. Yes, I think that's true. It's a problem that rural
hospitals have, rural consumers feel the grass may be greener on
the other side of the State line, or that bigger is also better. That's
not necessarily true. We work hard to communicate to the community what services we do have available, so they know what is offered in the community. When we are not effective in doing that,
when the community lacks confidence in our ability or lacks
knowledge of the services available, those consumers that are most
able are the ones who will travel, those with health insurance and
those that are relatively healthy and can travel easily. It leaves
then, the burden on the communities to care for the elderly, the
poor and the indigent who don't have those options.
Senator SIMPSON. Dr. Driggers, yours is a critical role. I remember when the State legislature dealt with whether to have a medical school at the University of Wyoming and it was determined not
to do so. I think that, as I look upon it, was a good decision, knowing the cost, and watching what is happening in Georgetown and
some of the other affiliated schools with large universities where
you have to pay faculty members $200,000 up to $275,000 a year to
attract them. That's nothing extraordinary, to attract any kind of
skilled surgeon.
Then it fell upon you to do the training of a number of the physicians who were practicing in remote regions. What kind of medicine do you have to teach these people, is it a meat and potatoes
kind of medicine? What is done there? Would you briefly say how
that differs in a State like ours.
Dr. DRIGGERS. I could talk on that for 30 minutes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SIMPsoN. No, you can't. See this right here? [Laughter.]
Dr. DRIGGERS. I alluded to that fact in my testimony. I believe
there is indeed a discussion nationwide as to two different types of
family practice programs. One is what we have here in Casper,
that is a program that is dedicated to training future rural family
physicians, a family physician that can address the breadth of
what is seen in small communities.
One of our graduates left and is now in practice in Newcastle
with Evonne. I like to think that it is indeed a special breed of cat,
if I can pull back on my Air Force Academy days. There is a need
for a family physician in a small community who is willing to deliver 30 or 40 babies a year, and can do it well, and can recognize a
high risk situation and can begin an appropriate transport.
There is a need for a rural family physician who can handle, at
least for the first 2 hours, almost any kind of trauma problem in
34-175 0 - 90 - 3
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terms of stabilization, getting an appropriate I.V. started, intubating the patient if necessary, getting the blood going, and calling the
nearest trauma center and getting the helicopter there.
There is a need for a family physician who recognizes that
indeed rural Wyoming is getting older, that the population has an
increased reliance on Medicare, that understands the transition
from being independent to semi-independent to being a dependent
person, and knowing the resources within the communities that we
have all discussed already today, from home health care to what
the hospital can provide.
We hope we are training that type of person.
Senator SIMPSON. I think that s what the people and the legislature expect. It would be my hope that the major medical centers in
this country can try to cross-train their residents for rural practice,
and let them know what is out there. I think many of them would
take that option, if they knew the type of practice.
When I was in the legislature, for 13 years in Cheyenne, we tried
to almost force those people to stay in Wyoming. You can't do that.
It's indentured servitude, I believe is the term for it. You can't
force a person to be trained in Wyoming and then stay here for 2
or 3 years for a sum certain. That was difficult.
But I do appreciate your views. One thing I hope will get
through, and is leaking through, is that the new Medicare fee
schedule is going to try to quantify the relative costs of providing
medical care in the frontier regions and the urban regions. We are
going to get rid of this assumption, which came from the Wyoming
doctors when Medicare first started that practice costs are lower
out in the frontier. As health care officials went around the State
and said "What do you charge for an appendectomy?" The doctor
would say to this Government person "Seventy-five bucks."
The nurse would say "Doc, I ve been telling you to charge $150."
That was where the divergence came. They started the statistics
right then, and never stopped. Somehow there was a difference.
And there is no difference, and it has been so tough to cut through
that.
There is no difference in practice costs, equipment costs, malpractice costs, specialty services. That has to be said again and
again. The rural area doctors inadvertently brought that upon
themselves, as Medicare statisticians went around to do their work
in the 1960's. It stuck, and we are still stuck with it.
I thank you all very much. It has been very helpful and good testimony.
Evonne, does Mary Wing still contact you daily?
Ms. ULmER. Not daily, but frequently.
Senator SIMPsoN. There's a lady up in Newcastle who is the
mother of Charles Wing, who played ball with me at the Universityof Wyoming. When I have town meetings, Mary would say
Alan, you need some shaping up." She is something, isn't she?
Ms. ULmER. Yes, she is.
Senator SIMPSON. Amazing, marvelous, lovely, vigorous lady.
If we can go now to our final panel on social and community
service. We will hear from Steve Zimmerman, Administrator of the
Division of Community Programs, Wyoming Division of Community Services of Health and Human Services. He is responsible for all
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the federally assisted programs in the area of substance abuse,
mental health, developmental disabilities, and more. He manages
contracts with over 150 providers in various program areas to
assure services are delivered in all of Wyoming's 23 counties, and
meet Federal program standards.
He has a B.A. from Metropolitan State College in Denver, an
M.A. in Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling from the
University of Northern Colorado in Greeley. Before migrating here,
Steve was a vocational rehabilitation counselor in Des Moines.
Then we have Scott Sessions, the Director of the Wyoming Commission on Aging. He is a native of Wyoming. I have known a lot
of Sessions's in my time, most of them from somewhere up around
Big Horn Basin. Scott has served as the Director of the Wyoming
Commission on Aging for the past 10 years.
He is responsible for administering a wide range of social and
community service programs funded under the Older Americans
Act, including the very popular meals on wheels, the senior centers, senior employment programs, home health, transportation
programs. He has a B.S. from Utah State, and prior to assuming
his current post, he served as the recreation director at the Idaho
State Youth Training Center, and was the director of the recreation department in Powell, in Park County.
Please proceed, gentlemen. All your testimony will appear in the
records as if read in full.
STATEMENT OF STEVE ZIMMERMAN, ADMINISTRATOR OF THE
DIVISION OF COMMUNITY PROGRAMS, WYOMING DIVISION OF
COMMUNITY SERVICES, HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Mr. ZImMERMAN. Thank you, Senator Simpson. I appreciate the
opportunity to address the Senate Special Committee on Aging. It
is a privilege to communicate with you again and other members of
the Committee my thoughts on frontier human service delivery in
the great State of Wyoming.
Wyoming is a State of immense size, as mentioned earlier, approximately 400 miles east to west and 350 miles north to south. It
contains 98,000 square miles. The average population density is five

persons per square mile. This frontier status makes delivery of
human services difficult if those services are not provided in a
carefully planned and integrated and flexible manner.
After 17 years of delivering human services across Wyoming,
wearing out at least three vehicles, and spending many days and
nights driving before sunrise and after sunset to return home or
get to the next stop, in weather than can be pleasant, as it is today,
but also weather that can be 30 degrees below zero with ice and
blowing snow on roads that if not closed, soon should be, it is
etched in my mind the need for service delivery that meets citizens' needs in a well-planned integrated resource pattern. I believe
there is a need for integration of Federal, State, and local resources
and that this integration should be expected.
Service integration makes Federal auditors wince. It is important
that this partnership have flexibility to effectively meet human
service needs of citizens. Wyoming citizens mirror citizens of the
United States in many respects. However, the density of population
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has a profound impact on how services can be provided to those
citizens.
In my.early days of human service delivery, I lived in Des
Moines, IA, a city at that time of approximately 400,000 people. It
had many agencies and delivery sources, all of which could be
reached by a half-hour drive. Coordination of those services, while
difficult, was possible.
I then moved to Wyoming, which held the same number of
people in 98,000 square miles versus the former 100 square miles.
The impact on how the same services are delivered is immense. In
Wyoming, sparse population and immense space requires committed persons to use many resources to meet citizens' needs. It is not
practical to have individually bundled services as are often required by Federal initiatives, unless there is sufficient funding attached to deliver the services desired by the Federal planners.
I am painfully aware as an administrator of a division that
serves four major service areas-developmental disabilities, mental
health, substance abuse, and family violence and sexual assaultthat the kind of delivery that must occur in this frontier State is
not permitted by the increasingly prescriptive Federal funding requirements.
I began to be aware almost 4 years ago that the day of the block
grant was over. While Federal funding may still be called block
grant, it is being administered in an extremely categorical and prescriptive manner. Year by year, more and more flexibility that resulted in good service delivery to Wyoming have been eroded. As
this is happening less and less can be accomplished with Federal
funds.
For the sake of this testimony, the division of the State government that I administer administers the following Federal funding:
Victim Assistance, Drug-Free Schools and Communities Grants,
Comprehensive Mental Health Planning Grant, Mental Health
Homeless Grant, HUD Homeless Grant, Community Services
Homeless Grant, Family Violence Prevention and Services, Education of Handicapped Part H and Part B, Community Youth Activity Grant, and Adolescent Mental Health Treatment.
We have some experience with Federal funds. The alcohol, drug,
and mental health block grant set-asides and targets have made it
impossible to administer portions of the block grant. Worse yet, if a
program is developed to administer those moneys, it is virtually
unusable by Wyoming citizens.
Examples are, the set-aside for the women's programs in the alcohol and mental health block grant describes in regulations a situation that requires separate staff and programming, including
building, to assure that women only are served. In a rural county
that has one or two staff members, an area with men, women, and
children's needs, the set-aside demand of assignment of staff for
women only may be beyond good judgment because of the number
of individuals needing that particular service.
While it is perfectly acceptable to have a specialized program to
serve the needs of women with a portion of a staff person's time, it
may be impossible to defend this activity to Federal auditors.
Another example is the group home loan program which required a set-aside of $100,000 for the purpose of short-term, 2-year
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loans to unrelated individuals who wish to begin living together
after completing treatment for substance abuse.
The problem is that Wyoming desperately needed additional
treatment service for treated substance abusers. However, the
intent of Federal legislation is to allow funding of a very narrow
approach to such treatment that appears to have worked someplace. That program has been set up as specified by the Federal
Government.
To date we have had no requests for group home loan account
money. We have complied, but have we served the people?
A third example is the recently passed legislation in the area of
mental health that allows mental health homeless funds to be used
for that group of seriously mentally ill individuals. However, the
Federal regulations will not allow those funds to help with food
and shelter, as part of the mental needs of the individual.
In Wyoming, in many small isolated places, there are no shelter
programs, and probably none needed on an ongoing basis. So we
are prevented from using mental health homeless funds to meet
the individual's needs. We have to say "Come back when you have
your housing and shelter and we will be able to utilize these homeless mental health moneys for your emotional needs."
The result is that the homeless in this State will see funds
return to Washington while they remain in desperate need of help.
Regarding the I.V. drug use setaside which you mentioned, Wyoming is not New York or San Francisco. Our citizens have addictions, but not always I.V. in nature.
The problems specifically are set-asides, categorical methods of
service delivery, prescriptive delivery that does not take into account this State's demography. As an administrator, I do not mind
being held accountable for the outcome of programs that the Congress wishes to fund. However, to prescribe the method by which
that is done I believe lacks understanding and judgment.
Even in urban situations it may be difficult to follow the categorical or set-aside approach. But in this frontier State, with the population density that I have mentioned, it is impossible and results in
waste, frustration or worse yet, returning desperately needed funding appropriated because we cannot deliver services in the specific
way the funders or their staffs have envisioned.
I believe the solution is in accountability. I believe you must
have accountability to spend Federal funding. But I also believe
that this responsibility did not need to be attached to the procedures and processes in such detail that they cannot work in Niobrara County or Washakie County or Carbon County.
If you want to have appropriate staffing, indicate what you want
the outcome to be, that you want women served, or that you want
residential facilities for those that are substance abusers or that
you want to see homeless mentally ill have their therapeutic needs
met. Then allow administrators to decide, in a State like this, how
this can best be accomplished. Also send enough money, if you are
prescribing it, so that we can accomplish the task.
The ability to apply for waivers is important. However, as I have
recently experienced in the alcohol and mental health block grant,
often Federal program people scoff at the reasons we say something will not work.
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I have one experience I will relate. Almost 9 years ago, Federal
auditors rode with me between Cheyenne and Casper on a snowy,
cold, windblown, winter day with white outs, to attend a program
review the next day. First of all, that reviewer has never returned
to Wyoming. Second, there was a greater understanding of distances and difficulties with delivery.
For those who scoff at our inability to prescriptively provide programs, they need to be in Wyoming for sufficient time to either
provide the assistance and show us how it might be done or understand that we are delivering services in a State that requires special sensitivity.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Zimmerman follows:]
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Senator SIMPSON. Thank you, Steve. That was excellent testimony, clearly presented and hearable.
There really was no schedule for public participation, but I am
just going to get a sandwich and eat it on the way to the airport,
and we will take time for some public questions. I will be glad to do
that on anything, and try to do 20 or 30 minutes of that, if I can,
after the official panel is ended. If anyone wants to ask a question,
I will certainly try to respond, or more importantly, if you want to
present some evidence of what we have seen and heard here this
morning, I will try to do some of that. I don't know how much we
can get done, but we will try.
Scott, please proceed.
STATEMENT OF E. SCOTT SESSIONS, DIRECTOR, WYOMING
COMMISSION ON AGING
Mr. SESSIONS. Senator Simpson, it is a pleasure to take part in
this hearing on issues facing the frontier States and some of the
implications for restructuring long-term care to meet the growing
needs of the rural elderly.
The National Resource Center for Rural Elderly with the University of Missouri at Kansas City indicates that rural American
defines consistent definition. However, there are unfortunate constants that characterize rural elders. Older rural people are poorer,
less healthy, live in poorer housing, have few options in personal
transportation, and less availability of transit services. They have
significantly more limited access to health professionals as well as
community based programs and services than do their suburban
and urban counterparts.
The list of deficiencies and inequities can be quite stunning to
those unfamiliar with the very real circumstances of many rural
elderly. It is often argued that being old and living in rural America is a form of "double jeopardy" where the individual is put at
risk by the changes of advancing age and the circumstances of
rural residence.
Indeed, if other factors such as low income status or being a
member of a minority group or a Native American tribe are added
to the argument, there is a case for "triple" or "quadruple" jeopardy.
There are several interrelated themes that form the basic foundation of the rural challenge. One is the lack of a rural human
service infrastructure. Given a small pool of economically viable individuals and units of government, private providers-nonprofit
and for-profit-tend not to congregate in the economically depressed rural regions, but rather in those areas-urban, suburban,
or rural retirement enclave-that can support them.
In some rural regions a once-existent infrastructure of council of
governments and community action agencies has shriveled dramatically or fallen away altogether. The multipurpose senior
center and State and local governments are thus often forced to
use sparse funds to build a service infrastructure such as transit
services, before they can even provide the initial components of
service.
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Where such an infrastructure does exist, there is generally not a
large pool of providers to bid on the provisions of these services.
Thus, it is not common to see competitiveness acting as a brake on
costs, and given this relative lack of contractors, there are few
viable alternatives when a contractor is not meeting service expectations.
Finally, existing service infrastructures tend to be concentrated
in the largest town or population center in the more populated
counties of the planning and service area. Those elders living outside of that service center often do not have adequate access to
services, even though such assistance exists within their county.
There is also a lack of a trained labor pool that is a part of this
challenge, the lack of a well-trained and/or experienced labor pool
from which the senior center can draw upon for precious human
resources. Rural providers are all too familiar with the drain of
trained personnel from rural regions.
Ironically, where trained and experienced individuals are available, the pay scales of many rural elderly service providers is generally so poor and the prospects of upward mobility within the organization or agency so slim that retention of skilled people is
almost as difficult a proposition as recruitment.
Providers of rural elder services are faced with a current generation of their service consuming population, especially those 85 and
over. It has been found that there are attitudes, values, and beliefs
that must be taken into account before services can successfully be
provided. One of the fundamental elements of this attitude is expressed as "If you don't have it, and you can't make it, then you
don't need it."
Elders in many parts of the country retain a traditional sense of
individual independence, coupled with an occasionally fierce suspicion of government at any level, that prevents them from utilizing
those services which they badly need.
Another rural challenge involves lack of adequate Government
funding. Political rhetoric concerning not throwing money at social
problems to the contrary, adequate funding is a fundamental prerequisite for the provision of programs and services for rural
elders. Whether it is Federal, State, or local funds, it is simply impossible to run most services in a decent, acceptable manner if they
must scrape for every penny to sustain themselves. Time and
energy need to be expended on Federal and State level political
action and coalition building.
There is a lack of rural-sensitive Federal and State regulations.
Once Government funds are secured, there is an ironic twist. Various Federal and State regulations that accompany monetary assistance often receive poor marks for perceived insensitivity to the attitudes, values, and beliefs of rural older persons, as well as for the
ignorance of how programs and services operate in rural environments.
This is generally the result of well-intended officials giving various urban values, practices, and procedures the virtual force of law
without an understanding of the unintended rural consequence.
While no one would be so foolish as to call for the provision of Government funds without appropriate safeguards to insure their
proper and intended utilization, it can be argued that such funding
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regulations should reflect rural realities, not urban stereotypes of
country life.
In the National Survey of Rural Aging Services Delivery: Problems and Initiatives, presented at the 1988 annual meeting of the
Gerontological Society of America, it is indicated that the most frequently mentioned need in rural areas was for transportation.
Transportation is seen as pivotal for access to most types of services, including respite and day care, nutrition programs, social programs, shopping, medical care, and other health-related services.
Another major area reported in the survey is the need for community based services for frail elderly and their families. Again,
transportation sets the context for this issue.
Many respondents indicated that service delivery to the homebound is a problem, including a lack of local, trained paraprofessional providers which involve social services supports rather than
the usual medical model approach.
Wyoming differs very little from its neighbors in the Rocky
Mountain regions of the United States. It boasts wide-open spaces,
clear skies, and beauty beyond description. It lays claim to some of
the finest fishing and hunting, and is home to two magnificent national parks, Teton and Yellowstone.
In many ways, Wyoming is the best kept secret of the United
States, remaining hidden from the minds and eyes of most Americans. However, those who call it home are faced continuously with
the challenges presented by its geography and predominantly
energy and agriculture-based economy.
With only 483,000 people residing within its 98,000 square miles,
Wyoming is the epitome of the word rural. In fact there are times
when the words frontier and isolated rural are used as descriptors.
Isolated rural is defined as less than six persons per square mile.
Rural in Wyoming means traveling miles without seeing another
vehicle, inhabitant, or community. It means driving long distances
for shopping, meetings, medical services, and being isolated, especially during the long winter months when ground blizzards and
subzero temperatures can make travel a deadly affair.
For many Wyoming residents, rurality is simply a matter of perspective. A county seat the size of Rawlins in Carbon County, approximately 8,000 people, can be a thriving metropolis for an isolated rancher who lives 50 miles away and gets to town once a month,
if then.
Because of these geographic realities, as well as a less than favorable economic picture for the State of Wyoming, Wyoming is on the
bust end of an energy boom and bust cycle, and because of a shortage of professionals in the fields of social work and nursing, the
phrase "profoundly rural" has been adopted by those who provide
social, health, and medical services, as a more appropriate descriptor of the majority of the State's population.
Developing programs and providing services that are locality relevant, flexible, and adaptive has become a necessity. Trying to find
what would work and best serve the long-term care needs of the
elderly in Wyoming who made up approximately 13 percent of the
total population in 1988, is the impetus behind the effort of the
Commission on Aging to strengthen statewide collaborative plan-
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ning efforts and implementing specific improvements in the State's
long-term care system.
The most notable shortcoming of the long-term care systems in
Wyoming is the absence of overall coordination, and the resulting
services gaps, due also in part to the profoundly rural nature of the
State. Each of the agencies has separate intake processes, assessment requirements, eligibility criteria, staffing qualifications, and
services funding resources.
Efforts to improve the coordination of care in any systematic and
efficient fashion have been hampered by the somewhat contradictory effects of existing programs that finance long-term care, which
tend to encourage the use of nursing homes rather than supporting
strategies to keep people living independently at home.
The National Survey of Rural Aging Services Delivery indicates
that the primary initiative to address the in-home care needs of the
rural elderly is to allow local flexibility and adaptation to modify
existing programs or policies requiring special accommodations in
the development and delivery of services.
In its bid for a 1990 Administration on Aging Federal discretionary grant, the Commission on Aging proposes to take the lead to
restructure the long-term care system in Wyoming. The current
fragmented long-term care system needs to be replaced with a
streamlined, restructured organizational entity which will be able
to conduct short, medium, and long range planning, develop comprehensive policies consistent with planning efforts, carry out policies and procedures, make resources available to carry out the
plan, and be held accountable for the outcomes.
Both medical and social models of service delivery must be integrated into the restructured organization. It must incorporate local,
built-in flexibility and a cost-sharing mechanism, whereby the
client and/or their families is paying for a part or all the cost of
the services. The services will be available without regard to
income levels, because there are some older persons who may have
the resources to pay the full cost of services, but still need case
management.
Senator Simpson, at the Federal level, I encourage you to consider the following initiatives, which can lead to concrete, measurable
changes within the existing Federal long-term care system, and
will generate a more responsive network of services for the most
vulnerable rural elderly across the United States.
One, States must be allowed to develop and implement initiatives
which give statutory authority to offer a broader range of alternative services without the requirements for Federal waivers-that is,
without the Federal regulations that greatly limit their scope.
Two, programs that have demonstrated cost-effectiveness should
be allowed to continue on a permanent basis. This should include
expanding social support services for informal caregivers taking
care of the elderly. Particularly, there is a need for additional
funding of Title 3(e) under the Older Americans Act.
Finally, the issues facing the rural elderly regarding long-term
care has been left primarily to the States, leading to gaps in services, and inequities across regions. This is even more prevalent in
rural areas.
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Programs have primarily addressed short-range approaches by
adding to the existing fragmented long-term care systems, rather
than making fundamental reform in the financing and delivery of
services. The challenge is to find ways to develop a delivery system
that meets the needs of all dependent people and their families,
and that can make the most effective use of the resources available
in each community.
I thank you.
[The prepared remarks of Mr. Sessions follow:]
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Senator Simpson, it Is a pleasure to take part in this hearing on Issues
facing the frontier states and s
of the implications
for restructuring long
tern care to meat the growing needs of the rural elderly.

FRONTIER
STATE
The National Resource Canter for Rural Elderly with the University of
Missouri - Kansas City, Indicates that Rural America defies consistent
definition,
however, there are unfortunate constants that characterize rural
elders. Older rural people are poorer, less healthy, live in poorer housing
stock, have few options In personal transportation and less availability of
transit services. They has significantly more limited access to health
professionals as well as community based programs and services than do their
suburban and urban counterparts.
The list of deficiencies and inequities can be quite stunning to those
unfamiliar with the very real circeumtances
of may rural elderly. It is often
argued that being old and livingin Rural America is a form of 'double jeopardy'
where the Individual is put at risk by the vicissitudes of advancing age and by
the circumstances of rural residence.
Indeed, if other factors such as low
income status or being a memberof a minority group or Native American tribe
are added to the argument, there is a case for 'triple' or even "quadruple'
jeopardy.
There are several Interrelated themes that form the basic foundation of
the rural challenge.
The lackof a rural huean mervie infrastructure Given
a smallpool of economically viable individuals
and units of government, private
providers (non-profit and profit) tend no to congregate in the economically
depressed rural regionsbut rather In those ares - urban, suburban or rural
retirement enclave - that can support them.
In nome rural regionsa once
existent infrastructure of council of governments and conmunity action agencies
has shriveled precipitously or fallen awayall together. The multipurpose senior
center and state; county/local governments are thus often forced to use sparse
funds to builda service infrastructure, such as transit services, before they
can even provide the Initialcomponents of service.
Where such an Infrastructure does exist, there is generally not a large
pool of providers to bid on the provisionof services. Thus it is not common
to see competitiveness
actingas a brake on cost and, giventhis relative lack
of contractors, there are few viable alternatives when a contractor is not
meeting services expectations.

Finally, existingserviceinfrastructures tend
to be concentrated in the largest town or population center in the more populated
counties of the planning and servicearea. Those elders livingoutsideof that
service center often do not have adequate access to services even though such
assistance dons exist within their county.
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There Is a lack of a trained labor pool that Is a part of this challenge.
The lack of a well-trained and/or experienced labor pool from which the senior
center can draw upon for precious humanresources. Rural providers are all to
familiar with the drain of trained personnel from rural regions. Ironically,
where trained and experienced individuala are available the pay scales of many
rural alderly service providers is generally so poor and the prospects of upward
nobility within the organization or agency so seli, that retention of skilled
people Is almost as difficult a proposition as recruitment.
of
Providers of rural elder services are faced with a current generation
their service consuming population, especially those 85 and over, that often has
attitudes, values and beliefs that sust be taken Into account before services
of this attitude
can be successfully provided.One of the fundamental elements
is expressed as, 'If

you don't have it and you can't makeIt, you don't need it.'

Elders in my parts of the country retain a traditional
sense of Individual
at any
coupled with an occasionally fierc &uspicionof governeent,
independence
level,that prevents thee fromutilizingthore services which they bedly need.
Another rural challenge involves lack of adequategovernmnt funding.
Political rhetoric concerning not "throwing money' at social problems to the
contrary, adequate funding Is a fundamental prerequisite for the provision of
programs and services for rural elders. Whetherit is federal, state, or local
funds, It is simply impossible to run most servicesin a decent,

acceptable

manner If they must scrape for every penny to sustain themselves. Tine and
energy needs to be expended on federal and state level political action and
coalition
building.
There is a lack of rural-sensitive federal and state regulations. Once
government funds are secured, there is an ironic twist. Various federal and
state regulations that accompany monetary assistance often receivepoor marks
for perceivedInsensitivity
to the attitudes,values and beliefsof rural older
persons as well as for their ignorance of how programs and servicesoperate In
rural environments.

This is generally the result of well intended officials

givingvarious urban values, practices and procedures the virtual force of law
without an understanding of the unintended rural consequence. Whileno one would
be so foolish as to call for the provisionof government funds without
It can
appropriate safeguards to insure their proper and Intended utilization,
be argued that such fundingregulations should reflect rural realities and not
urban stereotypes of country life.
In the National Survey of Rural Aging Services Delivery: Problemsand
Initiatives, presented at the 1988Annual Meetingof the Gerontological Society
of America,it Indicates that the most frequently mentionedneed in rural areas
was for transportation.
Transportation is seen as pivotal for access to eost
types of services,Including respite and day care, nutrition
programs, social
programs,

shopping, medical care and other health related services.

Unrnetmedical needs were reported by a large nuber of respondents.
intertwined issues affect medical needs.

Three

First, respondents noted difficulty

in obtaining transportation to medical services,both because of the distances
and the travel time involved. Second, they reported that medical services were
increasingly unavailable in rural ares.

Hospitals are closing, and there are
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flwer rural physicians.

This trend cpounds transportation problms for both
routineand emergencycare. Distancasand travel time discourage the use of
routine health care leading to eedical mergancies and health care crises that
could have been prevented.

Third, respondents indicated that any rural people

could not afford medicalservices,evenwhen they are available.
Another major area reported in the Survey is the need for comaunity-based,
services for frail elderly and their familis, including a variety of In-hoe
services and day care. Again, transportation sets the context for this Issue:
manyrespondents indicatd that service delivery to the home-bound was a problee,
due to a lack of local, trainedparaprofessional providers which Involve social
services supports rather than the usual medical eodel approach.
WKominaFrontier
Wyomingdiffers very littlefrom itsneighbors in theRocky Mountain region
of the UnitedStates.It bosats wide-open
spaces,clearskies, and beauty beyond
description; lays claimto sow of the finestfishing and hunting; and, Is hose
to two magnificent
nationalparks,Teton and Yellowstone. In many ways,Wyoming
is the best-kept secret of the UnitedStates, remaining
hidden from the eyes and
minds of most Americans.

However, those who call it "hose" are faced
continuously with the challenges presented by its geography and predominantly
energy and agricultural-based economy.
With only 475,000 people residingwithin its91,914 square eiles,Wyosing
is the epitomeof the word "rural;" in fact there are times when the words
"frontier" and "Isolated rural are used as descriptors.
'Isolated rural" Is
defined as less than 5 personsper square ails.
Rural in Wyoming means
traveling mileswithout seeing another vehicla, inhabitant, or comunity; driving
long distances for shopping, meetings,and medicalservices;
and being Isolated,
especiallyduring the long winter months when ground blizzardsand sub-zero
temperatures
can mak travel a deadly affair. For many Wyomingresidents,
rurality Is simply a mstter of perspective; e county seat the size of Rawlins
In Carbon County (approximately 8,000 people) can be a "thriving
metropolis"
for
an isolated rancher who lives50 milesaway and gets to town but once a month,
if then.
Because of these9ographic realitiesas well as a less-than-favorable
economic picture for the state - Wyosing is on the bust end of an energyboombust cycle - and becauseof a shortage of professionals in the fields of social
work and nursing (State of Wyoming,Departmentof Labor, 1989), the phrase
"profoundly rural" has been adopted by those who provide social,health, and
medical services as a more appropriate
descriptor of the majority of the state's
population.

Developing progroes and providing services that are "locality

relevant," flexible, and adaptive haa becomea necessity. Trying to find whet
would work and best serve the long tarn care needs of the elderly In Wyoming,
Whomad up aPproximately 13A of the total population in 1988, is the Impetus
behind the Coeission on Aging's effort to strengthen statewide, collaborative
planning efforts In iplmenting apecific irovements In the states long term
care systee.
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Studies on Lons Tern Care Issues In Wvomnin
Enrolled Act No.87 of the 1987 State Legislature charged the Department
of

Health and Social Services

to conduct a comprehensive

study on the

availability and financing of long term health care for the elderly in Wyosing.
The Department of Health and Social Services, in cooperation with the members
of the State Legislature, Department of Insurance and the Commission on Aging,
established a task force to study and develop a written report on the long tern
care needs of the elderly.
The Task Force was madeup of representatives from government, the private
sector and providers of human service.

In Its report, 'The WvomingLong Term

HealthCare RePort", published in November1987, one of the major recommendations
was to develop a multifaceted system of lons term care, based on series of pol Icy
decision points,
(1)
Whether to deliberately undertake comprehensive system reform;
(2)

The appropriate mix of institutional and community-based care;

(3)

Whowill be served;

(4)

How the eligibility
determinations will be used to help people get
into the system or to restrict theirentry;

(5)

Quality assurance _echanisms - buildingon the atrengths of what

(N)

already exists;
What Is the cost in the context of "need"

verses fiscal capacity.

(p. 12).
In 1989, the Western Research Corporation in conjunction with the Division
of Health and Medical Services of the Department of Health and Social Services
completed the second comprehensive study for the state of Wyomingentitled, `LM9
TERNCAREECONOMIC
EFFECTS
OF ALTERNATIVES
TO NURSING
HOMECARE.' This policy
analysis for the state Health Care Data Authority was disseminated to the State
Legislature
to assist Its membersin developing options for improving the system
of long term care In Wyoming. The reomendations from this study were
consistent with the one conducted by the Task Force in 1987 of which the
aubstantial recemendations Included:
(1)

To add a coordinated long term care data collection and retrieval

(2)

system;and,
To have the State Legislature declare a moratorium on the building
of new nursing home beds.

(3)

To develop a comprehensive model long term care program which builds
on the strengths of the existingservicedelivery systems and expands
the alternatives for in-hosecare as a primary choiceover nursing
hone care, in Wyoming. (pp.2-3).

Proarams In the WyominsLTC System
The aost noticeable shortcoming of the long tern care systees In Wyoning
Is the absence of overall coordination, end the resulting services gaps, due also
In part to the profoundly rural nature of the state. There are five key agencies
(programs) involved in long tern care services In Wyoming;Commission on Aging,
Public Health Nursing, Division of Public Assistance and Social Services,
Medicaid,
and the 8oard of Charities and Reform (Institutions).
Each of the
agencies has separate intake processes, assessment requirements,

eligibility

criteria, staffing qualifications and services funding resources.
State Instftutfons Providing Long TermCare
There are five state institutions which provide long tern care services
for the elderly in Wyoming.
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(1)

State Hospital for the mentally ill;

(2)

StateTraining School for the developmentally disabled;
Pioneer HMAe - residential care;

(3)
(4)
(5)

Veterans' HMAe- intermediate
and skillednursing home care; and
Retirement Center - intermediate
and skillednursing home care.

Medica id
Wyomingis one of the few states in the country that does not currently
have a waiver for Hoe and Coraunity BasedServicesthrough the federal Medicaid
program. In 1990, the Divisionof Health and MedicalServiceswill submit a
nodel waiver for reviewand approval by the Health Care Financing Administration
(HCFA). The existingMedicaidservices In the state are authorized through
enabling legislation (W.S.42-4-101 et. seq.). Recmendations for the services
come from federal requirements for mandated services and through various state
agencies and consuner advocates for the optional services.
The HomeHealth program under Medicaid was expanded and certain criteria
eliminatedinJuly 1989 in an effort to enable individuals to be served In their
houms. The expansionincluded coverage of durable medical equipment such as
hospital beds and wheelchairs and medical supplies such as gauze, bandages and
diapers. Homehealth services are available when prescribed by a physician and
provided under a plan of care developed and executed by a certified home health
agency.
[There are only twenty-seven (27) certified hane health agencies in
Wyoming, of which Public Health agencies represent eighteen (18)]. Cost caps are
set In place when the care plan is estimated to be over $1,200 per month.
Pharmaceutical services are availablewhen prescribed by a physician and
presently are not limited.
Adult Services - Division of Public Assistance and SocialServices
Individuals who are eligible for Medicaid are also eligible to receive inhomeservices provided by the Division of Public Assistance and Social Services
(D-PASS). The federal program Include low income energy assistance, chore
services, adult foster cars, and medical transportation.
The state funded
homemakerprogram for the elderly, and adult protective services are also
administered by D-PASS in Wyoming.
Primary eligibility criterie for older
persons to receive services through D-PASS is based on income or the need for
protective services. Services under each program are either provided through
the state agency or purchased within the comnunity.

The number of service units
Is capped based on the resources available to each county.
itme Health Services and Adult Health Maintenance
Public Health Nursing Services provides in-home health care through two
programs:

HomseHealth Services and Adult Health Maintenance.

HomeHealth

Services Include skilled (acute) nursing cars, physical therapy andoccupational
therapy services, medical social services, homehealth aidesandmedicalsupplies
when there Is a need for one of the skilled services.
The federal Mmdicare
programdef in* the skilled services that rehabilitate Individuals towards their
highest level of functioning. Whenthe Individual has reached that level then
they are considered stable/chronic and no longer eligible for Medicare paid
benefits

This leaves soue individuals stillneedingservices - without them.
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Adult Health Maintenance is for the more chronic care needs of older
persons without the resources to pay for them, and Is extremely limitedto due
to the Public Health Nursing services capacity to provide services within each
county.
Camnunity-Based, In-Hone Services
The WyomingCommission on Aging, the designated state unit on aging,
in 1985 through contracting
developed a rural, social model in-homs care progrt
with private nonprofit multipurpose senior centers and hospital provider across
the state. The major focus of the program is the clients themselves and the
services they need to help them maintain their Independence, livingin their own
homesor apartments. The services available include: case management,homemaker,
hone health aide, adult day care, respite care and hospice care.
The program provides for a case manager in each county to help older
persons and his or her family determine what types of services they need and at
A corehensive client
what time they need them during the day and week.
assessment is completed by the case manager, the client and family members.
Then, jointly they decide what will work best for the client. The case manager
is responsible to contact the various service providers to broker services and
work with the client, family, and direct service care providers to develop a care
plan. Each individual situation Is evaluated as to the number of hours and
duration of services required to meet the older person/couple's need.
Each county program, through the Board of Directors of the designated
private-non-profit senior center or hospital provider, decides which services
allows the limitd
willbe madeavailable withinthe community. This flexibility
NOT DUPLICATE,
resources to fillthe gaps in the comeunity and complement,
services already available either through a informal support system or other
formal care providers. Cost caps are set by each county to best met the needs
of the older persons residing in each coiunity.
The direct services provided through this In-home services program are
funded through cost-sharing In which the client is biled each month for the
services received, the balance of the cost is shared through local and state
funds. A slidingfee scale is used to determine the cost to the client. Since
1985, the clients or their families have paid up to one-third of the total cost
of the program on a statewide basis. The cost for the services is discussed
during the care planning with the client and his or her family. Most clients
feel strongly about paying their fair shar for the services that they receive,
because they realize that without these services they would be paying for nursing
homecare. If it Is determined that the client cannot afford these services,
they willbe provided, at no cost. ThefundingfortheCinunity-Based, In-Home
Services progrsm consists of 52X state general funds; 282 client contributions;
18X local funds; and 42 federal funds from Title III-D of the Older Americans
Act.
The Cormission on Aging has also instituted a quality assurance program,
In 1986, to assure that the In-home services project Is doing what It was
designed to do. Through a 1988 Federal Discretionary Grant (DUALITYASSURANCE
FORRURALTN-IOIECARENo. 90Ai0327/01) from the Administration on Aging, the
quality assurance program has been strengthened and evaluated. Utilizingthe
quality assurance assessment instrument, the Coanission review team completes
quarterly on-site assessments with each county project. The team meets with the
senior center project director, the case manager, and a randomsample of clients
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The clients candidly
to determine the quality and progress of the program.
share, with the team, their concerns and satisfaction regarding the services
they are receiving through the ciunity-based. in-home services program. This
is a valuable report which helps solve problems and determine If the program is
of dailyliving
meeting the goal of assisting older persons In their activities
and staying in their own homes.
and Low Income Older Persons WhoRequireIn-Wone Care
Tarneting Minorities
The Commission on Aging has developed a in-home care client data base from
which the information on Individual assessments and care plans have been
collected. From the information in the data base, in fiscal year 1989, through
the Community-Based In-Home Services Program 301 of the 'at-risk' older
Case Managers
population provided services were determined to be low income,
use the Divisionof Public Assistance and Social Services income levels as a
Two percent (21) of the 'at-risk'
guideline for determining this status.
population classified as minorities were served during the program year. Wyoming
within the state. For the total population
has a very small number of minorities
over the age of 60 the percent of minorities Is estimated to be between 3-61,
from information from the U.S. Census Bureau and the Department of Administration
and Fiscal Control - Divisionof Research and Statistics. This small number
does not lessen the responsibility of the Commission to target services for the
low income and minority elderly.
The Commission is currently working with the AoA funded National Resource
Center on MinorityAging Populations in San Diego, California and other minority
organizations to develop methods to increase the participation of minority
elderly in all of the programs administered by the Cormission on Aging, including
Dr. E. Percil Stanford, Director of the National
long term care services.
Resource Center on Minority Aging Populations will be presenting a workshop on
this issue In August 1990 at the Central States Coalitionon Aging Conference
in Cheyenne, Wyoming.

TERMCAREFORA FRONTIERSTATE
LONG
RESTRUCTURING
Restructuring the current organization, financing, and delivery of longterm care is one of the more serious challenges facing our society. Every day
millionsof older Americans face the prospect of impoverishment and endure a
physical and emotional struggle to provide or obtain assistance with basic needs
Long term care
or make the decisionto go into a nursing home prematurely.
consists primarily of People caring for others. As the focus of care has shifted
away from the institutional setting, most long term care is provided by family
and friends. State agencies and local roarams are takina
lona term care sysems
develon and expand casnunits-based

the

initiative

to

our current system of long term care is often fragmented and confusing.
It has not encouraged the identification of appropriate services. Efforts to
improve the coordination of care in any systematic and efficient fashion have
been hampered by the somewhat contradictory effects of existing programs that
finance long term care, which tend to encourage the use of nursing hamesrather
than to support strategies to keep people living independently at home.
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The number of elderly persons Is increasing, and they are living longer.
Thus, unless there is substantial improvement in disease prevention or in curing
chronic disabilities,
a growing numberof people are likelyto be functionally
dependent on others.
With or without change in the current structure and
delivery of long-term cars, the cost of-this care Is bound to increase.
The
challenge Is to find ways to develop a delivery systemthat mets the needsof
all dependent people and their familiesandthat can mke the most effective use
of the resources availableIn each community.
The NationalSurvey of Rural AainaServicesDelivery.indicates thet the
primary initiative
to address the in-home
care needsof the rural elderly is to
allow local flexibility
and adaptation to modify existingprograms or policies
requiringspecialaccomnodations in the development and delivery of services
Speaking as a representative from the Wyoming Commission
on Aging, I
encourage you to consider the following initiatives
which can lead to concrete
end measurablechanges within the existinglong term care systems,and will

generate a more responsive network of servicesfor the most vulnerable,rural
elderly across the United States.
1)

States mat develop and implment Initiatives which give statutory
authority to offer a broader ranS of alternative services without
the requirements for federal waivers, that Is, without thim federal
regulations that greatly limit their scope.

2)

Progrems that have d nntrated cost-effectiveness should be allowed
to continue on a permanent basis. This should Include expanding
social support services for informal caregivers taking care of the
elderly.

3)

Statewide,collaborative
planning efforts Involving the all of the
agencies involved in providing in-home care must be established to
reach concrete end measurable changes within the existing long term
care system which reflect a more responsive network of services.

We need to build on the strengths of the existingprograms
Informal support

systems and utilize technical

assistance,

including

mxpertise
gnd

information
from the AoA supourted NationalAging Resource Centers on Lons Tern
Cars

In its bid for a 1990Administration on Aging Federal Discretionary grant,
the Commission on Aging proposes to take the lead to restructure the long tern
care system in Wyoming. This Includes:
1)

the designation e sInale point of entry into the long term care

system In each countv, in which pre-adeission screening will initiate a
decisionmatrix regarding the alternatives for the older individual/couple
within their home counity.
The agency designated will have
responsibility
for completing a state approved,unified covprehensive

asnsmnt of the individual/couple's situation with the client(s) and/or
familymembers. The information documented In the client assessent will
provide the necessary background for any and all agenciesproviding long
tern care services within the comunity to use in determining the need,
type and duration of services. Criterion will be established to designate
12
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the single point of entry and may include, but will not be limitedto a
public health office, a senior center or other appropriate agency.
2)

the integration of state funded homemakerservices into either Public

Health Nursing Services or the Conunitv-Based. In-Home Services Prograr
throush the Commission onAgine. A training
and certification oroaram will
be instituted for the homemakers working under this program in Wyoming.
3)

the provision of training and technical assistance throughout the

restructuring process

in order tosuorade skills and orovide the rationale

and necessary information to those Involved in the long tern care system
in Wvoming.
4)
the establishment of a transition team from the state agencies to
assist each county with local planning and Ieplementation of the single
point of entry and the

integration of the homemaker program.

The

transition tear will orovide on-site assistance indeveloping time-lines,
addressing barriers and building on the strengths of the local community.
6)
the provision
for nualityassurance measures withinthe restructured
lone term care system which builds on the efforts of the Comnission's
previous work
and the strengths of the quality assurance mechanisms
already In place through all of the state agencies providing long term care
in Wyoming.
6)
an evaluation of the orocess and outcomes of the Improvements
(changes) throughout the restructuring process.
7)

the dissemination of the results and oroducts of this project
throughout the duration of the project emphasizingreplication of the
restructured long term care system for rural areas across the country.
The current fragmented long term care system will be replaced with a
streamlined, restructured organizational entity which will be able to:
(1)
conduct short, medium and long range planning;
(2)

develop cprehensive policies consistent with the planning efforts:

(3)
(4)

cerry out policies and procedures;
make resources available to carry out the plan; and

(6)

be held accountable for outcomes.

Both medicaland social models of services will be intearated into the
and a
restructured organization whichincorporate local, built-in flexibility
cost-sharing mechanism whereby the client and/or their families is paying for
a part or all of the cost of the services. The services will be available
without regard to Income levels, because there are some older persons who may
have the resources to pay the full cost of services,
management,

that stljl need case
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In conclusion, the issues facing the rural elderly regarding long term
care has been left priearilyto the states, leading to gaps in servicesand
Inequities
ecross regions. This Is even more prevalent In rural areas. Progrems
have priearily addressed short-range epproaches by adding to the existing
frageented long tern care systees rather than making fundaeental reform in the
financing end delivery of services. The challenge is to find ways to develop
a delivery system that mets the needs of all dependent people and their fail lies
end that can sake the most effective use of the resources available In each
comsunity.

Prepared by
Margaret A. Auker, Deputy Director
WyomingComission on Aging
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Senator SIMPSON. I thank you very much, Scott.

Steve, you have covered this well. I noticed that Leslie, in the
margin of your remarks has noted that your point in a nutshell
was, in her words, "If you are going to be prescriptive then give us
all the funds we need to do all the silly things you require. Otherwise, let us do what we know best how to do with the money you
do give us, and back off."
Mr. ZIMMERMAN. You have an excellent staff member.

Senator SIMPSON. I thought I would give credit there. At this
point, I should thank Leslie Tucker for the arrangements and the
testimony and the witnesses, a fine series of panels and splendid
witnesses.
Another thing about your remarks, you describe Wyoming beautifully. We heard about a number of health care programs that use
these special designations. We see them-HMSA s and MUA's and
all sorts of things-to acknowledge population differences.
Are there similar designations used in the social service programs, would they be feasible? Do we need a new glossary there?
Mr. ZIMMERMAN. Senator Simpson, I would suggest that we don't
need any more words. I think what we need is an emphasis, as I
indicated, on integration and flexibility and trust. One of the
things I find as an administrator that often happens because we
are in a rural region that is foreign to many of the people we talk
to who are administrators in Washington, DC, there is a quick mistrust of what we are doing when we ask for flexibility. It almost
sounds to me as if the reaction on the other end of the phone that
flexibility means we are trying to cheat.
I think what we need is certainly less words and maybe an introduction of trust. I think frontier and profoundly rural are the
words we use in human service delivery, but I would gladly adopt
any dictionary word as long as it describes what we are talking
about, and had the parameters of flexibility and integration and
trust.
Senator SIMPSON. I think that's true, and I think we can get that

message across to our region first. We have good, sensitive regional
personnel. It surprises me, and I know it is hazardous to say this,
but it works. When you get to these situations where you are received with absolute frustration and boneheadedness, just send a
letter to me which sets it all out very carefully saying "Dear Al,
this is what is happening right now under section so and so, and
we think it's absurd." I will just crank up a letter and send it right
to the top, to the Secretary, saying "This is a constituent, and this
situation seems kind of absurd, and I would like a response."
They rocket right back down to the region. But people don't want
us to do that sometimes. They will say that they don't want to
injure the relationship they have with this other person, and as if
we can do it in some other way. I don't know any other way to get
it to dawn on them.
Mr. ZIMMERMAN. Senator Simpson, one of the things that has
happened in the last 6 or 7 years is that there has been a tremendous cutback, as we all know, in the amount of Federal travel that
Region 8 and other officials from Denver have had. They have used
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that as an excuse, I believe, to isolate themselves from this State
and other rural frontier States, so that they become more urbanized by the day. They know less of what it is like to deliver services
in the rural area.
The example I used in my testimony is a real one. Once that
person, who happened to be from Washington, DC, rode on an icecovered road, he never approached us in the same way he had
before. There is a need for a reality check on some of these officials. The fact that they are in Denver does not mean that is in the
Rocky Mountain West, necessarily. If you don't leave the Denver
metropolitan area, you are urban.
Senator SIMPSON. That's very true.
Scott, let me ask you this. For a case management system in a
frontier area, you just don't have a lot of models to draw on, do
you? You are really among the first. You have given us point by
point material in your testimony, you are winging it, in some
sense, aren't you, as to what you have to do in this case management system? You must find a fair way to handle people who have
money, people who don't have money, who still need followup, and
still need management.
What is the most essential element in a program like that for
success, as you see it?
Mr. SESSIONS. I have always maintained that case management is
the one thing that would determine the success or failure of the
program. But yes, we do have a sliding pay scale, and we do have
people that provide full pay for the services they receive. The case
managers are such an integral part of the entire program. They go
out, and in our rural State, they know these people.
We have a 17-page client assessment form. It is rather time-consuming to go through that. They go out there, they know the
people, and they can fill in a lot of the questions that are on there.
Not only do they do that, but they come back for a followup assessment. It is more on a personal basis.
Let me give you one example. Over in Sundance, you know how
rural Sundance is, a case manager over there was going out and
taking care of this rancher, way out in the sticks. This was really
the only person the rancher would see for at least a week. The
rancher got sick, and could not do his chores. I guarantee you, the
case manager even did the chores for this fellow.
The people-the people that are out in those rural areas-look
forward to seeing these people. They count on them. I don't know if
you have seen the film we developed for promoting the communitybased in-home services program. Judge Guthrie was one of the
people that we used in that. They just tell such a good story. It gets
down to the people level. It is important for them. It is a lifesaver
for them.
Senator SIMPSON. We have these long-term care programs, we
have these names, we have continuing care retirement communities and adult day care and long-term care insurance-those things
are there. But they are not always available, and as you say, it is
an intimate State. I have lived here all my life, and it is an extraordinary thing you are doing, because if there is one word to
summarize all of it, it is caring. That's what you're doing.
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You are innovative and creative, and trying to get along on the
budget that is given, and trying to get through the bureaucracy. It
is impressive, and you are thoughtful, but it is caring, gently dealing with those less fortunate, some of those pioneers that we will
celebrate in this centennial year. Many of them are about the age
of the State of Wyoming. And boy, some of them are ornery. They
know that that person in the courthouse is the guy they saw and
they let him or her come. But they won't let anybody else come.
That's Wyoming, too.
This has been very impressive, and it is important for the Congress to hear from people in each State, those who administer the
programs and provide the services, enable the access, and many of
you here traveled a long way, our observers and guests. I wish I
could have heard from you all, because what we are doing here is
seeing a hardy Wyoming people.
But the older one gets, the less hardy one becomes. The spirit is
willing, but the flesh is weak. That's very true. I really appreciate
it. I don't want to delay the witnesses any further, but I am going
to stick around for a while and hear from anyone that might want
to ask or present something. I certainly don t expect those of you
who have come so far to stick around. Anybody can take off.
I do want to thank you all, and I will step down there and do
that. If you have any questions, we will get to them.
Harold down there caught me yesterday and said "Simpson, is
there room to speak at that thing?" I said "For you, I'll make
some."
There is some testimony you wish to have included in the record.
I thank you. Rose Miller, who does great work for the seniors in
Cody, WY, I know.
Harold, did you want to give me a question? You don't have to do
it publicly.
Mr. JOSENDAHL. I will be very brief. My name is Harold Josendahl. I am a member of the Commission on Aging and have had a
chance to observe some of these home health care programs at
work. I think the point that has been made this morning is very
well taken, that your committee needs to consider, and that is that
these categorical descriptions simply do not fit in this frontier area
of Wyoming.
But I wanted to point out another thing, too. Every time you
change something, the aspect we see on the Commission and in the
local senior centers, and I am sure in the local public health agencies, every time you add some of those things, the reporting requirements become a monster. We have to hire more and more
people that are simply shuffling paper, and I am sure that on the
Federal end, you have somebody to read the paper. It becomes a
very costly thing that does not help the people that need the services.
Thank you.
Senator SIMPSON. Thank you very much. That's very important.
Anyone else?
Ms. HoovER. Senator Simpson, I am Evalyn Hoover, Project Director at the Glenrock Senior Center. I have written testimony,'
I See appendix, item 6, p. 217.
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but I would like to reiterate some of Scott's remarks, one about the
in-home based services.
As I see it, from working in the program for almost 10 years, regardless of what those individual programs are, we have got to stabilize the funding at that local senior center. We are the focal
point, and if we not there, I don't know how we are going to administer those programs very effectively. That's what I would ask on
all levels. Our counties and towns try to help us, but when we
asked to come up with creative funding, we can only do so much on
that level. We certainly all need to work together, with that flexibility and trust.
Thank you.
Senator SIMPsON. Thank you. The Older Americans Act is usually very, very heavily supported in the Congress. I do understand
that, and I appreciate having this testimony.
Mr. HOUSTON. Senator Simpson, my name is Mike Houston, and
I am the Director of the Central Army Counseling Center in
Casper as well as President of the State Mental Health Center Directors Association. I met with you and some of your State people
last October. I would like to thank you for your assistance on that,
and I hope you will continue to plead the charge to try to get some
of the more-for lack of a better word-inflammatory aspects of
the alcohol and drug mental health block grant out.
I would like to inquire as to what the status is regarding some of
the amendments you had successfully introduced last year, that I
understand were taken back out by the House?
Senator SIMPSON. Well, how about that? Leslie just handed me a
note that on Friday Congressman Waxman tried to strip the
amendment out of there. I was with the President in Cheyenne,
and that's what happened. You leave town, and the rats get after
you.
My legislative assistant, Mike Tongour, was in it because Leslie
was gone, too-she was here preparing for the hearing-and they
negotiated a compromise, apparently. We will have the waiver for
2 years, and see how it goes. So far, they have not said no to that,
and I will be back tonight. Tomorrow I will talk to Henry
Waxman, and we will put that on the phone log.
But I think we can at least get that much.
Mr. HOUSTON. Thank you for your efforts.
Senator SIMPSON. I admire anyone who works in the field of alcohol and drug abuse, and I thank you.
Mr. HOUSTON. We can submit letters to your office that will be
included in the hearing record of today?
Senator SIMPSON. Yes, indeed. I will hold that record open forLeslie, was there anything from the Chairman or the staff as to
how long the record would be held open on this hearing?
Ten days. That will be helpful. Thank you very much, and I appreciate that.
Anything else? Yes, Tom?
Mr. TOM. Did you say that you were not on this Committee for
the Aging?
Senator SIMPSON. I am on the Senate Committee on Aging, which
is a-I can't recall how many members there are-but it is a committee with a sizable budget. It is called the Special Committee on
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Aging. It is chaired by Senator Pryor of Arkansas. The ranking
member is Senator Heinz of Pennsylvania. It has a huge budget of
staff, but for the first time, since Senator Pryor has become Chairman, they are directing their efforts toward rural and urban issues.
They do not have the ability-and this is a strange, weird
thing-it is the only committee in the Senate that does not have
the ability to generate a piece of legislation and report it. Agingrelated legislation is generated through the Labor and Human Resources Committee, which is headed up by Ted Kennedy and Orrin
Hatch. Senator Hatch often carries the ball, rather than Senator
Heinz. We don't have the ability to "craft" a bill. We do it through
other committees.
Yes, I've been on it now for over 2 years.
Mr. TOM. That's why it's called a special committee?
Senator SIMPSON. It is called the Senate Special Committee on
Aging. I think that is probably the reason, that it does not have the
ability to actually report on a specific bill. We have hearings, that's
what we do. When we have the notch baby issue, which is those
who were born between 1917 and 1922, we have a hearing on that.
When we have urban versus rural health care, we have a hearing
on that. We are not an investigative committee, we have hearings
and field hearings to determine the problems.
That's the purpose of the special committee.
Mr. TOM. I guess what I want to know is what is going to happen
to this testimony when you get back to Washington. Will those
other guys read it?
Senator SIMPSON. Yes, because finally it is prevalent throughout
the country. And with David Pryor, who comes from Arkansas,
there is a sensitivity there that was not there before. Senator Melcher was the former chairman, but his staff got vigorously into
things with the EEOC and what they were doing. It was almost an
extraordinary expenditure of time and effort on the EEOC, and
those of us who were on the committee said we ought to stop. We
thought we should get on with other things. Dave Pryor does get
on with other things.
The testimony will go to the committee, to the senior staff, our
very able senior staff lady. She has told us she will be gathering
this up. Members of the committee will be having these hearings
this year, and they will put all this material together, and we will
then make a recommendation to a committee with the ability to
craft the legislation.
Thank you.
Ms. SCHNABEL. Senator Simpson, I am Shar Schnabel, Project Coordinator for the Wyoming AIDS Education and Training Project,
which is a 3-year Government grant. It mandates that we provide
education for health professionals in the area of AIDS education.
Our main offices, our regional offices, are in Denver, out of the
University of Colorado Health Sciences. I have become acquainted,
being a part of this, with the system they have in Colorado and in
several other States surrounding, that have a search AHEC system.
I am hearing the challenges that Wyoming faces in the rural areas,
with aging as well as mental and physical health issues. I am wondering what your thoughts are as to the advisability of having an
AHEC system operating in the State of Wyoming?
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Senator SIMPSON. I don't know the answer to that. I will be glad
to assist, but I am not certain I can speak on that. I am not familiar with AHEC, what did you say it is?
Ms. SCHNABEL. It is Area Health Education Centers. It is a
networking program that a lot of the States have to get to the
people, rather than expecting them to come to the larger centers of
the State.
Senator SIMPSON. And you are asking if Wyoming should be able
to accommodate the same kind of thing that Colorado is using in
that area?
Ms. SCHNABEL. Yes.
Senator SIMPSON. Are we not funded at all in that area?
Ms. SCHNABEL. No.
Senator SIMPSON. Well, you see, that's the thing. We have tried
to put a condition or an amendment into every kind of health bill
that at least some percentage of 1 percent of the appropriation
shall go to every State in the Union. To other States that may
mean nothing, but it may mean $100,000 to Wyoming, and that's
enough to do work. So even though the program has not crossed
my desk, I can try to get something together. Larry has some comment on that.
Dr. MEUU. AHEC funds are already pretty well taken up. We
have just applied for what's called a health and education training
kind of grant that is in the same category, the money has become
available, and new rules and regulations are being written for that.
We have applied for it.
Ms. SCHNABEL. Thank you.
Senator SIMPSON. Thank you for saving me from a fate beyond
comprehension.
Is there anything else?
Ms. Pointer. I don't have a question, but I am Sarah Pointer,
from Casper, and I want to tell you how much I have appreciated
these people that I know give 150 percent. They give a lot of hours,
and are never paid by their salary, to help some of these people.
It must be as difficult for you, being from Wyoming, in Washington, to understand the differences as it is to understand how a 25year-old can take care of your 90-year-old mother. We kind of feel
that way about politicians, that they don't know what Wyoming
needs out here.
Senator SIMPSON. I understand that. If you represent Wyoming
in Washington, it doesn't matter what party you are in, eventually
they say you have Potomac Fever, you have forgotten everything,
and don't remember anything about the people you know and lived
with. I guess that's a hazard of politics. I was raised in this State,
lived all 58 years of my life in it, have 20 to 30 town meetings a
year, and if I am not sensitive, I can only tell you that I have invested every mental and physical resource I have. If that doesn't
cut it, scratch me off.
That's my comment. Thank you all very much, and I appreciate
your caring. Boy, it's tough, and it will get tougher, and it will get
tougher with long-term health care. That's the one to be on the
lookout for. That's $25,000 a person per year. That's what it is, at
least that's what the bill was that came to me. Who can afford
that? We are fortunate, not to be on any system or any Govern-
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ment support system, except when illness comes, and that comes
periodically. Then you are on a Medicare bed for a while, and into
another bed. It is an unbelievable thing.
But it will cost millions-billions and billions of bucks. I know
the feeling out there, why the hell didn't we do something about
the savings and loan thing, and all that? I have heard that. And
what's a B-2 bomber cost? I know that one. I am just saying that
we are trying to be aware of it. It is one of the great social problems of our day.
But I can tell you one thing that will take place. Those who. are
more fortunate are going to have to put more into the system I get
hell for that. But I can tell you we are going to go to means testing,
and we are going to do other unpopular things, because we have no
choice-no choice at all.
I think most conscientious, thoughtful people agree that that has
to be. If it is not, then those who are affluent and not affluent are
going to leave nothing for their grandchildren in the year 2030, because the systems will be in total disarray. I don't think that's
what Wyoming people are about, just to say that I've got mine, and
my grandkids can search for themselves. I think that's wrong. I
can't be a part of it.
This woman waving her arm is the woman I have been living
with-married all that time, of course.
Thank you all very much.
[Whereupon, at 12:22 p.m., the committee was adjourned, to reconvene at the call of the Chair.]
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The National Health Service Corps Revitalizotion Act of 7990
H. R.

4467

Recommendations to the Subcommittee on Health ond the Environment
April 23, 1990
La Cl/inica del Pueblo de Rio Arriba
Tierra Amarilla, New Mexico
Henrietta Esquibel, Executive Director
Carol Miller, Assistant to the Director

SUMMARYOF RECOMMENDATIONS
CRITICAL NEED FOR A SPECIAL FRONTIER DESIGNATION
PRIORITY STATUS ON PLACEMENT LISTS (ie
REPAYMENT) FOR FRONTIER SITES

HPOL, MPOL, LOAN

No MANDATORYMOVE OF FEDERAL PROVIDERS WHO WANT TO STAY IN
FRONTIER AREAS

AUTOMATIC DESIGNATION OF FRONTIER SITES AS "/SMALL HEALTH CENTERS"
EXEMPT FROM PAYBACK
HIGH PRIORITY FOR FREE-STANDING NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE CORPS
SITES

FRONTIER AREAS
LOCATION
FRONTIER AREAS CONTAIN 45% OF THE LAND AREA OF THE UNITED STATES
AND HAVE A PERMANENT POPULATION OF 3 MILLION RESIDENTS.
27 STATES HAVE FRONTIER AREAS, USING 6 OR LESS PER SQUAREMILE.
ALASKA 96% FRONTIER, NEVADA 80%, UTAH 55%, IDAHO 44%, MONTANA
41%, NEW MEXICO AND OREGON27%, NEBRASKA 24%, AND KANSAS 20%.
(Attachment A - States With Frontier Areas.)
(Attachment B - Maps. )
CONGRESSIONAL PRECEDENT
In exist/ns
Conpressionol Drecedent regarding frontier areas
Sect ions 330 and 799A, Public Health Service Act) two different
definitions have been used. Both of these Sections are
administered by the Health Resources and Services Administration
(HRSA) although the two programs are in different Bureaus (330
is in BHCDA and 799A is in BHPr). This will create confusion and
a single definition must be determined.
Section 330, Community Health Centers, states that the Secretary
will give special consideration to frontier areas. BHCDARegional
Program Guidance Memorandum 86-70 (Attachment C) defines a
frontier area as generally having 6 or fewer people per square
mile.
Section 799A, Interdisciplinary Training for Health Care for
Rural Areas, gives a funding priority to applicants that will
provide a substantial part of the training in frontier areas.
Section 799A uses the more liberal definition or "frontier" population density of less than 7 individuals per square mile.
The funding guidance for this program acknowledges that "Frontier
areas are believed to afford the most limited access to health
care for the populations residing in them."
It is extremely important that a single, clear definition of
frontier be developed and utilized in all legislation.
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NEED FOR A FRONTIER DESIGNATION
CURRENT CRITERIA FOR DESIGNATION OF HMSAs DISCRIMINATORY
Recognition of this need has existed since at least 1977.
Many or these counties - larger in area than a whole multicounty planning area elsewhere - had only one or two
doctors but railed to qualify for CHMSA designation since
they had only a few thousand people. This raises the
question; should there be special criteria for designating
CHMSA's in large, sparsely populated medical service areas?
Critical Health Manpower Shortage Areas, Their
Impact on Rural Health Planning, Economic
Research Service, USDA, Agricultural Economic
Report No. 361, March 7977, p. 6.
DHHS recognized as long ago as 1990 that current HMSA criteria
discriminate against sparsely populated rural areas. Although the
Department officially
committed itself to developing a special
criteria for sparsely populated areas In 7980, the criteria have
never been developed.
A number of comments have been received, particularly in
the course of discussions in regional workshops, to the
erfect that the criteria in the regulation contain many
provisions which have made designation easier for Innercity urban areas, as compared to the designation of some
low-density rural areas, which are more isolated....
Therefore a new category of primary care shortage areas is
under consideration for rural areas whose ratios of
population to number of primary care physicians are below
the previous qualifying ratios. This matter will be dealt
with in the later Notice of Proposed Rulemaking setting
forth various proposed amendments to this final regulation.
"Criterla for Designation of Health Manpower
Shortage Areas; Final Rule," DHHS, PHS, Federal
Register, Monday, November 17, 7980, p. 75999.
Contrary to this commitment by DHHS, the August 8, 1989 Federal
ReGister contained proposed rules to change the HMSA designation
which would have eliminated as many as one-third of all HMSA's in
frontier states. (see Attachment D, Comments of Harvey Licht,
Chairman, Frontier Task Force, National Rural Health
Assoc lotion. )
In order to end this geographic discrimination, the Frontier
category must become law. We cannot allow another decade of
discrimination to occur against people living in 455 or the land
area of the United States.
OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT FRONTIER STUDY
The Congressional Office of Technology Assessment held a Workshop
on Health Professions and Frontier Issues and Strategies,
February 8, 7989 in Bismarck, North Dakota. Three panels of
experts presented testimony on the problems or training,
distribution, practice and retention issues for physicians,
nurses, and other health professionals in frontier areas. A
number of recommendations suggested ways to redesign the National
Health Service Corps to better serve frontier communities.
The July 1989, OTA Staff Paper DefininG "Rural" Areas: Impact on
Health Care Policy and Research, proposes methodologies for
defining sub-county frontier areas. Sub-county data will provide
a more accurate definition than using only county-wide data. This
is very important in geographically large counties where one
population center will eliminate the entire countyeven though
communities 100 or more miles away from the population center in
that county have no health care.
This paper also states:
Recognizing the unique characteristics of frontier areas,
DHMS in early 1986 agreed to use different criteria to
evaluate Community Health Center (CHC) grantees (and new
applicants far CHC support) and National Health Service
Corps Sites. (p.38)
DHHS has not complied with its own internal policy. This is yet
another example of why this special designation and priority
status must be included in the legislation.
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NECESSARY CHANGES

IN

HR 4487

SECTION 102. Oesinat ion or Health manpower Shortaoe Areas.
RE: SECTION 334A
(0)(1)

specIal frontier designation not based on the ratio
of populIation to providers must be included
DHHS frontler po icy, SHCDA RPGM86-10 recognizes the
difficulty in deflning a frontier area.
Because of the unique nature of frontier areas
and the difficulty in developing eligibility
criteria which fit
all cases, there
il l be an
opportunity for organizations to justify any
unusual circumstances which may quality them as
frontier, for example, geography, exceptional
economic conditions, or special health needs.
(Attachment C, p. 2)
(b)(2)
indicators of need appropriate to sparsely populated
areas must be developed.
(b)(2)(A)

recommend substituting the statement "infont
mortality and/or low birth weight"
(Attachment E: describes how indicators like infant
mortality (see p. 2) are disciminatory and irrelevant
in sparsely populated areas.)
(b)(2)(C)
health status is a very vague criteria that can skew
care towards or away from certain communities
le., if rate of cardivascular disease is used as an
indicator of health status, Native American
communities will show a lower than average rate;
whereas it rate of diabetes is used as an indicator
of health status, Native American communities will
show the highest rate
SECTION 104. Priorities in Assionment of Corps Personnel.
This only allows the Secretary to set priorities
among HMSA's. Many of the communities with the
greatest need will not qualify as HMSA's.
Language providing for "priority of frontier areas'
is needed in this section.
Governors of states should be allowed to request
designation of shortage areas that do not fit
within
federal guidance. This is already allowed in the
designation of Medically Underserved Areas.
SECTION 105. Effective Provision of Services.
RE: SECTION 336.(a)(2)

Choice in Assignments

Recommend deletion of this section as unworkable.
will create more problems than it would solve.

It

The mechanics of implementing the "choice of not less
than 3 assignments" appear to be in conflict with the
policy of prioritizing assignment to the areas with
the greatest need.
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The current method of HPOL (High Priority Opportunity
List) consists o a I ist with the same number of
providers as there are vacancies. As people and sites
begin to match, the number of choices is reduced.
Towards the end of the selection process people rush
ta match with the more desirable sites left. At the
very end of the cycle, providers are "force matched"
with the remaining vacancies. This system has
problems but at least it assures that each
or the highest priority Sites ends up with a
provider.
How does the choice Issue impact the need of areas
considered undesirable?
Under this choice system, will Free-standing sites
continue to compete against Community Health Centers?
This has caused problems in the past because the
Community Health Centers receive federal funding and
have been able to offer a higher salary and more
benefIts to a provider.
Section 301.

Establishment of ProGram of Grants to States.
Section 338H(b)(1) Requirement of Matching Funds
if it is believed that Offices of Rural Health are
important to carrying out the mission of the National
Health Service Corps, make their funding a permanent
part of the appropriation. Many other programs
established on a declining runding formula have
not been continued when the federal share was
discontinued.
In primarily rural states, It may be redundant to
have an Office of Rural Health. This office, with
funding would be responsible for most
very little
of the activities in a state. For example, in New
Mexico an Office of Rural Health would cover the
entire state except for the 3 SMSA's.
Would this program be in addition to existing
Cooperative Agreements with states or is it intended
to replace the Cooperative Agreement?
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ATTACHMENT A

STATES WITH FRONTIER AREA(S)
Region I
Maine
Vermont
Region 11
Nec York
Region III
Virginia

Region IV
Flor ida
Georgia
Region V
Mich igan
Minnesota
Region VI
Ne. Mexico
Ok Il0homa
Texas

Region VII
Kansas
Nebraska
Region VIlI
Colorado
South Dakota
North Dakota
Montana
Utah
Wyoming

'Reg ion IX
Arizona
Cal itornia
Nevada
Region X
Alaska
Idaho
Oregon
Washington
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Acting Director

Subjpc

Primary Care Activities in Frontier Areas - Regional Guidance Memorandum
- 86

To

Regional Health Administrators, PES
Regions I-X
Is the course of inplementing the Rural Strategy of the Buresu of Health
Care Delivery and Assistance (BHCDA), it has become apparent that it is
difficult to analyze some number of existing grantees and freestanding
National Health Service Corps (NHSC) sites, as well as some areas being
considered for capacity expansion, using the same criteria as as that
used to review rural areas in

general.

These grantees/sites/areas

are

generally characterized as having a relatively small population base
spread over a considerable geographic area. This distinction is
important, because the manner in which services are delivered in these
areas which have come to be referred to as 'frontier' varies from rural
areas having greater population density.
The purpose of this memorandua is to: (1) define frontier areas, (2)
establish eligibility criteria for E'CDA support, (3) identify priorities
for funding new or continuation applications in frontier areas, and (4)
establish a timeline for implementing this policy. It should be noted
that any activity related to support for frontier areas must be
consistent with the State-based planning efforts ongoing in each State
and most involve the participation of the StateHealth Department and the
State Primary Care Association, aswell as other appropriate State based
agencies, to assure coordination of all available resources.
Definitions:

For the purpose of this guidance, a "frontier" ares shall be defined as
follows:
o

Frontier areas are those areas located throughout the country
which are characterized by a smallpopulation base (generally 6
persons per square mile or fewer) which is spread over a
considerable geographic area.

Eligibility Criteria:
To be eligible for RECDAprimary care support as a "frontier" area, the
following criteria muat be met:
o

Service Area: a rational area in the frontier will have at least
500 residents within a 25-mile radius of the health services
delivery site or within the rationally established trade area.
Most areas will have between 500-3,000 residents and cover large
geographic areas.

o

Population Density: the service area will have six or fewer
persons per square mile.

o

Distance: the service area will be such that the distance fro a
primary care delivery site within the service area to the neXt
level of care will be more than45 miles and/or the average travel
time more than 60 minutes. Whendefining the "next level of
care", we are referring to a facility with 24-hour emergency care,
with 24-hour capability to handle so emergency cesarean section or
a patient having a heart attack end some specialty mix to include
at a minimum, OH, PED, In, and anesthesia services.
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Because of the unique nature of frontier areas and the difficulty in
developing eligibility criteria which fit all cases, there will be an
opportunity for organizations to justify any unusual circumstances which
may qualify them as frontier, for example, geography, exceptional economic
conditions, or special health needs.
Priorities for Funding:

Progreas serving or proposing to serve frontier areas must meet the legal
and regulatory expectations of all Community Health Centers (CRC)
programs; however, because of the special nature of frontier areas, the
manner in which these expectations are met may differ. All frontier area
programs will be assessed to assure that they address the following:
1.

Relative demand for services: the determination of the relative
need for services will be based on a consideration of the
following.

o Economic factors affecting the population's access to health
services, with emphasis on percentage below poverty,
unemployment, and extent of health insurance coverage.
o Available health resources in relation to the size of the area
and its population.
o Demographic factors affecting the population's need and demand
for health services including such factors as seasonal
unemployment and/or seasonal variations in population.
2. Systems development: program services need to be provided in a
manner appropriate to the needs of the service area. Activities
in frontier areas should build upon systems of care which are
based in or linked to existing programs whenever possible. An
effort should be made to use the strengths of existing CHC's. A
priority of resource investment in frontier areas will be to
stabilize existing systems of care including, where appropriate,
private as well as public entities. An essential component of the
systems development must be the ability to arrange for inpatient
services at the appropriate level of care. Inclement weather will
be considered as a design factor for a programmatic response
rather than a reason-for a year-round project.
3.

Clinical system: frontier sites must, through staff and
supporting resources, or through contracts or cooperative
agreements with other public or private entities, provide primary
health care services that are available, accessible and assure
continuity of care. Essential primary health care services must
include physicians or mid-level practitioners who provide
diagnosis and treatment, preventive health services, and emergency
medical services. Primary care in these areas should include the
capability to stabilize patients for transport to more advanced
levels of care. Provision must be made for lab, x-ray, and
pharmacy services, if not available on site.

4*

Governance: frontier applicants must be governed by a board that
meets all CHC criteria to assure user involvement in the planning,
directing, and allocating of resources. Systems of care such as
consortia or networks covering large geographic areas must make
alternative provisions for community participation.
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Timeline for Implementation:
For the remainder of Fiscal Year 1986,
necessary:

the following activities are

Existing grantees:
o

utilizing the criteria of this memorandum, regional offices
will identify all existing grantees in frontier areas by
May 30, 1986.

o

a review of all existing frontier grantees will be completed by
regional offices and submitted to Central Office as soon as
possible but no later than July 1, 1986. This review will
summarize the results of each of the elements under Priorities
for Funding described above, as well as the results of the ZBA
analysis. A map of the service area and contiguous areas will
be included. This map will describe the size of the service
area (number of square miles), the population density of the
service area, and show the location and highway distance to the
next level of care as described in this policy.

o

Central Office review of frontier programs will be completed
and decisions for continuation funding in sequence with
project's anniversary dates will be finalized as soon as
possible but no later than August 1, 1986.

New Areas of Activity:
o

As part of the Rural Strategy, a limited number of frontier
areas may be identified for primary care capacity expansion or
consortia development activities.
In Fiscal Year 1986, resources
will generally be allocated for planning and developmental
activities.

o

Consistent with the Federal Register notice of February 28, 1986,
proposals for new activities in frontier areas will be due in the
regional offices by June 1, 1986. Regional offices will submit by
July 1, 1986, a 2-3 page summary, for each project, of their
review which includes: documentation of eligibility according to
the definitions, a description of the proposed activities, a map
of the proposed service area as described above, and a
determination of the priority for funding using the criteria in

this memorandum. Final decisions on the funding of capacity expansion and
consortia development proposals will be agreed to by the regional and
Central Offices no later than August 15, 1986.
Any questions regarding this memorandum should directed to Mr. Siegel
Young, Chief, Rural Health Branch, DPCS. Mr. Young's telephone number is
443-2220.

Vince L. Hutchins, M.D.
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ATTACHMENT D

National Rural Health Association
301 Eat A ber, SC,5 Sute *20. <a

s C.r,. Musson6-:11. Tieleoone (815) 756.3140

September 29, 1989
Mr. William H. Aspden, Jr.
Acting Director,
Bureau of Health Care Delivery and Assistance
Health Resources and Services Administration
Room 7-05, Parklawn Building
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville; Maryland 20857
Dear Mr. Aspden:
I am writing as Chairman of the Frontier Task Force of the
National Rural Health Association (NRHA) to comment on the
proposed rules for designation of Health Manpower Shortage
Areas (HMSAs) contained :n the August 8, 1989 Federal
Register. The Task Force is charged with advocating for the
needs of frontier areas in the United States. In its review
of the proposed regulations, the Task Force has reached the
conclusion that their implementation will have a negative
impact upon frontier areas. The Task Force urges you to
suspend implementation of the new criteria.
The minimum size of shortage criterion contained in the
proposed regulations is of major concern to the Task Force.
It will lead directly to the de-designation of numerous
frontier areas. This de-designation will occur in spite of
the assurances included in the background statement for the
proposed rules:
"Most areas designatable under the previous criteria
will also be designatable under the revised criteria,
although their degree of shortage may change. Some
previously designated primary dare and dental HMSAs
will no longer be designatable as a result of the new
minimum size of shortage criterion: however, these
i
eflow
will generallv be former HMSAs which have
priorities for placement, and thus were not likely to
receive NHSC personnel." (emphasis added)
An assessment of several states which have extensive frontier
areas indicates that up to one-third of all HMSAs would lose
their designation under the new criterion. The HMSAs affected
would be primarily frontier HMSAs. This contradicts the
observation made in the Federal Register that most areas
previously designated would maintain their designations.
If, as indicated in the regulations, frontier areas losing
their, designations are to be considered as low priority
areas, this would signal a major change in direction for
United States Public Health Service (USPHS) policy. Frontier
areas are afforded special consideration in the authorizing
legislation of some USPHS programs, and have been the focus
of special rules; most notably in Policy Memorandum 86-10 of
the Bureau of Health Care Delivery and Assistance.
Moreover,
the preamble to previous MESAregulations indicated a special
commitment to designating frontier HMSAs:
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"A number of comments have been received ... to the
in the regulations contain
effect that the criteria
many provisions which have made designation easier for
inner city urban areas, as compared to the designation
of low-density rural areas which are more isolated. At
the same time, a number of specific cases have arisen
regarding rural areas which have less than adequate
services, but do not have shortages severe enough to
justify designation under these criteria or the
criteria for medically underserved areas, ... Therefore
a new category of primary care shortage areas is under
consideration for rural areas whose ratios of
population to number of physicians are below the
previous qualifying ratios. This matter will be dealt
with in the later Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
setting forth various amendments to this final
(emphasis added)
regulation."
This commitment, made in November, 1980, has not yet been
fulfilled. The new proposed regulations appear to be an
abandonment of the commitment, and more seriously, a reversal
of previous policy.
The proposed regulations ignore the importance of the HMSA
designation to programs other than the National Health
Service Corps (NHSC). This is a narrowing of focus from
previous designation regulations which clearly acknowledged
the use of EMSA designations by the Rural Health Clinic
Services Act. Various state and federal programs use the
HMSA designation as part of their eligibility standards.
There does not appear to have been an adequate assessment of
the impact of the new regulations upon the ability of clinics
to participate in these other programs.
The motivation for proposing the minimum size of shortage
criterion seems to be related to the administration of the
The
NHSC, and not relevant to the actual need of an area.
proposed regulations state that:
areas which have some practitioners and require
less than one additional should not be competing with
those areas which have none and/or need at least one
additional practitioner."

...

If this situation is truly a problem, the NHSC could handle
it without any need to change the basis of the HKSA
designation process. Indeed, currently, NHSC resources are
deployed based on criteria in addition to HMSA priority.
Seeking to remedy the situation by de-designating areas with
measurable need is inappropriate.
The Task Force challenges the notion that frontier areas with
a need of less than one additional physician FTE should not
be allowed to compete for federal resources. In numerous
instances, mid-level practitioners might be assigned under
an NHSC program. These assignments would be appropriate, and
still
leave the area under the threshold for de-designation.
The Task Force believes that if the proposed regulations are
implemented, there will be a substantial economic impact upon
frontier areas. This is in contrast to the assurance provided
in the proposed regulations:
"The Secretary certifies that this amendment to the
regulations does not have a significant economic
impact upon on a substantial number of small
entities."
The Rural Health Clinic Services Act requires that small
clinics be within HKSAs or designated medically underserved
areas to be eligible for enhanced reimbursement.
Implementation of the proposed regulations will result in a
large scale de-designation of frontier areas, and a
substantial reduction in Medicaid and Medicare revenues to
clinics in these areas. There will be a heavy economic impact
upon many clinics, and a threat to the continued existence of
This impact will be largely
service systems in some areas.
restricted to frontier and remote rural areas --areas already
hard hit by downturns in extractive industries.
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In sunsary, the Frontier Task Force recornends that the
proposed regulations not be implemented. Provisions in the
proposed rules will have a deleterious impact upon existing
health care systems in frontier areas and upon the ability of
frontier areas to establish new systems. The potential exists
for a reversal of many of the frontier area health care
advances that have been achieved in the last decade.
Sincerely,

lrvey Licht, Chairm an
NRHA Frontier Task Force
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ABSTRACT

The ealdistrib,,tion of health care services

In

some rural states hba been

exacerbated by the inability to fond a coemucity health center (CHC) with
federal 3301

grant money. This is because in rural comemuities,

the existing

criteria msy not realistically identify barriers to health care.
The official medically undereerved area (MUA) designation c-n only be
achieved when four criteria have been
to population,

et: 1. ratio of primary rare providers

2. infant mortality rate,

3. percentage of families below

poverty level, and 4. percentage of population aged 65 years or older.
A f-ndemental concern with the MUAformila is that come states'
remote/roral areas are so unpopulated that oben a comunity of 1,400 residents
requiras closer or moce imediate .ccesa

to health care it is not possible to

document meaningful infant mortality rate.

These areas are so smaIl that an

infant mortality rate can not be documented because there are so fen births.
such coaunities,

In

infant mortality rate is not as useful a reflection of com-

munity health as it may be in larger coeinoities.
Appeals made to regional and federal offices produced no less rigid
interpretation of the rles.
problem in this area and,

It was agreed that Western rural states may have a

as such, a contract

asaantered into between the

Office of Rural and Coounity Hemlth at the University of Wyoming and the Region
VIII office in Denver to produce a new MUAformulawhich

oo.ld more realisti-
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cally address barriers

to heith rare. The

formula contained

herein is

a result

of this contract.

1 5161-1 Public Health Services Application for Federal Assistance;
Coon~ity Health Center F-nding.
INTRODUCTION TO PROBLEM

Since the
1976,
as

inception of the

there has been

absolute

standard

to bring help to
so rigidly in

a

formula

originally intended

this country's

interpretation

needing help in

nedically under-erved

rural

Tho initial

ares (MUA) concept

a preponderance of state end federal officials

residents.

to be a fleoible guide

The outcome

especially in

idea behind

the people

frontier counitiw..

the MUA concept .as

rural citisens where access to medical

waed

has been a for-ula used

and inpuat as to virtually disqualify

areas

in

interpreting

to allow

federal money to aid

care was 15 minutes away or to a hospital

more than 30 (Federal Register,1978:1588).

Residents of virtually 90 percent of

Wyoniog'n terrain fall

However,

into this

as curreutly

defined,

the

only achieved ohen four criteria have been met.

official MUA designation is
These criteria are based

on:

2. infant mortality rate,

3.

4.

category.

ratio of primary care

L.

percentages

providers

to population,

of families below poverty

level,

and

percentage of popalation aged 65 years or older.
The Report to the Congress of the United States by the Comptroller General,
criticicew

June 15, 1981,

requiring a11 four of
identifying

areas needing medical

mortality seeme the
It

the present

is failure

to

iuterpretatiuu

the MUA criteria because
attention.

on.t problematic

it

is

of the regulations
not succeeding in properly

The criteria

related

to infant

for sparsely populated states

to achieve.

eeet this criteria which often blocks an MUA designation

for a

rural area.
The lack of infsnt deaths per com-unity has
eligible

rural ro-mitien

fro,

tually meaningless statistic
1,000 births
frontier

HUA deeignation.

in

rural areas

a

number of otherwise

Yet this criterion in a vir-

because it

requires

appromimately

to meaningfually record a relative frequency of deaths and most

onmeanitiesrecord

between 35-65 births/year.

may go yearn without any infant deaths
occura, the

encluded

Many rural

being recorded; yet if

rate suddenly buat not meaningfually jlap-

onmnities

one infant death

to the worst in

the

country.
The none problem potentially
In * remote rural

setting,

exists nith the other criteria.

percentage of people below the poverty

For enanple,
level nay

not be reflective of deficits io access to care because the issue may be one
too few residentc

to support

being below the

poverty level.

a

primary care provider rather then
Percentage of elderly is

family ins.e

not always a useful

of
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measure of need either.

For excaple,

in a remote miningor oil field cunity,

the residents might be highly transient,
paid and very young,
health problems.

inimally educated, relatively well

but lack the traditional family support that mediate.

In any case,MUAcriteria they ware originally intended, only

suggested rates of infant mortality, and percentages of population below the
poverty level sad over 65 as determining factors.
intended to be limiting factors; hovere

2

These criteria were not

becaase of rigidinterpretations.

regional and federal public health officials have penalized rural and remote
communities.
In the process to obtain an MUAdesignation,

data from the community in

question is plugged into the goveroment formula and added for each of four criteris meotioned.

Any community yielding a #core of 62 points or less, after the

data has been weighted,

is eligible to beroineUA designatable.

We witness com-

mnities which my have a score computed at 64 being excluded from
ubsuidired health

ora hbecause

there

have not been

uny

type of

any recent infant deaths.

2 Report to the Congress of the United States, Comptroller General,

June

15, 1981.
Ironically, In 1983 the town of Mooraroft in Crook County was the only site
granted an MUAdesignation in Wyoming.

Yet that coeunity was least needy

because it already had a satellite health center with rotating practitioners.
No other town or comunity in the Stato of Wyoming has been eligible for an MUA
designation (and subsequently eligible for federal funding) for the last seven
years.

Thus the town which met the criteria, was in fact one of the lsaatneedy

comuLnities by any logical asses..ent.
To resolve this problem of criteria which does not adequately reflect rural
community needs,

a contract between the Office of gural and Community Wealth and

the Region VIII Office in Denver was drawn

ap. This represented a consensus

that

Wyoming and other rural states may be poorly served by the MUAform la as presently interpreted.

Needed money for communities lacking primary care services

may be inappropriately denied based on a formla more appropriate

for higher

density populations.
No previous literature is available on this topic in rur.l/r.mote areas and
as such it is not possible to site relevant citations or references on the
topic.
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Ih RURALCUMIIUITIES
OBSER-ATIONS

even yearn eleven communities in Wyoming have been ran-

During the past

surveyed to determine statistics on: hospital

dosaly and representatively
ferences,

feccoa, number of dueller. per hounehold,

soojo-economic

support for

and hospital in

type of health related needs and concerns,

economic support

beeome self
comsmunity is

a basis for recomendations to inprone ares health

provide

predicted to eventually provide

a base for monetary success for the center.

This can be offset with above average incomes
and incidence

for the poor and elderly,

(S20 000-530,000)

recognining

care plan.

considerations should be nade
costs for medical care--a

above average

and financial

Similarly,

and/or higher

the community.

locations additin..l

factors which may offset population
mulation of a health

in

of illness/injury

In these rural/remote

the

onstitute a minima population

1,400 residents

Appromimately

in

average number of members

(the

tabulated and multiplied by three,

-my

cm innity profile

The number of households

sufficient over a period of time.

per household).

frequency

appropriate

indicate that a center with the

care. Results

community. Th.e

longevity of a health center.

for the

Survey results

the

but also pradict eventual

nset hsalth care need.,

indicators not only measure

speial

of illness/injury,

en.ter, frequency/type/incidence

local

pre-

porenticl

considerations in

consideration

the for-

must be made for high

winds, blowing snow and overall snow accumulation because roads say become
either closed or dangerous in the winter.
As an interval easure

some communities nay only be able to s-pport an

abulance and/or Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT). County

ommissioners may

be willing to finance ambulances to small communities provided that the residents demonstrate a conmitm.ent by training themselves (EtT I and 11).

Thus

equipping an ambulance m-y beeome the initial type of medical service for a
In addition,Public Wealth nurses can make eekily or bi-nonthly
coral commsunity.
visits to oomunities whichdo not have any type of medical service.

Based on

the emperiene. of evaluating rural community health needs vs services
available,

the surveyors hove gained enperience that can be translated into a

modified MUA criteria for sparsely populated rural

areas.

PROPOSEDMUACRITERIA

The

proposed,

socio-econom.ie

modified HUA formula

data,

weather

adversity,

will take

into accout population,

geographical

isolation and terrain,

average travel tine/distane. to a hospital providing secondary care.

and
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This nodified HUAformula will potentially allow needy rural counities to
obtain HUAstat.. for funding by the federal gonrnmient. The modifications to
the formula are appropriate because they take into account the diversities and
adversities of climate and sparsely dispersed populations.
The following conditions apply to the modified HUA formula.

1. No other

reliable primary care provision options are available (i.e. care offered by providers coming in by train, traveling van,
only from community to
deathb

ott).2. Poverty statistics vary not

nunity but from year to year. 3. The number of infant

does not adequately reflect the need for health services in a sparsely

populated rural area. 4. The percentage of individuals 65 years of age or older
in a community has little bearing on the overall need for health care services
becaune m.ost communities have the some proportion of elderly citizeon.

Census

data is usually the only source available for statistics on poverty levels and
population 65 and over,and this information is generally outdated.
The first criterion of the proposed modified HUAformula in T, and takes
into account the travel time it is necessary to obtain medical services.

If

the

travel time is longer than 55 minutesdue to geographical isolation, weather
adversity, or distance in miles, the population's health is clearly at risk.
During the winter months, a 30 nile stretch of roadway nay take 2+ hourn to traee1 if blowing snow and "white-outs" are present, and on some roads this is a
problem much of the year.
unrealistically

The national standard of 30 minutes to health care is

low in a sparsely populated state by the very nature of the

broadly dispersed population.
increased in the modified

Therefore it is proposed that ths standard be

KUAformulafor sparsely populated rural areas to 55

minutes to primary care services. Thin lessIning of national standards is to
make the objective more reasonable and more obtainable,
The second criterion is 0 for the openness of the proposed area to primary
care providers of medical care.

This factor is determined by a census of

physicians. Proposed HUAareas should not be contiguous to areas where the
physician to popalation ratio is adequate (bht in other rational primary care
areas) where the physician/population ratio is less than I to 1,400.
The neat criterion is P or the population.
in an area is fourteen hundred.

The minima number of residents

If the population is below fourteen hundred, it

is highly unlikely that health care provision services can be established which
can become self-sufficient in the long run.

The absolate minima of 1,400 is an

attempt to take into account the socioeconomic climate of the community.

These

results are based on a random and r-presentative survey in the area unle.s
current cennus data is available.
The last part of the formua.

is E for efficacy.

This is the ability or

willingness to pay for health care in the frontier setting.

This factor is also
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determined by the socio-economi.
administered

by the

on an interview protocol

gathered

statistics

Office of Rural

and Counity Health (ORCE).

These

random

the staff to better
and representative surveys in select rural roinunities allow
rural copredict the nature aed support of various health care options for the
monities.
clientele,

There in not only the socio-oconomin
but there

the proposed local health care service.
dition.

just to get ouit of their
the frontier

health care in

status to coosider of the

is also the williogness of people in
Some nay drive

the community

60 miles under

setting can help document sufficient

with willingness

financial

answerby

support for the clinic and lower bad debt ratio (902 affirtive
residents on question deling

any con-

to pay for

A villing.es..

rural setting.

local

to use

to support rural health center).

is given if
One then simply adds oipthese separate criteria and s point
A total of four

evidence of the criterion enists.
been met and an ISUAdesignation

indicates a11 criteria have

should be considered by the Public Health

Serioce .

Modified MUA Formula

A working formula
Wyoming includes

for

- Sparsely Populated RuraS

a

rational

Model

primary health care district for frontier

the following variables?

A - F(T).(O).(P)*(E)
A - Actuality of MUA designation;

total of 4 indicates

of

F - Function

T - Travel tine (55 minutes or more)

any indicator present - I

O - Openness (no primary care services available in
if

sufficient need

nonexistent or less than 1 provider/2500

proposed area)

residents - I

P - Popuelation (minimnm 1,400) - I
E - Efficacy(.bility/Oillingness
care);

if

of residents to pay for health

present - I

The actuality of a health center is thus determined by the values assigned
to each component in the formula.

A score of four indicates state level recom-

mendation for HUAdesignation.
DISCUSSION-CASE STUDIES
This proposed HUA foruila

enables the

state to suggest an area be con-

sidered by the Public Health Service HUA designatable.
bably be appropriate

These

criteria will pro-

for most of the sparsely populated rural states sud remote
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counities.

It

federal
The
teria

enables

those who are needy and deserving

aupport to qualify
federal level

could additionally evaluate

that they see as inportant auch as

health center.

(-ose

some sort of

cnfunities based opnn cri-

the posaible longevity of the co-mmity

sort of nanimum- number of arena to be designated an MUA's

within a certain region or state).

Equally qualified conelnities could be

ranked ordered on the basis of population.
of rural health clinics
weighting factor in

of

for it.

to improve

Low birth weight and the potential

that statistic

may also be used as

rank ordering eligible MUA sites.

a

This weighting formula

could indeed put the final deciaion naking process barb at the federal level,
bht it

would

not negate

the possibility of frontier areas receiving funds

for

adequate health care services.
The first

emample in

the State of Wynming would be the town of Medicine

Bow which is 66 miles from, Rawliss or Lara-ie (T-l).
providers in

the area (0-I).

There are no primary care

The population as estimated by the survey

d.,cted by the Office of Eural

and Co-muity Health

(ORCH) is

con-

1,407 (P-I).

The

efficacy of the proposed health center's longevity was also determined by the
ORCH study and 94Z of the population would support the Center
and the state,
an MUA.
because

thus,

In reality,

feels

that the

the MUA status vas not awarded

an infant mortality

the formula

is

weighted it

prevented a score

physicians

residents in

assistant.

afraid of burnout,
dangerous

T.O+P.E-4

the

town of Medicine Bow

rate did not exist for the past five years,

the valley,

Potential

and there

physicians

and as

of 62.

A second emample might be the cane of Bridger Valley.
nine thousand

(E-).

town of Medicine Bow should be designated as

is

Presently there are

only one

physiciao and her

look at this situation and are

afraid of no tise for themselves and so the potentially

situation goes

on. (In

doing the doeumentation

census data vsa .sed and as such use totally
the case for CUA designation).
Evanston (T-). There

It

is

55

for the MUA status 1980

inappropriate

and did

inutes to the closest

are 1.5 primary providers

not document

hospital in

for 9,000 renidents(O-I).

The

population estimate an deternioed by a random study by ORCH revealed 9,000
inhabitants(P1).

The efficacy of

the health center was 94i as determined by the

ORCH study (E-1). TiOiPE-4 and the state thus feels that Bridger Valley should
be designated as an MUA. In reality
infdant mortality rate or
over seven years
Bridger Valley,

a

Bridger Valley could not document either an

percent below poverty because

the newest census was

ago and as such did not accurately portray
nor did it

the conditions

in

allow a score of 62 or less.

The TOPE dollar formla would
these proposed health centers.

It

reflect

true need and long-term

potential

would core adequately reflect the need for

health services based on a formsla designed

for use

in a sparsely populated

state where the residents are lacking medical services.

for
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hospital wage is 8.5 percent higher in urbanized rural counties than in nonurbanized
rural counties (32). There are less than 125
nonMSA towns with 25.000 or more population, so few of the 2,393 nonMSA counties
would be classified as urbanized (49). In
face, this distinction would create only 37
new areas (32).
Although HCFA has chosen not to use
urbanized areas to refine labor market areas,
HCFA does use urbanized area designations
when certifying hospitals and clinics under
the Rural Health Clinic Act. Rural Health
Clinics must be located In nonurbanized areas
that are designated as either a health manpower shortage area or a medically underserved area. This liberal interpretation of
'rural' (e.g.. it includes some areas within
MSAs) seems appropriate, given the requirement that the area must also be medically underserved. This allows some medically underserved areas within MSAs--but isolated
from an urbanized area by factors other than
distance--to be certified.
Providing Services In 'Frontier' Areas
Health services may be difficult to provide in large, sparsely populated areas. Areas
with a population density of 6 persons per
square mile or less, called 'frontier' areas, are
common West of the Mississippi river (30)
(figure 9). In 1980, by this definition, there
were at least 378 frontier counties with a total population of nearly 3 million persons
(42). It may take an hour or more for residents of frontier areas to reach health providers and facilities. Frontier physicians tend
to be generalists, solely responsible for a large
service area, and have limited access to hospitals and health care technology (II).
Recognizing the unique characteristics of
frontier areas,' DHHS in early 1986 agreed to
use different criteria to evaluate Community
7 Th.

frontlr

Teak Forte of the Nationtl Rural

"h Aoeoct.tton
s...btih.d In 1955)we. instrumental In doc...ntina the uniqu. h.elth -tr
noe

of ruralt

re". (63).

Health Center (CHC) grantees (and new applicants for CHC support) and National
Health Service Corps sites Frontier areas
were defined as (59):
those aorm"teatoed throughout the country
swhih era ehereterised by a O"tt pepulation be (generatty 6 peruns per eqar
sit. or fewer) ,htch It word ever a conaiderablte
ueour.pc area.
To be eligible for Bureau of Health Care
Delivery and Assistance (BHCDA) support as
a frontier area, the following service area
criteria must be met (59):9
Service Area: a rational area in the frontier will have at least 500 residents within
a 25-mile radius of the health services
delivery site or within the rationally established trade area. Most areas will have
between 500 to 3.000 residents and cover
large geographic areas.
Populaston Density: the service area will
have six or fewer persons per square mile.
Distance: the service area will be such
that the distance from a primary care
delivery site within the service area to the
next level of care will be more than 45
miles and/or the average travel time more
than 60 minutes. When defining the 'next
level of care,' we are referring to a facility with 24-hour emergency care, with 24hour capability to handle an emergency
caesarean section or a patient having a
heart attack and some specialty mix to include at a minimum, obstetric, pediatric,

internal medicine, and anesthesia services.

8 The 1985authorfizna teglotstion'for Pubtec
ealtth
Service
preorm of e...t.tnce for prt_*ry
heelth care Inctuded r.comendetione
for OWNS
to
suport prieary hbolth coreplennine, d v.topment,
and operati~oIn frontier areas (46).

9 If the eligibility criteria are not strictty mt,
an organizatton my justify any sunual ctrcustnces which esy quaitly thee . frontier,
for
r.a.ple, geogrephy, *acoptionst economic condlftone,or special
health need.T5M.
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Some State Health Departments have had
trouble identifying service areas meeting
these criteria (26). Whole counties can be
identified as frontier areas on the basis of
population density, but available sub-county
geographic units are sometimes Inadequate for
identifying health service areas. Population
data from the 1980 Census are available for
sub-county areas such as Census County
Divisions (CCDs). and Enumeration Districts
(EDs) (see appendix D) but these areas can be
represent a rational health
large and may not
0
ZlPCodel'' may be agservice area.'
gregated to form a rational service area, but
this poses some technical difficulties (19).
Following the 1990 Census, Block Numbering
Areas will be available for all nonurbanizad
appendix D--1980 Census geogareas (see
tt
raphy).

10 om Stotes hovedeftned priwery care servIce
sei" (e.g.. NowYork).

11 Popultotn dote fron the Ctrus are ov Itebte by
ttPCodo.toe_ tnveottsetore have used ZtPCode
level census dote to describe three types of rurat
ore. baeedypen deuity wtthtn stp cod: e-olrurat
(density of 16 to 30 per square oito), rurat
(densIty 6 to 15 per square otto;end frontier
(dorcity tose thun 6 per square site) (10).
12 In 1950,Stock llertrn Areassore only *valtpop*bte for norurbanized places withover 10,000
utation.
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It is useful to distinguish frontier area
counties with evenly distributed small settlements from counties with one or two large
population settlements and large areas with
little or no settlement. For example, the
health service needs of Iwo frontier counties
in New MexiCo with similar population
densities differ because of the way the populations are distributed. One county has a total population of approximately 8.000, Of
whom about 6.000 live in one town. In contrst, the other county has a total population
of 2.500 living in six widely dispersed towns.
If suitable sub-county areas were available.
the Hoover Index, which measures population
concentration or dispersion, could be used to
distinguish between these counties. An automated geographic information system called
TIGER (Topologicalily Integrated Geographic
Encoding and Referencing System) has been
developed" that will enhance the ability to
conduct spatial analyses of population data
from the 1990 decennial census (23).

13 Tlra has been devetoped Jotntty by the U.S.
Survey and the U.S. Bureau of the
.ttogicalt
Cou.
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Congressional Office of Technology Assessment
Workshop on Health Professions and Frontier Issues and Strategies
Tentative Meeting Agenda
February 8, 1989
7 30 am. - 8:00 aLn.
Continental Breakfast
8:00 ain. - 1.0D0 am.
Session One Physican Training, Distribution, Practice and Retention Issues
Invited Panelists:
Gerald Sailer, M.D., Hettinger, North Dakota
Frank Newman, Western Montana Area Health Education Center, Montana
Nelson Tilden, MSCL, Overland Park, Kansas
Carol Miller, Mountain Management, Ojo Sarco, New Mexico
10.00 a m. - 10:15 am.
Break
10.15 am. - 12:15 p.L
Session Two: Nurse Training, Distribution, Practice and Retention Issues
Invited Panelists:
Karen Pederson-Hawley, Lake Regional District Health Unit, Devils Lake, ND
Lois Merrill, Dean, School of Nursing, University of ND, Grand Forks, ND
Sue Ebertowski, Mercy Hospital, Williston, ND
Jan Towers, American Academy of Nurse Practitioners, Lowell, MA
12:15 p.m. - 2:00 p.mL
Lunch break
2.00 p.m. - 4:00 pJmL
Session Three Other Health Professions Training, Distribution, Practice and Retention Issues
Invited Panelists:
John Mengenhausen, East River Health Care, Howard, SD
Tom Robertson, SE Montana RHI, Glendive, MT
Denise Denton, Utah Department of Health, Salt Lake City, UT
Dwane Ollerich, Academic &Research Affairs, UND, Grand Forks, ND

Congress of the United States
Office of Technology Assessment
Workshop on Health Professions and Frontier Issues and Strategies
February 28, 1989
Bisoarck, North Dakota
Physician Training, Distribution, Practice and Retention Issues
Carol Miller, MPH
Importance of Frontier Areas to the Nation
452 of the land area of the US (using counties of 6 or fewer/sq

i)

great wealth produced by these areas for the nation (agriculture,
livestock, timber, aming, oil and gas, water, electricity, tourism and
recreation, etc)
critical to our national defense; location of many major military
installations with both civilian and unifomed orikforce
small population does not receive back in federal programs and/or funds
an mount even close to what is contributed
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STATEMENT
PROBLEM
Cutbacks in Federal Funding
Most state and local gsvernments have not been able to adequately take
ever pregrans cutback by the federal geverenent - isolated and all low
inceme cosunities have suffered the greatest reductiens in access to
care

Physician Distribution
Federal projections of physician diffusion in the 70's and early 80's
assumed that rural and frontier areas would uttisately becece sure
desirable to physicians
recent studies indicate that diffusion is not working in manyrural and
inner city areas and has completely failed to meet the need of .sut
frontier areas
"Although the increasing supply of physicians and ether health
care personnel appear to have alleviated soee health care
personnel distribution problems, many geographic areas appear to
lack sufficient practitioners to assure adequate access to care.
About 13 sillien peruses or about 5 percent of the U.S.resident
population remain underserved in the Nation' s primary care health
manpower shortage areas.
Continued increases in the supply of health care personnel are
espected to improve access for s-e- areas. Hoever, populatien and
ecenosic factors may remin unfaverable for the establishment of
health care practices in many rural and urban poverty are. Thus,
such areas are likely to continue to remain short of adequate
health care.'
Sixth Report to the President and Coegress On the Status of Health
Personnel in the United States., June 1988 (HRSA)
Federal manpower policy has not adapted to the realities of current
isfoeration and in many tases, these policies have worsened the
distribution of physicians in frontier areas, for example:
severe reductions in the National Health Service Corps (NHSC)
the only pregran in our nation's history chich placed hoalth
professionals in frontier areas by combining the concept of
service as payment for financial aid and stiff penalties for
non-repayment
1986 study of the NHSCby Carol Miller found that the NHSC
had 190 health professionals in frontier cosnunities in
14 states in PHS Regions 6,7,8,9,10
53 federally-paid providers (50 MD, 12 DDS, 4 DO, 5 NP,
I POD, 1 DIR)

137 providers were PPO (Private Practice Option)
with the com-unity bearing the expense of establishing and
supporting the practice
retention studies need to be done to see hoc many of the
PPO's were actually able to establish viable practices and
hoc many vacancies were created as NHSCobligations were
fulfilled with no new scholars to replace then
frontier areas should be exeopted from federal policies that
require Commissioned and National Health Service Corps
personnel to move at regular intervals through their career
- it is very rare that providers want to stay in frontier
areas, why mave the few who prefer a career in frontier
health care
SOLUTIONS
Reduce medical indigency
medical indigency, the inability to pay for health care,
barrier to access

is a pruiary
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Expand Medicaid
Medicaid eligibility
states
in all

and types of services

provided should be

the same

Tax credits/Tax incentives
the New Mexico Legislature is now considering legislation (SB 258) to
provide a tax credit on state income tax, to physicians active in the
New Mexico Medicaid program
many states and the Federal government are investigating tax credits for
small employers to help them insure their employees
National Health Service Corps
provide stipends for family practice physicians during residency - not
at medical school
target only hardest to fill vacancies - frontier and inner city
Training
establish rotations in rural/frontier settings
establish chairs, fellows, and professorships in rural health within
medical schools; make it prestigious to be a rural physician
provide opportunities for mentoring while in training
Retention
federal government provide locum tenens physicians to states
(cooperative agreement contractors, offices of rural health) to assure
availability of coverage for vacations and CME
states and sites provide stress management,
services

critical incident stress

Board and administration training to learn how to treat staff with
respect
expand availability of mid-level providers to share the workload of
rural practices
financial incentives/tax credits for professional staff
need strong EMS and referral systems
Federal funding
expand the NHSC
mandate setasides in section 330, the Community Health Center program,
for frontier health centers

open PHS special initiatives funding to non-CHC's
facilitate application and re-application of small sites seeking limited
funding
develop specific evaluation criteria appropriate for frontier projects
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FNR= Cz.Y/MIGRY*r HEALX COS
bv Stare

Bamp
329/330 Sice Nm./Address

COMC7

Frontier Criteria

091300
Lake Pcvell Medical Cewrer
Page. AZ

Coconino

Fwer t' n 6
personS/scuare

091960
Northeast Rural Health Clinics, Inc.
SusanVille, CA

Lassen

080010
Colorado Migrant Health Program
Granada, QC
Services in frotdier cunries of

ile

Bara
Be-it
Kit Carscn

080010
Colorado Migrant Health Prcgram
Sedavick
For- Morizan. CO
Servies also in ftontier ccunc:es of Washington
Yuma
lain sire is 2080010--Coloradeo Mizrar Fealth Program, Denver, CO, and
is not in a fcrtier area
080100
Dolores Counry Yealth Associact:o
Dove Creek, CO

Dolores

08003D
San Luis Health Center
San Luis. CO

Costilla

08003A
Saguache Clinic
Sagueciha. CO

saguache:

08Q038
Fmily Health Center
Cancer, Cl

Saguache

08003C
Guadalupe Health Center
Antonito, CO

Sagu-che

Maio site is #080030--Valley Wide Health Services, Inc., Alacosa, CD, and
is not in a frontier area
BCZRR

329/330 Sic. N/Address

CGotm

Frontier Criceria

081740
Crncenzre Coseined Clinics
,Nr"Ood, CD

San Miguel

Fever than 6
Dersons/scuare mile

10028B
Horseshoe Bend Healtn Clinic
Horseshoe Bend, ID

Boise

1002SC
Garden Valley Heale'
Garden Valley, ID

Boise

Center

10028D
Pioneer Medical Clinic
Pierce, ID

Clearater
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1C02BE
Salmon RLaver Exernencv, C-linic
Scanlea
ID

C~srer

Main sice is 0100280-- zucrain HealIcn Clinics,
is noc in a f__nrer area
10018A
Acerican Falls Medcical Cl-nic
American Falls, ID

per

10016B
Fmedale Clinic
Hcedale, ID

O`Yhee

10016D
Marsing ClQnic
,Marsing, ID
Main site is #l00160--Healeth West,
is noc in a f--rier amea

O`ybee
Inc., Pocatello,

101630
Valley Family Health Care
Payette, ID

Washington

05270B
Grand Portage Clinic
Gcmod Portage, MN

Cook

052700
Cook County Cemunity Clinic
Grand Marais. MN

Cook

Mer-cer Oflijer HeAlc± Services, Inc.
Center, ND

Oliver

OB2160
Moocana Migrant Council
Farein, MT

Big Horn

082160
'Monana Migrant Council
Br,'deer, Mr

082160
Ifncarna Migrant Council
Giendive, M-

Inc., Nacoa, ID, and

Cacnco
Stillwcter
S. eergrass

Coscer
Dason

Fallcn
pra- -e
WiloacX
082160
Meoeana Migrant Co'cil
Sidnev, Mr
06033C
HC'ZM San Miguel Clinic
.Ribera, NI

Roosevelt
M~eanzie. N.D.
San Miguel

06033G
HCZN Roy Clinic
Roy. lM

Rio Arriba

06033L
HC.fM La Lma Clinic
Ancor, Chieo, NM

Rio Arriba'

ID, and

Fe-o~r rtian 6
oersons/scuare cdie
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060330
Sealch Centrrs of Northern New Memco (FZI#)
Rio Arriba
Espenola, N
00!57A
Lincoln Councy Medical Clinic
Caliente, NV
09157C
Bacry Medicl Clinic

Lncoln
Fewer rs/sc

BeattyN

Nve

09157D
Freka Ccunry Medical Clinic
Eijrek. NV

DFrem~

0915775
Alano Medical Clinic
Alaeo, NV

Lincoln

6

oersons/scuare mile

0915sI

.:mrzosa Valley Medical Cln'ic
Amarzosa Valley,
091570
Cancral Nevada Pural 'ea:!M:a,-nor-e, S VXineral

Nve

C-rscr-=

C2179C
Lndian Lake 1Eal'li CeraLncian Lake. NTY

Halton

Main site is #021790---csco Hieac-arers Nec-srk, Warrensbur,
is nor in a fnrmcier area
1000IC
lOrCn Lae Cocty P -- Ceaner
Cris-as Valley, CR

NY, and

lake

Main site is 1001l0--Sour3easc Oren Rural Fealch Network, Cilocuin,
OR, and is not in a frnnrier area
101630
Valley Family Realch~ Care
Payette, CR

Malheur

N;yssa Healch Care
Nyssa, OR

MAlteur

081610
Rosebud FAl-h Clinic
Todd
Rosebud, SD
Transferred to Indian Faalr-h Service effective 12/1/69
082100
lsaine C-icY
I .. el. SD

Clinic

Deay

080590
Rural Nealn±L Care, Inc.
Pierre. SD

Jones

081600
'ri -Cunry Hoalch Care, L5-c.
iessg^co Sorlings, SD

Jerauld

080680
_W Srocmrenood C-icv
Pnrctnine, SD

shamor,

Fewe'r r5tion 6
Dersons/scuare mile

Fealch Board

0607&C

lnired Mecical Centers :2
arackerGville.

(

Kinney

Main sire is .060740--nited Medical Cencers, LIc., Eagle Pass. t,
is nor in a froorier area

and
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060951
South Plains Falth Provider Ozsanizarion
Matadcr, =X
Mocley
06095 0

Mai: sia
is #
--South Plains pealch Provider Organization.
Plaizvie,. I:. and is not in a fDonader area
060970
Ccamuni-y FealSh Clinic
Heoronwille, Mc

Jim Fog

Main site is #O6C97O-Gm:iry ACnnon Council of Soutfl Texas,
Rio Grande City, rc, and is not in a froonier area
06265D
Vega Health Center
Vega, 1N
0 626

Oldham
0

Main site is #
5 --Panhandle Rural Health Center, Amarillo.
is not in a frontier area

rX,

and

062120
South Texas Rural Health Services, Lac.
Cotulla, Ix
La Salle
06071C
Cross 7imaers Healtn Clinic #3
San Saba, * I

San Same

Feer tran 6
persons/scuare nile

60 7

main site is #O 1O--Cross Tianers lealth Clinics, Inc., De Leon,
and !s not in a fr-ont-er area
080510
Utan Rural Develonment Carporaticn
ProVO, 7:

L-oD

080510
Utan Rural Develooment Corporatioon
Micvale, Ur

-ooele

082490
Green Rver Ccm=n:ry Feal:h Center
Green R:-ver, i'

Zmer

082:40
Wa-vne Count' Medical Clinic
3ickrell, U.

Wayne

10036G
iectle River Medical Cepncer
Orient, WA

Fer-I

100'6H
Lnon Lake Cli:ic
L-on Lake, WA

Fery

adain sice is ID#O06O--bNrnneast Washington Health Programs,
and is not in a frontiler area
100610
Family Medical Cencer
Walla Walla, WA

Colunbia

080830
Goshen-Platte Cauntv Health Project
Guernsey, WY

Placte/Whestland

060710
Norr.twesc Cma
Worland, WY

itv Action Programs of WvaiDR ('1CCAP)
WIashakie
Framont
Fot Ssrings

3

2Cewelah, WA
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JGRESSIONAL RECORD -HOUSE
November 9, 1987
Mr. Chairman, this legilslae
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hi moy w
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"(B) No application for a grant under subsec-

2

tion (d) of this section from a center or project that

3

received such a grant in the prior year shall be

4

denied in whole or in part unless there is cause and

5

the center or project has first been afforded reasona-

6

ble notice and opportunity for a hearing on the

7

record before the Administrator of the Health Re-

8

sources and Services Adrninistration.".

9 SEC. 103. REQUIREMENT WITH RESPECT TO FRONTIER AREAS.

10
I
12

-

Section 330 (42 U.S.C. 254c) is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(j) In making grants under this section, the Secretary

-F

fI9

13 shall give special consideration to the unique needs of

.

14 frontier areas.".
15 SEC. 104.
16

ADMINISTRATION OF PROGRAMS.

Subpart I of part D of title III (42 U.S.C 2S4B et

17 seq.) is amended by adding at the end thereof the follow
18 ing new section:
19
20

"SEC. 330. ADMINtSTRATION OF PROGRAMS.

y

e

"The Secretarv may delegate the authority to admin-

21 ister the programs authorized under section 329 and sec-

,
A-

-

22 tion 330 to any office within the Public Health Service,

1"'AY

23 except that the authority to enter into, modify, or issue ap24 provals with respect to grants or contracts, may be delegat-
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ATTACHMENT

1

FRONTIER HEALTH CAREISSUES
square mile. Using
Frontier areas are those that have a population density of less than 6 persons per
counties are primarily
this as a standard 45S of the United States land are is frontier. Frontier
in each county.
miles
square
located west of the Mississippi River. Sasd upon the 1980 Census and on
421 California 17S. Colorado
the percentage of the state that is frontier Is shan: Alaska WS, Arizona
North Dakota 611,
SS, Idaho 621. Knsas 29S, lintana Si. Sebraska 475, Nevada941, e Mexico 52.
31. As these states lack the
Oregon SC, South Dakota 651. Texas 301, Utah I3S, Washington 201, Wysing
tend to be Ignored.
ecoIaic and political muscle of the east end west coast states, their probluss
Services,
lun
Iost of the national policies, especially those of the Department of Health and
frontier conditions are
exacerbate the very prablms they are supposed to alleviate. This Is because
set of progras guidelines
different than rural and urban for other parts of the United States. A single
and standards is teo rigid for the variety of conditions to be addressed.
for health services
The frontier areas have a fragile, usually single industry, economic base. Planning
to be successful.
must be tied closely to the ecorsic developnent plans of the areas in order
redical technicians being
Health care services are sparse with how health aides and volunteer urgency
Thew areas generally met
the primary care providers in many instances. Often even these do not exist.
the federal definitions of "eadically underserved and eaqnaer shortage areas."
econosic cycles and staff
The hospitals are sgall usually less than SO beds and are very vulnerable to
are sole providers. many
shortages. Nationally about 220 hospitals are *Frontier Hospitals' and mest
organization or
have long term care or swing beds. Thew facilities are generally owned by a non-profit
local government.
facilities. According to
Relibursmrent policies often have unintended negative consequences upon these
reirbursesent rates.
ProPac, the hospitals under 50 beds are the ones most severely impacted with WOR
to distance and
The reimbursemnt rates usually do not allow for higher than average costs due
supplies, food and labor,
renteness. Most facilities in frontier areas have higher costs for utilities,
than do facilities in rural or urban areas.
of the individuals are
Frontier areas have large -eIuersof elderly with muny health problems. Many
that individuals who live in
uninsured or underinsured for health care. At least three studies indicate
these ares have poorer health status than those In the rural and urban areas.
years of life lost than do
Hortality data indicate that the frontier arems have a higher rate of working
accidents, diseases of
the rural or urban areas for the following leading cause of death: motor vehicle
is increasing rapidly in
early infancy. non-otor vehicle accidents, heart disease and stroke. Suicide
frontier areas.

CONTACTS

LOCAL

OFWEALTH
UTAHCEPARTIEIT
Bureau of Planning &Policy
P.O. SOX16700
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116-0700
Telephone 901-538-6310

NATIONAL

MML iEALTH ASSOCIATION
NATIORAL
301 East Arnnur Blvd.. Suite 420
Kanses City, Missouri 64111
Telephone 816-756-3140
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HEALTH STATUS BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE
Bernard Osberg
South Dakota Department of Health
1987

HEALTH STATUS B'YPLACE OF RESIDENCE

A number
today.

of

scholars

They

where

have suggested that the

state that this 'frontier"

a I Ine of demarcation exists.

becoe

does

American frontier still I exists

not consist of any single region

Rather, they bel leve that the frontier has

fragmented, existing principally In counties

having less than six resl-

dents per square mile.l

the study of health status by residence Is not now, a number of states

Although
have

recently

begun

exauining health status

according to populition density.

Utah, for example, recently completed a study wherein health status,
terms

of working years of I Ife lost from leading causes of death,

among three types of geographical areas.
having

less

tween

six

2

was compared

These areas were frontier (counties

than six residents per square
and

measured In

mile), rural (counties having be-

99 persons per square mile),

and urben (counties with 100 or

mare residents per square eile).
lr~ban.

In

Rural

South

evenly
hal f

mind Frontier Areas

Oakota,

In South Dakota

we are wlal I aware that

on a geographic basis.

popul ation has not been distributed

The map bel ow and Tabla I

the counties (32) and nearly 60 percent

classif led as frontier.

Illustrate that nearly

of the land area In the state are

lbwever, only one In five persons In this state resides

In a frontier area.

Working

years

of

I Ife lost Is a

mortal Ity statistic which compares the

rel ative Impact of each death on working years of I Ife, which Is def Ined as
the

Interval

age

15 are autaoatical ly counted at 50

Individuals

between ages 15 to 65.

dying

Individuals who die before reaching
working years of I Ife lost.

between the ages of 15

Those

and 65 are calculated as hav ing

lost a number of working years equal to age 65 minus the age at death.

All

Individuals dying at age 65 or above are counted as having no working years
of I If.

lost.

HIence,

causes of oeatn are measured not only by absol uteness

but also In terms of Intensity as ar economic Impact on society.
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FIGUREI
FRONTIER,RURALANDUWEANAREAS/COUNTIES
(1980 Census)

Pur.) Cnu.tie

6-95 Penen. Se- sq. Mi.

X
TIBLE I
SIZE ANOPOPULATION
OF FRONTIER,RURAL
ANDUR3ANAREASIN SCUTHDAKDTA
1980 Census

Snlore
Are

.

State

N
M

h

75,952

Milanq

iSt0

Parnt

N,.ar

100.0

Pne,,latinn

Poneuatins,
Per

ln

Ml e

,

Perrnt

690,768 :

100.0

:

9.1

:

3.

:

FrontIer
Count I es

44,91'

59.1

137,295

19.9

Rural Counties:

30.228

39.8

444,038

64.3

Urban Counties:

810

109,435

15.8

It

:

1.1

:

Is InterestIng to note fron Table I

In our

d finitlon of rural areas.

the land are,

14.7

:

:

135.1

that most people In South Dakota reside

Rural

areas constitute about 40 percent of

but nrarly 65 percent of the population.
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Finally, as the table and map shoo, only one region, Mlnnehaha County,
as

an urben are.

sity

Hinnehaha County

as frontier ares and has a

qual If les

rerpes about 44 times the population den-

population only 28,000 less than all frontier

counties robI ned.
It

has

been argued effectively that organized

effect

In

factars

deterelning

or I testy i.3

positive

impact

on

health

status

Hwever,

health.

healm care services have less

than blological

factors, environmental

access to quali Ity heelIh surv Ices does hav

As Table 2 bel c.

shows, health servnles era not

distributed evenly across the state.

TABLE2
SUPPLY
OF SE.ECTED
HEALTHPERSONNEL
MdDFACILITIES IN FRONTIER,
RURALMADUR8ANAREAS,JANPUMY,
1986

Frontier

Rural

Urban

NurbehrPercent 4aMber*Perenm
Nurber of Physicians

92

Physiclans/i,000 Population

9%

554:

.67

Short Tern Care Hospital Beds

757

Short Tern Care Hospital Beds

55%

1.25:
17%

2,590:

5.51

NmuabertPercent
354:

35%

3.23:
58%

5.83:

1,115:

25%

10.19:

per 1,000 populatlon
Nursing Hone Beds

1,324

16%

5,957:

71%

1,095:

13%

Nursing Hone Beds per I 000
population age 65+

Note:

76.20

96.00:

Actively

practicing

physicians

Serv Ice,

Department

of

South

Dakota

are

Short

tern

care

acute

care

seo ices

population

the

Indian Health

Defense, Veterans Adsministration,

and State of

counted

as

In

seal

the

94.43:

as physIcians

hospi tal s Incl ude al I
to tha general

esploy of

In private practice.

hospItal s ehIch prov Ida genaral

publ ic

or specif Ic segments of the

(e.g. veterans or native Americansl.

Nursing homesare those

I ctnsed by the state.
As to

b

three
aIso

*espcte& Inequal ItieS exist when one aperes the lend art

categories to the supply of selected healm services.
disparitles when'"
o

enaple,

frontier

population.
Incl uding:
areas; lc

cmperes populations

areas heve a disparately ice

of the

Hoever, there era

to the supplyosrv lma.
Is;

yr-%

supply ot physicians per 1,000

The reasons for ThIs phenoenon are I Inked to a nueber of factors,
ease

of troel p difficulty In

estabi ishing a practice In frontler

population density; and lack of aquipeent and trained personnel.
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HReet, Stnt. Indfvetnr. tTable 3 belce

cmpares

U,-kvn

Rur-l and F,-ntler A

working years of I Ite lost

due to selected causes of

death aong the three areas.

TABLE3
IWORXING
YEAS OF LIFE LOSTWE TO SELECTED
CAUSESOFDEATH
IN FRONTIER,RURAL,ANDURBANAREAS

Years of L if

Lost Per

1,000 PopulatIon

a.

b;

c.

Frontier Areas

Percent
Increase

1979-81 Avg. 1982-84 Avg. (Decrase)

1) Motor Vehicle Accidents

56.1

34.8

(38%)

2) Heart Disease &Cardiocascul ar

29.2

25.1

(14%)

3) All Other Accidents

28.2

25.8

C 9%)

4) Cancer

18.4

20.2

10%

5) Conditions.. PerInrtaI Period

15.3

17.1

122

6) SuIcide

3.1

11.1

41%)

7) Congenital Anonallea

9.7

10.1

4%

1) Motor Vehicle Accidents

26.3

18.1

(31%)

2) Heart Disease &Cardlovascular

20.6

19.2

(31%)

3) Cancer

20.5

18.9

I 8%)

4) All Other Accidents

13.6

13.0

( 4%)

5) Conditions...Perlnatal Period

12.6

10.2

(19%)

6) CongenitalI Annmalles

7.9

7.6

( 4%)

7) Suicide

7.3

9.1

25%

Rkrai Ares

Urban Areas
1) Cancer

20.5

20.1

( Z%)

2) Motor Vehicle Accidents

17.7

13.3

(25%)

3) Conditions...Perlnatal Period

16.4

6.9

(58%)

4) Heart Disease b Cardiovascular

15.1

15.9

5%

5) Congenital Anool les

10.4

9.4

(10%)

6) SuIcide

8.7

7.1

(18%)

7) All Other Accidents

8.4

9.0

7%

Not.:

FIgures

shown are yearly averages for a three-year period.

ege-adl usted.

They are not
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Sme observatlons Include:
.

Ibtoa vehicle accidents Is the leading cause of working years of lIte lost In
frontier

areas.

In rural areas, the

pattern has shifted from motor vehicle

accidents to heart and cardiovascular disease as the loading cause.

In irban

ares, cancer renalns the leading causs of wcrking yonrs of I If& lost.
. Decreases

In years

of

life lost due to

sotar

vehicle accidents have been

striking In all three areas.
Frontier
rural

areas lose more productive years of

and urban areas.

I It

per 1,000 persons than do

of I Ie lost per year In frontier

The average years

areas Is now about 144 working years per 1,000 residents for selected causes.
compares to 96 wcrking years lost

This

lost per 1,000 residents In urban
The

single decrease was In

biggest

period

In

urban

for rural areas and 82 workIng years

reas.
conditions originating In the perinatal
Unfortunately,

areas (58%decrease).

this was one of the

areas of Increase In w-rking years of I Ife lost In frontier counties.
,

The biggest single Increase was In suicide In rural areas (25% Increase).
FIGURE2
TOPFIVE CAUSES,1982-84
COPARISON OF WORKISYEARSOF LIFE LOSTAMONG

AL

8U3I
34 Pd

,

P

FOOTWOTES
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NRHA Frontier Task Force Calls for Federal
Adoption of Designation for "Frontier" Areas
By Carol Miller
In fall 1988. Congress appropriated
$15 million to the Health Care
FtnancIng AdminIstratIon (HCFAIfor
Rural Health Care Transttion Grant.
to aid small (fewer than 100 beds)
rural hospitals. Hospitals could
apply for $50.000 for two years
tmaxtmum of $100.000) to plan and
Implement programs and services to
strengthen their abilities to provide
high-quality care to Medicare
beneiclacites.
More Utan 1. 100 rural hospitals
submitted letters of tntent for the
funding and HCFA received more
than 700 applications. Although
HCFA originally intended to fund
only 70 to 90 projects. 165proJect.
were ultmately funded- 154
IndIvidual hospitals and II hospItal
consortia.
The NRHA FronUer Task Force
has anayzed the number of frontier
hospitals awarded Rural Health
Care Transition Grant funding.
Because HCFA has not yet adopted
a definitlon d fronter.' the task
fArce defined frontier as six or fewer
people per square mile, the defni-

Uon determIned by the Bureau of
Health Care Delivery and Asshatanoe
When applying that defniton of
fsonter to the 154 hospitals funded.
19 112percentU were frantier hospitals. An additional seven hospitals
(S percent) came close to frontier
status by having locations tn
countles of population denalties of
6.5 to 7.6 people per square mtle.
The task force has considered these
facilities as frontier In Its analysis.
Of the II hospital consortia
receiving funding, members of four
of them were antfrontier hospitals.
One consortium had both frontier
and rural hospitals as members.
One of the goals of the NRHAs
Frontier Task Force is encouraging
all fderal health agencies to adopt a
designation for frontier areas. The
task force ha developing a stratey to
expand the frontier designation
Tremendous gains have been
made In recent years to Increase
public awareness of the special

health needs of frontier areas.
For eample. many states have

designated frontler areas: Congress
has recuted 'special consIders-

tion' for frontU areasrin Section
330 of Community Health Center
fundtng the American Public Health
Association has adopted a resolution calling for tncreased accessto
health programs and services in
frontier areas: and the Office of
Technology Assessment has inchided -frontuer In Ita 1989 publicaton entitled Deftnrg Runal Areas:
IlWort an Health Care Policy and
Reseerrk
The Frontier Task Force invites
antNRHA members who live In
frontier ara. or are intereoled in
their special needs, to contact
Harvey LtchU. ChaIrman NRHA
Frontier Task Force. Primary Care
and EMS Bureau. Health and
Environment Department. 1190 St.
Francis Drive. Santa Fe. N.M.
87503. 505) -827-2527.
Eitor's note- CralMiller is a
nevnberoftheANRHA Fh fr Task
Fbre. She te a public health cosultant DiOjo Sara.NM.

Health Policy Roundtable Series Now Offered
The NRHAs Health Policy
Roundtable teleconference series
gives rural health providers and
national experts an opportunity to
discuss current rural health policy
h aues.
The 1990 Health Policy
Roundtable series includes the
following programs.

ratmert Strategies far
CocaIne Abhse in Rusal
Populations ' Feb. 13. 1990.
presented by Catherine Emory.
Pharm.D.. University fMissouritansas City School of Medicine.
* 'ality
AsUarscs.' March 13.
1990. presented by Susan
Skelton. RN.. C.C.RN.. Quality
Assurance Nurse Specialist.
Veterans Administration Medical
Center. Kansas Caty.Mo.
.

J-I/FLIr,.

19

'Getatriha. Aaeidents. Medicstioe *nd Deprsasisn.' April 10.
1990. presented by Steven
Levenson M.D Levndale
Geriatric Center. University of
Maryland. Baltimore Md.
AmbaIateyr Sentinel Pracotie
Netsrok.' May 8. 1990. presented by Larry A. Green. M.D..
Department of Family Medicine.
University of Colorado Health
Sciences Center. Denver. Colo.
* thical Issues LnRural
Health.' June 12. 1990. presented by William Nelson. Ph.D..
Veterans Administratien Medical
and Regional Office. White River
Junction. Vb
Teleconference participants
telephone the network headquarters
and are then Uinked for the presentations. Each session lasts one hour

and in-

d

_

cudes a
and a dishin
cussion
period.
%
Continuing
____medical
_____
education
vx
-__
credit is
available.
Partial funding for the Health
Polirv Roundtabl teleeer-.nce
series is provided by the Bureau of
Health Care Delivery and Assitance.
For registration Information.
contact Kelly Printera at the NRHA.
(816) 756-3140.
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Old frontier faces modern problems
b'y JE
N5°BY_T!E&
_
E&W.ddr
Ift

_

agriculture thatwas Indrodsced
lo theIlako. anda dilfereni hel,lag.
tan and Munlanadown through Texasand
'be diffcrencespromiled a Iransntebnid
NewMoxicowasa commercialandecviron, Coloradan newly arrived In Los Aigle,
Thlewesternfrontier Ihal was declared mentalmistake,In his view. and shilud he a.v.ral yearsagotocommenttint he would
cTile aestern fro isr bjiI decaredore d oreedb returning
the
rcinotrepontoteub.
westlonr
cl~mlacentry
m. as ei dclard ro~tic domain, with the
federal
government'- liketogo"back
pan of theproblem
is the il&4d,~rc,~e-t
I~n~l
,
buying It back if necensary. Ile would of the country descrhed as the econtinuing
it may Mcmds
amdtsaui iasiut
i" Atos -resareIts nativegrasses
and give it hackio
Irotihas never hada chates regional
L.'. "idtot ieigais tlseifs
53 te tast frostier,
thlol: urainndother witdlife thai reamedtfit perspective.
Atongthiewsntern tier ofstates.
!hM
if.
C.
diiiysilly
il wittl v1st area n pnses ef ob the homesteaderacame. the oullook has beenshapedby majorily
. wa-.
ivefro.
1 I..anuar Tem , n qestn, ll- agH-Henpotuationa ia Washington. Orsgili and
II,,i
.,,. lg utitrinig
a
d.1 7 .1 the
tutti
ceo. atmsaetronna,, weremadeon thedry
aNd
,lry -IM!iil li l r t.c
lragile pratries. hut as adjustment to tes
Caifasataliving westsdihr Irelsehbomier.
gotvattn
o thesoi sli tomor restuvat. Atongthe Eslal
tr, tirf statesths oak.'
,-A.
cultivation
of the sail~nd to me
ala is, Nebraska and1 Kansas
have
Fi;.ilik J. Iotilper,
hiegrazing
practices
may waroffdepopulal
bee lumpedwith tlheMdagenerally
fim
dOklah
dit itl' rtiri
tiue
m and ireservelte deticate estrnmentei.
,siitilht ItctiiO 0
The onatystsby a NowJerse acailemic nmaandTexaswitlbihld sisahlss-sil though
itolcors ili1501 siy,
doesbring Io mind an Ioervatl nreporled extensive tand areasIn all of this. slates
spsitho fronlier never
by The NewYork tmaeandcarried tn Th
Iould
betolon
in pepperas
finsntlsr.
really closed.tielning
Oregonian Dtc. 25. LTheWest has-awsyl
Indeed In tifeslyins. agriculture snd
ItIas areascontaining
asueend byhetnt ,deitnedhy
t
iiw
miod
al pracltces,thereIstlihl tochoosefree
inss than six persons
"a M
jaongi
gHrsn
In rural commulitiesntownsandsmalldtis
per square mitle he
*
sndn
Fennsngytr In'q UIh t
tm the westernIakotas. acroasMonulti.
seenIt anoccupying
oensftntltWrasifgnt
eM Wymnaing
andIdabot0 gastsew
Orsegos
And
most of the territory M
pssWtem
prddig ar
htt
WashingtonTheymay have moilIn Cestfrom roughly the Cas
TIPPENS
foe rnt ss is
Ierere
wes Vbidnb
mon with one another than Ihey do with
cades and Sierra
Standardsthat mae
k enseIn tIe Easta sihers In their ownstales.Thay hevemore
Nevadaon the westlo the96Bh
meridian on jdn Irreevmnf In the West.'
variety in terrain thol lt culiture.
theesit.
Ile might hbve gonea step further and
Whattle rediscoveryof lhb otd frontier
It Is siti a roughandtimble territory, he saidthat thenewly found frontier mightalso may pmrtucets a newfocuson what consnti
said,markedby dangerousccupaltonsnod havetroublesIf tile deflnilton comesfrom tan a westernregidneand
its commonInter.
tifesytes. longwilhpoorer healthcareand
lcii
tofarweitthnyreysatobeWeser.In
sate. Then the Iss..e. of health cars
higher accident rates than the rest or the ihesenseofihefrontierculture.
education, srely practici. rhsoure niuen
country.
The coastalWest from Seattle.through agement
andeconomiccenaideratless
could
itc alsowmdc like
ilb esvaclaewhat llt. Portland. Salemand Eugeneand an downigbe pprmathed from deilaltlede that are
1t. puuustol lucre is in the Greai Plains itroughSanPnrancicoandtIsAnteleik-was me.irowhd
smddern vintie'and AtM
or iife froulier. lihv
1filw-Wra
style settled differently. has a diifcreni iistory
Importedfrom eiter ileEasterWest.
A.-.
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Rural Rep Appointed

rJtoPsjician Payment
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Frontier Areas: Problems for
Delivery of Health Care. Services
Gar Eban
in 119t4nearlyacenrturyattertheCensus
Bureauhaddictaed the trontir t d. a
nowunderstanding o Airnirc's moatrural
areasma
stnerging.
FrankPopper,*dimographer atRutgers
Unreiroty. begantopresentresearchtrom
called The Surival ot
a bookin progrenss
the AmerIcan Frontlir. Usinga delinrtion
olhontioraaas.orleirperonspetauara
tifde Popperlound that 394counties and
45% of the UnitedSlates land areawould
meetthe standard.
Ona auntybasio
Alasahaglo9harisr,
Nevada80%.Utah
hi%. Idaho44%,Montana 41%,NowMenxico
andOregon27%.
end Nebraska 24%. Many counties are
preskewed"ay tromMeeStandardbythe
inca of a single e1a1lcity or arg towmn.
Elimrnarngthesecities ndloetlromrcon-

by v wr 30 US Senators. John Gtibons.
DrraootheOlticeofTcnOdliyMAaslt
mint. annand teg appoiWnmentof Jim
BotBrame. M.D.othPhysicianPaynet
RwCOirniosn(PhyPRC).Dt.Bran
alamyphantrnirEldotadiTexas
hol nominee4olemoNatnal Rura Health
Ace
Care Aaoctiatron and the Amric
demydoFriyPhysiheapinrll
an
0Dr. Braneddrsses h wo
e by Sinate mnbers of thW Rural
Health CAuCUS.I.e the tIck of a rural or a
onrtheCornsion.
tm
represar
NFHCA President Dt Kavin FIicanSCthr
taid hhewe pleased with the appointment
CODr. Brama. "Dr. Brame's appointment to
PhyAPPtC isa brakthrough for rural health
Care" Fickenrclr said."I em parcularI Ploaed tha he is the joint nominee of
NRHtCandthAmiriarrnAcAdamyofFm.
tl, PhyaFc1ata"
ht PAC was created to make rconmendatiron to th Secretary of the Deparimt Anto
mentdoHeafth andHumnnS.r
Coangrss regding paynts o prPhysician
Minces, The alt asotescityr qusthtat
those recommendations take into accoqun
rditlerIn ipaymena emounts toMphyt
cd necy5, .wlhich based on diftr.
enc w dgeographic location or pecay

VOLUME B. NUMBER S

increae thesize ofthe
ideration greasly
frontier.
Interio tin frontier areasbeganIn 1965
in ruralaras.
when health care providers
publicheafthplanting*tantrndHeiahhnd
HumanServices(HHS)ttinthb rgiorg
a unique typeof
agreedthatlronrit waem
servce
tng and thould be conandered
under dtifferh criteriathanthoeeusedtor
rural or urbn ervice aes.
Undersponsorship f HHSRegions VII
and Vill. a FrontierHealth CaseTea Fonca
was comnnned
Iotook trordier health iso
sues. TheTaskForco Incope rtion with
th National Rural Health Car Asociation, hasdeveloped distinguishing characteristics thai show the ditferences between
frontier rural,andurban service areas.
The Bureau ofHealthCar Delivery and
Assisiance. DepartmentofHealthandHtmesicharactrman Services.coonridered
laticsandhasadopted
thetorlwnsggeral
ntaistanc,
guideines tor appronngl ederal
to community health centersin trontier
areas:
ServiceArea arational areain the tronwithin a
tier wiglhav at least500residents
25 mile rdiudofthe health rvtnicedelivry
aheorwithina logicaltradears. Moatareas
will havebetween500-3.00 residentsand
covet largegeographic eas.

PoputltlonDenslty the service areswill
have aia or fewer persona per square mile
Distance: the ernvice
area will be such
that the distance tromthe pnmtry care
site to the net level of care will be more
than 45 miles and/or bOminutas Next leval
coninuecd on page 3

Inside This
Issue...

SE;COND ANNUAL HEALTH PDUICY
ROUNDlUBLE SERIES
SOON UNDERWAY
Beginning in November. NRHCA will oft r Its aond teleconfirencing policy
"ties for both physicians and edrnniistratora Subjects. presentors. and the
echedule 04 calls are hated on Page 11.
NRHCA CALL FOR PAPERS
are
Papernandposmiraessionpropos
nvitdftorthAsAocrawionsteth annual
connorencei Nashville The deadline is
Decnmber 31 lltS6 Guldehnes for subtmssions ae found on Page L
PARIIPATION LEVEL
WtTH HMOa REOUIRES
PRE-AFFlUATION SCRtiTNY
Marketing. Risk. Patnnt Managenent:
esider
oniytr ofthebasilahetoncIto
prior to an HMO
1-1iftiaon. regairdless
of it being a etor-Service arrangement
cr a Oi venture. Fhyicians, medical
gnoups and clinics will enertil hrom the
12.ppoie mrgierkproid donPage 10.
RULES AND ETIOUETTE
OF rOGm: C
Although one need not be a lawyer to

o nticgitinsrelobbyingptoci

horis~
i~e

coutoaiought to be avilable. This suggaetion was one ol many provided by
the presente Of the contenrnce 5evson. -How To Lobby Effectively It the
StameLevel- Page .
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of cat ref to a hospo *_1 24our
t h~~~~~~~~~~~~~fn
ahinmheasemeranlFc
lion or a personwt a th"t atak. The
I hasprtal spectaitree

wl

hy be ped

and orsgi
gyr
I Bls.r o=t
mOe~me.
hettoenw
Becauseat oWunw utW
dankiy.d9r li
areandsalidutedn
yrnet whihtSUCases. VWiIn bean c
boreantahions to tuitolyany
enaportt~fldy
us cecurristanc, wlnh mayqualify
an areaastiler. Sot,. spectalConsder-

F

u

SETmNGS
OFSERVICE

DISINGUISHING CHARACrERSI

i 4rntler A
AresS

hsochao
gtonsmybegrnh5acto
noncsoati he ar&e. or unusual geOgraphy
nitOf thesecIttsn. i nary atl
The adopton o
portatr because many osthe areas, WulC
tr curetll
nosQualiy sorasstsancduf
tea. Futthet the Bureau of Heaith Cae
DelrmeryatdAssistance wlluselthetoronter
concept Us a nvsims, the regulaions gonemring Medcatly Undetrerwnd Area.
The Natroatl Rural Health Cam.Arsoiaort has adopted a resolution acknoorc
edgmg frontier areas and will encourage
reeamtrchonhealih status.seruictrtceldeyrnay
and special requirrnents of these areas
The Amerrican Public Health Aasoclrionn

on frommtrer
a resolutrort
e]ois
rnsang
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH a HUMAN SERVICES

Memorandum
Date:

April 27, 1990

From:

Director, DHSD, Region V-II

Subject

Request to Review BHCDA Frontier Health Policy Issues

To:

Director, DPCS

so
R

IAI

Noting the upcoming May 16-19, 1990 NRHA meeting in New
Orleans, it occurred to me that this might also be a good time
to review BHCDA's posture toward the smallest and most
isolated segment of the C/MHC community often referred to as
"frontier" areas. While we can generally pat ourselves on our
collective back for the overall success of the centralized
administration of the C/MHC program based on the twin goals of
"consistency" and "equity", it appears that this process may
also be placing hurdles in the-path of many smaller projects
that do not have the resources, expertise, "critical mass"
etc. to successfully compete with their larger C/MHC cousins.
As T'm sure you recall, prior to the centralization movement,
several western Regional Offices attempted to surface a
variety of issues relevant to the unique circumstances of
these projects which in turn led to a succession of meetings,
Important key events which
position papers, and guidances.
occurred during this period of transition are summarized
below:
1. Region VIII co-sponsors major Frontier Medicine
meeting in Denver during the week of January 30, 1985
(Attachment A).
2. Region VII helps draft BHCDA Frontier RGM May 9, 1986
(Attachment B).
3. BHCDA issues Primary Care Activities in Frontier Areas
RPG 86-10 June 10, 1986 (Attachment C).
4. BHCDA issues "Rural Consortia" guidance to promote
economies of scale, cooperative agreements, etc. in rural
areas through consolidation strategies between 1985 1987 (Attachment D).
5. Section 330 (42 U.S.C. 254c) statute is amended August
10, 1988 requiring BHCDA to give "special consideration
to the unique needs of frontier areas" (Attachment E).
6. NRHA "Frontier Study Group" drafts a preliminary
analysis and recommendations for BHCDA with respect to
structural characteristics and BCRR indicators February
8, 1989 (Attachment F).
7. BHCDA provides special funding to NRRA "Four Corners
Project" to enhance R&R activities in frontier areas of
Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, and Arizcna via FY- 89 CA
awards (Attachment G).
8. Region VIII conducts special study of frontier project
BCRR data looking at 1987-1989 indicator trends that are
inhibiting full compliance with financial performance
criteria on BHCDA CEC during March 1990 (Attachment H).
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Despite all the meetings and words that have been written over
t.he;ast five years on this subject, it does nct appear that
the findings and recommendations made by these groups have
been included in our centralized evaluation process. As a
result, many of this Region's frontier projects feel they are
being placed at an unfair disadvantage by the system (at best)
and covertly being targeted for phase-out (at worst).
Although I have no hard data, I suspect that there may be
similar concerns regarding small projects in other western
regions. Clearly, the potential loss of access sites for a
rural region such as Region VIII could be great unless we find
a better way to assist frontier (as well as migrant voucher)
projects to cope with the changes that have occurred as a
result of our attempts to treat everyone in an "equal" as
opposed to "equitable" and consistent manner.
Our projects
are not "equal" in terms of resources or circumstances.
Equitable treatment may, indeed, vary among projects, as the
particular situation is considered.
In discussing this issue with knowledgable people at both the
community and state levels, there seems to be a growing
consensus that perhaps there isn't so much "wrong" with these
small projects as
with the manner in which federal
expectations are currently being applied. Alternatively, it
has been frequently suggested that BHCDA can and should modify
some of its criteria (as it is applied to frontier sites) in
order to accommodate local circumstances and limitations,
rather than assuming everyone is a cloned, urban/large rural
CHC staff model.
The following illustrate some of the
questions that have been raised:
ISSUE:

1. Governance: Small projects in large remote
areas sometimes find it difficult to gather a
quorum to conduct business.

SUGGESTION:

Alternate ways of meeting the statutory
be
should
meeting
requirement
monthly
e.g., quarterly board meetings
considered,
with conferenace calls during the intervening
consistent with
months.
Perhaps waivers,
member
the
minimum
9
Regulations,
of
requirement should be considered in frontier
areas where it is difficult to get people
together on a regular monthly basis.

ISSUE:

2. Fiscal ExDectations: Expectation that all
projects must meet the charge to reimbursable
cost indicator at the 90% level.

SUGGESTION:

This is an area that Region VIII staff have
Regional
reviewing along with our
been
Association.
We have not been able to
and
the
a
careful
analysis,
complete
"opinions" are varied on this issue. However,
the reality of higher than average fixed costs
in a smaller operation coupled with lower
utilization is an issue which should not be
ignored.
While the 60% figure suggested in
NRHA Study Group's analysis may be too low,
the fact that less than half of this Region's
frontier projects have ever met this indicator
(without shifting costs from the reimbursable
costs
centers)
non-reimbursable
to
the
suggests
that the indicator may not be
appropriate to measure the performance of very
small projects. Perhaps we should take a look
a range of
if
at this problem to see
acceptability based on fixed costs might be
more appropriate.

ISSUE:

3. Clinical Exectations:
While everyone is
obviously in favor of high quality health
current and certainly revised BHCDA
care,
expectations call for a multitude of clinical
evaluations, including the project's health
three
all lifecycles,
plan
across
care
(documented) peer review audits, plus
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semi-annual audits of at least 50 charts for
patients in the pediatric, adolescent, adult,
and geriatric lifecycles.
The impact of
performing
(and
documenting)
all
these
evaluations (in addition to conducting annual
health status needs assessments, developing
health care plans, maintaining POMR records
(not to mention time for actually treating
patients) is often overwhelming for small,
solo-provider sites.
SUGGESTION:

Allcwances must be provided for smaller
projects that do not have 50 or even 20
pat:ents tn the particular catagory.
Given
our current "checklist" mentality, projects
which have not reviewed 20 charts are marked
down, regardless of the fact that 20 patient
charts may not exist.
The new performance
measures will exercerbate the problem.
The
reporting format and the checklists should be
modified to insure that reviewers understand
that using common sense is OK.
We also
suggest that as an activity or measure is
added,
we
carefully
review
current
requirements to see if any can be dropped off.
Cutting some slack, I believe is the term.

ISSUE:

4. Productivitv:
Clearly, the minimum annual
4200 off-site encounters per provider fTE
expectation (or alternate 1200 - 1500 user
standard) is quite reasonable for larger
projects under most normal circumstances.
However, frontier sites frequently do not have
either the critical mass of patients or luxury
of
"unbundling"
services
through
multiple-visit scheduling to meet the standard
without resorting to manipulation of FTE data
on the BCRR.

SUGGESTION:

The NRHA Study Group suggests the existing
productivity expectation either be reduced or
alternatively that a different mechanism. be
employed by BHCDA to measure productivity (eg.
RVS, service time per patient, etc.). Perhaps
this should be explored further.

ISSUE:

5.
Service
Area
Pooulation
v.
User
Ponulation:
Current
BHCDA
"Program
Priortties" require projects to demonstrate
that their proportion of users with incomes
below the poverty level equal or exceed the
propor-ion of service area population under
poverty. Many feel this expectation is both
unrealistic and unnecessary in frontier areas
(or other areas as well) where the project
generally serves a broad cross-section of
users who are for the most part the same
people as the service area population, thus
precluding
a
significant,
measurable
difference in poverty levels.

SUGGESTION:

application of
Again, some flexibility in
scoring criteria is needed which enables a
reviewer to ignore a NO answer in a situation
such as the one described above.
If you are
the only show in the area, everybody will
come, and poverty level becomes less of an
issue.
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ISSUE:

BHCDA program
6. Evenino/week-end sessions:
priorities call for regular weekly evening or
weekend "sessions " of at least three hours.
While the intent of this expectation is
certainly laudable (eg. to accommodate patient
convenience), there is often little or no
"demand" for this kind of routine scheduling
in frontier areas. Rather the major concern
is the availability of unscheduled, emergency
services during periods when the center is
closed.

SUGGESTION:

Revise the expectations to allow for the
frontier practice instead of
reality of
holding centers accountable for standards that
do not reflect the character or setting of the
Again, our allegance to a Yes-No
practice.
approach does a diservice to those projects
where the correct answer may be NO-HUT.
Judgement must be allowed.

While other problems and proposed solutions could be cited
here, I hope the point has been made that there remains a
need to continue refining our expectations in a way that
reflects greater sensitivity to the realities of frontier
Despite the relatively small numbers of users,
practice.
particularly those who fall into BHCDA's "special population"
priorities, it would indeed be a shame to preclude many
frontier sites from competing on a playing field that in some
respects is tilted in favor of multi-provider delivery systems
One of the most serious problems we
in a larger setting.
encounter in rural/frontier areas is the constant battle to
simply maintain access to care for persons living in these
areas. We feel it is essential to minimize exceptions to the
application of "consistent" expectations across the board.
However, the goal of "equity" suggests that some exceptions
are justified so long as we remain committed to a frontier
health strategy, and that we therefore should adapt our
expectations accordingly.
The staff in Region VI-I stand ready to work with you, the
associations, the Of fice of Rural Health Policy, and whoever
else is interested in these issues. If you have questions or
comments, please give me a call.

Barbara E. Bailey
Attachments
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F RO NT I E R

ME E T I N G

M E D I C ItE

MINUTES
January 30,

Denver,

1985

Colorado

The Frontier Medicine Meeting was co-sponsored by Public Health
Service Regions VII and VIII in Denver. Colorado.January 30. 1985 at
Participants included Central Office Staff,
the Regional Office.
Regional Office Staff from VI, VII, VIII, IX and X. and representatives of federal and state funded primary care delivery sites.
The purpose of the meeting, as stared in
by Mr. Y. B. Rhee,

the invitation extended

Regional Health Administrator.

Region VII, was

to bring together those individuals who are most interested in and
concerned with health care delivery problems unique to "Frontier"
areas and to draw from that group a concensus on what those problems
are and suggested approaches co solving them.
Welcome and introductions
Health Administrator.

ere made by Dr. Audrey Nora, Regional

Region VIII.

Mr. Rhee re-stated the purpose

and anticipated outcome of the meeting and then tuned the morning
session over to Mr. Larry Jecer.
Mr. Jeter reviewed the newspaper article from the Omaha World
by Professor Frank J. Popper of Rutgers University which

Herald,

discussed the Frontier, its resources and survival. The concepts
discussed in the article and additional materials of Professor
The following key points
Popper, were shared with the participants.
were made by Mr.

loter:

*

The federal gcversmen: was the initiating and responsible
body for the exploration and development of the frontier.

*

There is a generalized perception that the frontier no longer
exists, or if it dues, it is to such a limited extent as co
be of minimal significance.

This has resulted in a dichotomous

view of American territory as being either rural or urban.
*

In fact, nearly 251 of American territory has fewer than two
persons per square mile, nearly all of which is west of the 98th
the traditional boundary of the arid west. The contemporary definition of frontier used by the Census Bureau is six
people per square mile which nets 45i of the land area of the
meridian,

United States as frontier.
e

BHCDAsupport for primary care services into the frontier in
the form of RHI grants and rural consortia are nor typically
available for lack of "critical mass". NHSC obligees who have
been recruited into the frontier appear to have typically served
their comittnenc and returned co an urban sectt;g.
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*

The few federally supported providers and private pracricioners
are experiencing dramatically increased financial risk in the
frontier areas which have extremely fragile, single source
economies.

*

Traditionally public and private sector support systems to the
frontier providers are very costly or non-exiscent.

From his cxperience it administering numerous frontier provider
systems in various locations, Mr. Jeter feels chat there must be some
networking approark es rhac could mee some of the need.
His ideas to
date, shared in cczrespondence with the PHS Region VII office, were
reliewed.
He expressed his genuine concern that something needs co be
done to prevent the comrlete loss of health care in the frontier regions
and that a forum such as chis may generate strategies for experimenting.
GROP DISCUSSION

A cluster of three clinics each within 25 miles of the other
Weekend coverage and other shared arrangements were
in place to ease the demand on the individual providers.
This
was highlighted.

appeared co the group to be a logical "rural consortia", but not
typical of the service patterns in the frontier where providers
may be separated by up co 150 miles.
However, even within this
three clinic network, the providers experienced a great deal of
professional isolationism.
Their continuing medical education is
accomplished through the mail.
The joint county program of Nevada's primary care consortium.
reflected a delivery system that has
emerged in the frontier.
Eight clinics provide services with physician
covering 44,000 square miles.

assistants who receive one day per week of onsice supervision.
Physician recruitment, locum tenens, CMetc. are continuing problems
experienced with no inexpensive solution.
Discussion suggested that
this vehicle has some potential for self-sufficiency.
A provider from Texas pointed out that there are probably "levels"
An analysis of the frontier territory should

of frontier territory.

~I

include distances between providers and the nearest medical--facility;
well as the two or six peopleper square mile.
In closing, providers
coming to the frontier were told to expect brackish water, high utilities
and no twenty four hour coverage.
None of the frontier participants had received support or
assistance from state or local professional associations, such as
the American Medical Association, American Dental Association or
American Hospital Association.
Those who had explored potential
available resources from these or comparable resources encountered
prohibitive consultation costs.
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Should a vehicle emerge co support frontier areas,

pointed out that it should not become duplicative of respective
state primary care associations or the National Rural Primary Care
Association.

Mr. Jeter drew an additional distinction between these

associations and the vehicle he envisioned: it would not be an
consulting services.

hands-on

but a service oriented vehicle,

advocacy organization,

Extensive consultation could also be acquired

through a 1-800 telephone number.
One participant felt a "network" of all federal and non-federal health
care providers was felt

to be a potential "horror".

It was suggested

that perhaps state prisary care associations in the frontier could be
directed towards some of the concerns lifted; these Associations
are in a position co provide some support to providers.

Networking

of autonomous health centers would require educacing local Boards who
view the centers as theirs.
The Arizona Primary Care Association was formed around the mission
"f self-help and mutual assistance versus advocacy.

Technical

assistance and consultation is provided by State Association staff
as well as organization members in
managed by Merle Zerkle.

These efforts are

the field.

Executive Director,

and Beth Bladen. Field

Coordinator.
Current efforts in

southeastern Colorado are underway to

consolidate hospital services and expand ambulatory rare services via
a network of six communities in four counties.

Most likely there

will be a reduction in

if

the number of hospitals,

the communities

opt for the proposal, with the development of regional hospitals
end greater availability of ambulatory services within each ceounity.
Oe

motivator is the local bed loss to distant urban areas

each hospital

is experiencing because the community views the local hospital as
lacking high-technology diagnosis and treatmenc capabilities. The
financial drain on the respective communities to each support a
community hospital has brought them together. much the way school
consolidation was initiated 20 years ago.

Essentially any movement

on this joint effort was suggested to have been from the perspective
of developing a viable economic base.
consolidation.
it

in this case resulting in

Should there emerge some frontier support vehicle,

should consider territory or territories suggested by economic

bases.

Surveys suggested that as much as 50X o} the primary, secondary and
tertiary health care in
four county area.

soucheast Colorado was being sought outside that

Some daca suggests that the care obtained tended

to be for longer (more expensive)
locally.

hospital stays than when obtained
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Discussion of assessing all available resources in the froncier
The National Association of Flying

area emerged as a key task.

Physicians was lifted up as one of probably many unusual frontier
It was also suggesced that the experience of
oriented resources.
other counties providing frontier medicine should be researched,
doc-in-a-box-on-wheuls" approaches
as well as the Winnebago
in the USA.
The involvement or support of BECDA for thu development or
uaintenance of this frontier vehicle, suggested one 1 articipant.
Support or investment could come
should be minial or none at all.
from each frontier representative present at the meeting.
State primary care associations, many of which are organizationally
very young, lack the resources as well as scope co adequately
provide the support suggested by today's discussion of need in the
frontier areas.
Following lunch the faciliator s5Umarized
1)

a
There appears co be the need for some type of resources providing
health
tertiary
and
secondary
primary,
among
nectork
medicine
frontier
providers.

2)

the morning;s discussion:

institutions,

associations. etc.

Some services which may be provided by a frontier medicine
network are:

a)

Low cost technical assistance program co provide for
hends-on maintenance and development of exiscing practices
and facilities. i.e. (1) assistance with formation of linkages
with other facilities and providers. (2) restructuring of
current organizations co improve effectiveness and efficience.
(3) provide assistance in all aspects of practice management
and marketing.

b)

Centralized assistance in the recruitment. establishment
and retention of medical professionals for these isolated
frontier areas. i.e. a recruitment and placement service.

c)

assistance co providers and facilities on the evaluation and
x-ray equipment.
xe
purchase of large-ticket items. i
computer systems.

d)

etc.

developmert of a locUn cenens program to provide. (at a
rational cost). relief for physicians. or other medical
providers,

so they may pursue continuing education opportunities.

or take a vacation.

e)

etc.

In general a place for the isolated rural medical provider
or manager to turn when questions or problems arise conceflifg
their practice or facilities (an 800 phone number).

34-175 0 - 90 - 6
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f)

Development of resources for the general improvement of the
conditions which exist in the provision of health care services
in isolated rural areas.

g)

Development of services and programs to meet the expressed needs
of frontier providers and facilities.

h)

Revenue enhancement efforts of currently practicing providers.

i)

Joint marketing efforts (skills to do so).

j)

Identification of current resources within the geographic area:
AIEC,

3)

state associations,

professional associations, etc.

The geographic scope of such a network for such a frontier medicine
network should be a comparatively small, clearly defined area.

This

would permit incubation of the concept and some trial-and-error
experience to be accumulated.

Some type of business patterns or

shared economic base may suggest the territory to be included in the
geographic scope.

The makeup could be multi-county,

multi-state,

cross

DHH5 Regions or any combination thereof.
The summary coonents appeared to restace and satisfy most participants
perception of the day's discussion.

The floor was then opened for

strategies to approach the above effort.
A task force of a smaller number was suggested as a vehicle to carry
on exploratory discussions, given the difficulty of re-convening-d
the productivity of such a large group as assembled for this forum.
Voluntary efforts of those represented in this large forua

were

considered as a way to clarify and research the ideas proposed.
Such efforts would include at a minimum the identification of all
health resources in the targeted area and a survey of their present
needs and perceptions of how a frontier medicine network night
support them.
The geographic

scope initially selected could serve as a model or

pilot for Che development of comparable frontier medicine networks,
given the development of a single frontier medicine network as impractical.
The large multi-region forum convened today could serve as an ongoing body,
collectively and independently sharing information and innovations among
themselves and with the task force.

Participants felt a re-convening

of Chis large forum would be informative and productive in one year to
review and efforts initiated and those in
Prior to adjournment,

place presently.

a PES representative from each Region was asked for

sore indication of what they would like to do now:
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would like co participate

Region X:

on the Task Force and

share the c:ncencs of today's meeting with their
Regional office staff.
would like to participate on the Task Force and

Region IX:

share the concepts of today's meeting with their
Regional office staff.
currently cte individual states are working on

Region VI:

this problem and not sure at this time how a
frontier medicine vehicle would assist them.

Region VII and
VIllI:

very commicted to the exploration of the feasibility
of such a network and willing to consider joint
efforts.

TASK FORCE MEETING
Audrey Nora

Barbara Mendrey

Y. B. Rhee

Amanda Ciccarelli

Lou Templecon

Marlene Sarlo

Barbara Bailey

Larry Jeter

Ray Auker

Jeff Bauer

Bill Marshfield

Howard Lipschultz

Nathan Van Eck

Bill Card. Acting Chairperson

Each RhA reafftrmed

their coamicttent to exploring the feasibility of a

frontier medicine network on a pilot basis in a geographically limited area.
An area suggested was western Kansas. western Nebraska. eastern
Colorado.

South and North Dakota.

Following a review of the forum's proceedings,

some assistance may be

available to support a three to four month research effort co
conceptualize a pilot feasibility study of the joint Region VII and
VIII areas.

If such a proposal can be drafted,

the review and comment

of this Task Force would be encouraged and to some extent supported by
respective PhS Regional offices.
Additional comments to the preceedings should be directed to the
acting chairperson,

who will keep Task Force members periodically

informed of progress on che frontier medicine network concept.

PROPOSAL TO INITT'IATE PLANNINC AND FEASA3ILI1.

ASSESSMENT

FOR A FRONTIER MEDICINE NETWORK

PROBLEMSTATLttENT
* Public and private healch care providers

in the frontier area are

experiencing increasing financial risk in deteriorating local
economies usually dependent upon a single industry.
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I

The geographic distance between providers heightens their sense of
professional isolation,

exacerbated by the continuing high technology

medical advances and these providers'

lack of access to tertiary

facilities for exposure to these advances.

* Similar providers and health resource

facilities in the frontier

presence and the potential for

area are unaware of each others'

networking to enchance their individual situations.

PROPOSED SOLUTION
During the course of this four to six month preplanning effort,
staff will review available data and target marker profiles of a
selected frontier area,

in consultation with frontier medicine Task

Force members,

a

refined conceptualization

address 'nrique

frontier nedci-!-

i4*'!i*

of various approaches to

'All be davelcned.

METHODOLOGY
From within the frontier territory,

a clearly defined geographic

area will be selected for the piloting of a network.

Upon agreement of

the Regional Health Administrators of Region VII and VIII and consulatation
with the Task Force members,

the targeted market will be profiled.

These

latter effortswillbe to document the specific obstacles to health care in
this frontier market,

potential recipients and resources.

~

i~~~~~~~~~~

February 19.

MIrs.

~

~~~~~~~~

'.'-..-

1985

Lou Templeton

1,-artmeet of Hmalch L Hunzn Scr:'ces.
Federal BuildinC - 5th Floor
601 Eas: 12th Screec
Kansas City. MO 64106

Region VII

Dear Mrs. Templeton:
As discussed with you by phone on February 15th. the following is a descr:p:ion of
the act:vities I would pursue and the methodology I would use in the piannmi; and
development phase (i.e. a three month period from approximately Marcn 1. 1955 co
May 31. 1985) for the establishment of an organization which would provide .. nagesent support services to target area medical providers and facilities
First 15-18 working days (March):
(1)

Secure appropriate maps of target areas and specify exact counties
where services will be offered.
Work with staff persons from ? .9..
Regions VII and VIII in making final determinations on the specific
counties where services will be offered.

(2)

Gather-ill available- daraon existing medical facilitiesand-prou4detSr;r
location of lITA areas, ecc. in the target areas.
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(3)

.eec wit'h key health planning personnel from the State Health Departments
and/or Health Systems Agencies serving the target areas to gather as mutt.
detailed information as possible regarding the medical facilities, providers, and current conditions and status of health services in the
target areas.

Second 15-18 working days (April):
(1)

Assemble above data into a descripcive analysis of the status of health
care. providers, and facilities in the target area.

(2)

Draft a working document to be used by P.H.S. staff members, consultant
from Community Health Management Corp.. and other interested parties
to gather input and comments for a final document.

Last 15-18 working days (May):
(1)

With the assistance of consultants from CHMC. prepare final document
which would include: precise definition of target area, a description
of currentrconditiens n :.srge- area, definition of support services
to be provided bh Frost er
Medical Manaremest Assistance Organization.
and methods to bn ased
tthe establishment
of the support organization.

(2)

Submit final docsent to appropriace PH.S. officials.

In general, the medical manage-nt support organization would potentially provide
the types of services listen on pages six and seven of the document presented by
Mr. Bill Card, summarizing the neetlngs in Denver on January 29-30. 1985.
Exactly how the services vill be delivered to medical providers and facilities will
meore clearly defined as a result of the development and planning phase.
Please do not hesitace to contact me if

I say provide further Information on this

Sincerely yours.

Larry G. Jiner
Adminiscrator
LCJ/kjh
FRONTIER MEDICI:NE MEETING LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Cencral Office
*

Elsie Sullivan
Public Health Analyst
Parklawn Bldg. Room 7A-55
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville. MD 20857

Ration VI
a Mary Lou Lane
* Lois Solari
Public Health Service
Division Health Services Delivery
1200 Main Tower, Suite 1835
Dallas. TX 75202
(214) 767-3871
* Larry H. Hooper, M.D.
Dell City Clinic
P. 0. Box 167
Dell City. TX 79837
(915) 964-2860
a

Roger Owen
Dell City Clinic
P. 0. Box 167
Dell City, TX 79837
(916) 964-2860
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Reeion VTI
•

*

*

-

Y. B. Rhe
Regional Health Administrator
(816) 374-3291
Louansh Templeton
Program Management Consultant
(816) 374-5296
601 E. 12th Street
Kansas City, MO 64106
Larry Jeter
Administrator
Sandhills Clinic
P. 0. Box C
Mullen, NB 69152
(308) 546-2217

Region VIII
* Audrey Nora. 'M.
C.. MPH
Regional Health Administrator
(303) 844-6163
* Barbara Bailey,
Directior,
Division of Health Services Delivery
(303) 844-3203
* Stanley Mahoney
Chief. Program Operation Branch:
Montana. South Dakota. Utah
(303) 844- 3203
* Robert Heggie
Chief, Program Operation Branch:
Colorado, North Dakota, Wlyoming
(303) 844-3203
*

Joan Carter
Regional Progran Consultant
for Community Health Centers
(303) 844-3203

* David Weir
RPC Rural Health Initiative
(303) 844-3203
* Roland Carcia. Ph.D.
RPC Migrant Healch
(303) 844-3203
*

Ernest Ficco
Social Work Consultant

(303) 844-3203
* Alan Yamashita
Pharmacy Consultant
DHRS. Region VIII
1961 Stout Street
Denver, CO 80294
(303) 844-3203
* Marlene Sarlo
Project Director
Northwest South Dakota
Health Services Corp.
P. 0. Box 577
Faith, SD 57626
(605) 967-2644
a

Alan Strange
Yellowstone City/County Health Dept.
P. 0. Box 35033
Billings, '11 59101
(406) 246-2757
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* Barbara Hendrey
Medical Direccor
Wright's mesa Medical Service
Norvood. CO 81433
(303) 327-4233
a

Jeff C. Bauer
P. 0. Box 7
Hilrose, CO 30733
(303) 847-3725

Region rX
* Ray Auker.
Associate Director
Division of Health Services Delivery
Rom 359 Federal Bldg.
50 United Nations Plaza
San Francisco. CA 94102
(415) 556-6098
r

7uandarCiarellt.
Director
Central levada Rural Health Consortium
Box 225
Babbitt. NV 89415
(702) 945-3381

Region X

* Bill Marshman
Regional ?rogram Consultant
for Co-unity Health Centers
Arcade Plaza Bulding
1321 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101
(206) 442-0513
.

Coinunit,

Nathan Van Eck.
President.
Oregon Primary Care Association
Z State Health Planning
and Develooment Agency
3886 Beverly St ., .E.,
Suite 19
Sales OR 97305-i389
(503) 378-4684

Health Management Corsoracion

* William Card
Project Director
9933 N. Lawler, Suite 205
Skokie, IL 60077
* Howard Lipshulc:,
Region VIII Team Leader
245 Columbine Street,
1205
Denver. CO 30206
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FRONTIER MEDICINE MEETING
JANUARY 30,

1985

DENVER REGIONAL OFFICE
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
1961 Stouc Street
Conference Room 1083
Denver, Colorado

9:00.- 9:15 ...'WELCOME .........................
"Lone Ranger Day"

Audrey Nora,
RHA, Denver
Region VIII

9:15 - 9:30.... Introductions
Overview

Y. B. Rhee
RHA Region VII

9:30 -12:00 ....

12:00.1:30.-

and

Definicion of Frontier ..........
Areas, Statement of
Problem and Conceptualizing
Possible Solutions

1:30... .L

M.D.,

MPH

Larry Jecer
Administrator
Sandhills Clinics

U N C H....

2:30....Group Discussion ................

2:30 - 3:30.... Development of Action ...........
Plan.
3:30.-4:00.....Summarizacion/Wrap-up .Bill

William F. Card
Group Facilitator
Community Health
Management Corporation
Larry Jeter

Card

Counties with less then 6 parsons per square miles

X-'-ieu :I'.

I
I.

;i

%1'11,*

d't

I'

:1 ji
,I
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FRONTIER HEALTH CAREISSUES
Frontier areas are those that have a population density of less than 6 persons per sduare mile.
Using
this As A standard 451 of the United States land area is frontier
Frontier counties are primarily
located west of the Mississippi River. Basedupon the 198 Census and on square miles in each county.
the percenuge of the state that is frontier is shwn: Alaska 98S Arizona 42*, California I7S. Colorado
55S. Idaho 621, Lansas 29S, Monuna 811, Nebraska 471. Mevada841, NM Mexico SA2, North Dakota 615,
Oregon 5OS, South Dakota 651. Texas 30S, Utah 83S. ashington 20S. iyoming 83S. As these states
lack the
ecowaic And political muscle of the east and west coast states, their problans tend to be ignored.
Nost of the national Policies, especially those of the Cepartment of Health and Iurun Services,
exaceroate the very problemsuthey are supposed to alleviate. This is because frontier conditions
are
different than rural and urban for other parts of the United States. A single set of program guidelines
nd standards is too rigid for the variety of conditions to be addressed.
The frontier areas have a fragile, usually single Industry. economic base. Planning for health
services
uJst be tied closely to the ecoanic development plans of the areas in order to be successful.
wealth care services are sparse with hare health aides and volunteer emergency medical technicians
being
the primary care providers in many instances. Often even these do not exist. These areas generally
veet
the federal definitions of *medically underserved and maeppr shortage areas.'
The hospitals are smdll usually less than 50 beds and are very vulnerable to economic cycles and
stuff
shortages. Nationally about 220 hospitals are *Frontier ibspitals and most are sole providers.
Many
have long term care or swing beds. These facilities are generally ovned by a nonprofit organization
or
local govermnrent.
Reimoursent policies often have unintended negative consequences upon these facilities. According
to
ProPac, the hospitals under 50 beds are the ones mest severely impacted with ORG reimbursarent rates.
The reinbursement rates usually do not allaw for higher than average costs due to distance and
rnrnteness. Most facilities in frontier areas have higher costs for utilities, supplies. food
and labor,
than Co facilities in rural or urban areas.
Frontier areas have largenumbersof elderly with many health prrolems. Many of the individuals
are
uninsured or unOerinsured for health care. At leastthree studies indicate that individuals who
live in
these areas have orer health status than those in the rural and urbanareas.
Mortality data indicate that the frontier areas have a higher rate of orking years of life lost
than do
the rural or urban areas for the following leading cause of death: motor vehicle accidents, diseases
of
early infancy, nonroetor veiicle accidents, heart disease and stroke. Suicide is increasing
rapidly in
frontier areas.

CONTACTS
LOCAL

UTAHOEPARTME~N
OF HEALTH
Bureau of Planning A Policy
P.O. Box 16700
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116-0700

NATIOtAL

NATIONAL
RURAL
HEALTHASSOCATIN
301 East Armour Blvd.. Suite 420
ansasCity, Missouri 64111
Telephone 816-756-3140
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DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF SERVICE SETTINGS
PARAMETER

FRONTIER

RURAL

LRBAN

Population
Density

Less than 6/per sq mile

More than 6, but
less than 100/sq
mile

More than 100/
square mile

Driving time

60 minutes or severe
geographic & climatic
conditions, especially
seasonal

30 minutes

less than 30
minutes

Staffing

Practitioner teams,
mid-level practitioners

Generalist, usually
a physician with
possible assistance
from mid-level
practitioners

Gate Keepers
and specialty
teams

Scale

Pair, solo, or

Small grouo

intermittent

practice

Large gcouo
practice

Hospital

25 beos or less, or
no hospital

Small 25-100 beds
may have swing beds

Large, usually
100 or more
beos/facility
or satellite

Tecnncio;y

Low level of tecnnoiogy,
difficult access

Medium level of
tecnnology, easy
to moderate access

High level of
technology,
easy access

Skill .anoe
of provider

Extreme generalist,
infrequent specialist
consultation

Generalist with
distinctions,
specialist
consultation

Specialist

Intensity of
practice

Hign standby capacity

Moderate
utilization

High
utilization

Personal group
relationships,
self-reliant,
interdependency,
accepts help
reluntantly

Individual
anonymity,
accepts helD
readily, greater
dependency

Social
Personal relationsnios,
Oroanization self-reliant, resists
seeking help
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Frontier dream - Regional Guidance Memorandum

Regional Health Administrators,
Regions I-X

PHS

En the course of implementing the Rural Strategy of the Bureau of Health Care
Delivery and Assistance, it has become apparent that it
is difficult
to
.nalyce some number of existing grantees and freestanding National Health
Service Corps INHSC) sites, as well as some areas being considered for
capacity expansion, using the same criteria as that used to review rural
-omnIuncites. These grantees/'sites/areas are generally characterized as havin
a relatively small population base spread over a considerable geographic
area.
This distinction is important, because the manner in which services ar
nelivered in these areas which have come to be referred to as "frontier"
,aries rrom rural areas having greater Population density'he Purpose of this memorandum is to:
(1) define frontier areas, (2)
establgsn eligibility
criteria for RHCDA support, 13i) ienv:fy
for
funding new or continuation applications in frontier areas, and Priorities
(4) establish
a t~meline for implementing this policy.
It should be noted that any activit
related to support for frontier areas must be consistent with the State-basec
Planning efforts on-going in each state and must involve the Partic:pation
of
zoth the State Health Department the State Primary Care Assocuation to assure
:oordivatIon of all available resources.
eOtDitLirD:
-or the purpose of this guidance,
oltlows:

a "frontier" area shall be defined as

Frontier areas are those areas located throughout the country which are
characterited ty a small population base (generally 6 Persons per square
mile or fewer) which is spread over a considerable geograpnic area where
the forces of topography, water and resource distribution, large federal
land holdings, and tribal reservations mitigate against the uniform
distribution of population.
The Primary economic base for these areas is
either agriculture, mining, or forestry.
ElioijI21 tS-n±±ecla:
To be eligible for SHCDA support as a "frontier" area,
must be met:
o

o
o

the following criteria

Service Area:
a rational area in the frontier will have at least 500
residents within a 2' mile radius of the health services delivery
site. Most areas will have between 500-3,000 residents and cover
large geographic areas.
Popuiation Density:
the service area will have six or fewer persons
Per sQuare mile.
Distance:
the service area will be sucn that the distance from
location within the service area to the next level of care will be
more than AS miles and the average travel time more than 60 minutes.
Geogravnxc and/or climato cnnditions, which may be seasonal, that
affect reasonable access to the next level of care may be factored
into this estimate.

Programs serving or sroeo-nxg to serve frontier areas must meet the legal ano
regulatory expectations of all
Community Health Centers (CHC) Programs)
nowever, because of the special nature of frontier areas, the manner in which
these expectations are met may differ.
All frontier area programs will be
assessed to assure that they address the following:
1.

2elatiY2odgnaandccwcM±vo:
the determination of the relative neec
for services will
be based on a consideration of the following:
o

Ecovomc
factors affecttng the population's access to health
services, with emphasis on percentage below poverty, unemployment
and extent of health insurance coverage.
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o
o

Available health resources in relation to the size of the area anc
its population.
OemograPhic factors affecting the population's need and demand for
health services including such factors as seasonal unemployment
and/or seasonal variations in population due to proximity to
recreational areas.

E.

Program services need to be provided in a mann.
-ttdmt.sAedyleme1:
Activities in frontier
appropriate to the needs of the service area.
areas should build upon systems of care which are based in or linkeo
An effort snould be made to
to existing programs whenever Possible.
-A priority of resource ise the strengths of existing CHCts.
investment In frontier areas will be to stabilize eiisting systems or
entities.
public
as
well
as
Private
appropriate,
where
care including
An essential component of the systems development must be the ability
to provide for hospitalization.

3.

Clioicatozstcm

4.

frontier sites must, through staff and supporting
resources, or through contracts or cooperative agreements with other
Puolic or private entities, provide primary health care services that
Essential
are available, accessible and assure continuity of care.
primary health care services must include physicians or mid-level
practitioners who Provide diagnosis and treatment, Preventive health
Provision must be made for
service.s, and emergency vedical services.
lab, x-ray, and pharmacy services, if not available on site.
frontier applicants must be governed by a board that
Goyannance:
meets all CHC criterxa to assure user Involvement In the Planning,
Systems of care such as
directing, and allocating of resources.
criteria or networks covering large geographic areas must make
additional provision for community Participation.

£.Z_1Ccm32mo2mafloo
jinm1DetM
For the remainder of Fiscal Year 1986 the following activities are necessary:

Enc.tioo..Scranzces:
* utilizing the criteria of this memorandum, regional offices will
existing grantees in frontier areas by nay 9, 1986.
identify all
a review of all existing frontier grantees will be completed by
regional offices and submitted to Central Office as soon as possible
summarize the fiv
This review sill
but no later than July 1, 1996.
factors of the ZBA Process which are examined in the review of any
for
provision
the
on
emphasis
special
health center with
hospitalization and backup services.
Central Office review of frontier Programs will be completed and
decisions for continuation funding in sequence with Project's
anniversary dates will be finali:ed as soon as possible but no late
than August 1. 1986.

As Part of the Rural Strategy, a limited number of frontier areas may be
identified for primary care capacity etpansson or consortia development
In Fiscal Year 1986, resources will generally be allocated
activities.
for Planning and developmental activities.
Consistent with the EodocraL.Emmsiste: notice of February 29, 1986,
proposals for new activities in frontier areas will be due in the regiona
Regional offices will submit by July 1, 1986,
offices by June 1, 1986.
for each ProJect a 2-3 page summary of their review which incluoes:
according to the definitions, a description
documentation of eligibility
of the proposed activities, and a determination of the priority for
Final decisions On the
funding using the criteria in this memorandum.
funding of capacity expansion and consortia development proposals will be
agreed to by the regional and Central Offices no later than August 15,
1986.
Direct questions and comments regarding this memorandum to Mr. Siegel Young,
Branch Chief, Rural Health Branch, DPCS. Mr. Young's telephone number is
443-2220.
Vince L. Hutchins, M0D.
Prepared by:RHCOA/DPCS/RH/Horowitz:efm/4/2/86
Revised by:SHCDA/OPCS/Rohrer:efm/4/17/86
Doc. id 16S6d
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0.

Description of services
Each Frontier Health Center will describe the services they Provide.
This will be developed for eacn area of the scope of services.
The
description shall include:
o
o
o
o

type of service
how provided (direct, contract, MOU)
who provides the service
location of the service (on-site, Public health office,
contract physician, etc.)
If on site:, distance and travel time from the health center
reimbursement mechanism
referral system which describes a system for
followup and assurance of continuity of care
In addition, the project will describe its Plan for capacity building ar
systems development/

E.

Funding Criteria

The unique environment of the Frontier Health Center requires adaptaticr
of the funding criteria.
Governance - Depending on the site of the frontier service area and
the extent of Primary care services, a Frontier Health
Center may need a waiver on the number of members of tt
Governing Board.
Five members shall be the minimum
number acceptable and all other requirements of
governance will remain the same.
Clinical

-

Frontier Health Centers will have a community-specific
clinical arrangement that best meets the needs of the
community while accommodating to the realities of the
small Population and geographic isolation. Many FHC's
will not be able to offer a specialty mix of providers
on-site.
Contractual care and MOU's will occur more
frequently :n the frontier.
Clinical practice Policies will in writing state the
center's hours of operation, provision for after-hours
coverage, and arrangements for the care of hospitalizec
Patients.

A quality assurance Program which provides a health cai
plan, a clinical information system, a Periodic
assessment, and compliance with BHCDA clinical
indicators will be required.
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Need/Demand

-

a.
b.
c.
d.

definition of the service area
description of the Patient Population
analysis of the demand for Primary care services
a description of the resources in the service area
and the contiguous areas
e. identification of any special health status needs
Financial management - There is no exception to the financial management
criteria for FHC's.
Administration - FHC's with fewer than 2.0 FTE medical Providers should
not have a full-time Project director.
In many cases,
the provider will also fulfill the administrative
functions.
Because of small size, administrative
overhead may exceed 16/. of the health care cost.
BCRR -

All Frontier Health Center's should attempt to meet all
BCRR indicators.
Many will be able to do this with
little difficulty.
A waiver mechanism can be
implemented by center's who can not comply with the
indicators.
Justification for a waiver should document
specific reasons for the inability to comply.
Experience will provide more information on what areas
will be most difficult to comply with. The number of
encounters/provider may be the hardest to fulfill. The
provision of emergency coverage and the amount of time
spent in emergency management is not adequately
reflected by the number of encounters.

Carol Horowitz
Doc. id

1656d

-
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To

Regioral Health Administrators, PhS
Regions l-E

-

Director

IS the course of implemes.:og the Rural Strategy of the Bureau of Health
Care Delivery and Assistance (BRCODA),
it has become apparent that it is
difficult to aralyoe some number of eoisting granrees and freestaodiog
Nartonal Health Service Corps (NESC) sites, as well as some areas being
considerea for capacop en.ansion, using the same criteria as chat sed
to r-enw rural areas to gee'ral. These grancees/sites/areas are
generally cnaraccercsed as haviog a relatively small popolarlon base
s.rea. over a considerasie geographic area. This distioctolo is
inporctat, hecause the manner oawhich services are delivered io these
areas woichhave come to be referred to as 'frocier," varces from rural
areas ha-icg greater population density.
The purpose of this nemorandu- is to: (1) def'=e frontier areas, (2)
establish eligibillty cr:teria for BTCDAsupport, (3) ider.ify priorities
ror fumdlngnew or constiuatiom aplicacloos is frorcier areas, and (4)
estanlish a tcleline far inplemeot:sg this policy. It should be noted
chat an-: activity related to support for frontier areas must be
consistent with the.State-oasnd planning efforts ongoing in eash State
and oust Involve thsetart-tnaclofn o the State Health Departne.c asd the
StotePr::ar-y
Core A.;snc:at:uc,
as ei as ocher asprasriaceStatebases
_gencets, : assure c.orcrat..n. us all av'ailaleresources.
Def i*z:ons:
For the purpose of this guidance, a "fronier" area shall be defined as
follows:
o

Froneter areas are those areas located throughout the country
which are characterised by a small population base (generally six
persons per square mile or fewer) which is spread over a
consideranle geographic area.

Eliaibill:v Criteria:
To be eligible for bECDAprimary care suppor
following criteria must be net:

as a "frontier

area, the

o

Service Area:
a ra-tomal area in the
500 resideots within a 25-nile radius
delivery site or within the rati.o.ally
Most areas will have bet-een 500-3,000
geographic areas.

o

Population Density: the service area sill have six or fewer
pere..s per square mile.

o

Distance: the service area will be soch that the distance from a
primary care del:very site within the service area to the nest
level of care will be more tha. 45 miles and/or the average travel
time more tha. 60 inutes. When defining the 'sent level of
care
we are referring to a facility sith 24-hnur emergency care,
with 21-hour capability to handle an emergency Casaream section or
a patient having a heart attack and some specialty mix to include
at a
nium onstetrics, pediatrics, internal medicine, and
anesthesia services.

frontier will have at least
of the health services
established trade area.
residentrs and cover large

Because of the unique nature oc frontier areas and the difficulty is
developing eligibility criterca which fit all cases there will he an
opportunity for organizations to justify any u.usual circsmscances which
may qualify then as frontier, for example, geography, enceptiomal economic
conditIons, or special healh needs.
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PrioritIes for Fundine
Programs serving or prorosing to serve frontier areas must meet the legal
and regulatory en.ecrartons of a11 Comnonity Health CeoCers (CdC)
programs; however, hetause of the special naure of frontier areas the
mannrer io which these enoectations are eat may differ. All frontier area
programs vill be .ssesoed to assure chat they address the following:
Relative demand for services: the determination of the relarive
meed :or servires will be based on a consideratiom of the
fol'iowig:

1.

o

Eormoric facors aifecttlg the populations access to health
services. with emphasis on per.e.cage below poverty.
smemployne.t, a. ex.tent of health insurance coverage.

o

Available health resources in relation co the size of the area
amd its populatIon

o

Serographic factors affecting the populations need and demand
for health services including soon factors as seasa.al
onemmloyem.t cod/or seasonal var:aIioos in populacion.

2.

Systems develooment: program services seed to be provided is a
Activities
maarct appropriate to the moods of the servire area
to frontierareas should build upom systems of tare unichare
As
possibl.
programs
.nemever
based in or linked to enistlog
A
erPocosnouid be eade to use. e sciengczs 00 e:st:ng CiC'.
priority of res..rce invescest :;s frontIerareas will he to
stabilize emisciog systems of care includlog, where approriate,
voche
Asn essenc:al compsneoc
private as won as puolic enthces
systemsdevelopment oust be the abili:y co arruogefor inpatient
services at the appropriate level of care, Inclemet eather will
he considered as a design factor for a progrumactlt resposse
rather than a reason for a year-round project.

3.

Clinical system: frontier sires ust, through staff and
supportrng resources, or through contracts or cooperative
agreements with other public or prIvate entItles provide prirary
health core servtces that are availale, accessihie and assure
cont:nuit7 of cure. :ssenc:al prImary health care services must
incluad porsictaes or oid-level pract:tdoners woo proviso
diagnosis and creament, prevesc:ve neath services, ad emergenc7
PrZmary care in these areas onould include the
medical services,
capabilityto stabilize patients for transport to more advanced
Provision must be made for lab, .--ay, and
levels of care.
pharmacy serices, if not available os sie.

4.

Governance: frontier applica:ts must be governed by a board that
meets all CdC crIteria to assure .sor involvement in the planning.
Systems of care such as
direcuog, sod aliocaciog of resources.
comsort:a or netwaras coverimg large geograpsic areas must ma.e
alternative provisions for caounitry participation.
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Tinelise

for looIonentacios:

For the remainder of FiocaI Year 1986,
necessary:

the following activies are

Etisoiz granCees:
o

utlizing the criteria of this memorandu.
regioo.a offices
will idenoify a11 emist:g grantees ia froncier areas by
Jane 13, 1986.

a

a review of a11 etistlng frostier grantees will be comileced by
regional offices and suhnittedto Cencral Office as soac aS
possible bat nolacer ctan July 1 1986. This review will
soumorize che resuits of each of the elements under Priorities
far Funding descr:bed asove, as well as the results of the Z3A
analysis. A mao of the service area and coctiguous areas will
be included. This nap will describe the sie
of the service
area (number of so.are oiles), the populac:os density of the
service area, and snow the location and hihway distance to the
sect level of care as described in this policy.

o

Central Office review of frontier programs will be completed
and decisions for contIuation funding in seauence with
project's anniversary dates will be fiallioed as soon as
possible but no later than August 1, 1986.

New Areas of Act!vity:
o

As part of the Rural Strategy, a limited number of frostier
areas nay be identified for prinary care caoacity enna.sion or
consortla development acrIvities.
In Fiscal Year 1986, resources

will generally be allocated for planning and developm.etal
activities.

o

Consistent with the Federal Register notice of February 28, 1986,
proposals for new activities ia frontier areas will be due in the
regional offices by June 1. 1986.
Regional offices will submit by
July 1. 1986, a 2-3 page sury,
for each project, of their
review which includes:
documentation of eligibility according to
the definitions, a description of the proposed activities, a map
of the propo ed service area as described above, and a
determinaion of the priority for funding using the criteria in
this n=erandum.
Final decisions as the fauning or capacit7 eapansia0a0d
consor ta developent proposals will be agreed to by the regional and
Ceocrul Offices no later than August 15, 1986.
Any questions regarding this memorandum should directed to Mr. Siegel
Young. Chief Rural Health Branco, Divisian of Primary Care Services
Mr. Youu5 's

telephone sun=er is

443-220.

Vince L. Hutchins,

a4-j75

2
244

M.D.
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Federal Rural Strategy

(D)

Betty King, ktP.H., Assistant Director, NRHCA
Our health care lexicon is filled
past
jargon from current and
with
Federal initiatives -- words and phrases
-suchas 'comprehensive health planning,"
"outliers,"
'HP/DP," 'self-sufficiency,'
These
even 'competition.'
and yes,
terms Quickly become hackneyed through
overuse--cliches in their own times.
It would be easy to cast the Bureau
of Health Care Delivery and Assistance's
consortia' in the same role as
'rural
just another federal initiative to be
acted upon quickly and just as quickly
But to do so would be a
forgotten.
mistake, because "rural consortia' are
Rural Strategy.
part of an overall BHCDA
The purpose of this article is to review
more
and
concept
the
consortium
importantly to place it in the context
of the changing health environment.
Small practices are at risk in
Like the momand pop grocery,
America.
small practices may soon be devoured or
made irrelevant by other models of care.
rural
competitive,
In order to be
practices must begin to form into units
of
the
strengths
on
which capitalize

i.e., lower cost due to
larger groups,
economies of scale, more comprehensive
service packages, ability to bid for
with
care and share risk
contract
collegial
support
and
others;
arrangements.
have been defined as
Consortia
"...coalitions of public and private
sites
whereby
individual
providers
are linked together to create larger,
more organized delivery systems than any
site could provide on its own."
one
building is but
Consortia
Rural Strategy.
component of the BHCDA
the goal of which is to ensure the
continued delivery of essential medical
services to residents of rural America
who currently receive care from solo or
relatively small groups of public and
private practitioners.
Recog nizing that rural areas often
are charac terized by small practices and
their urban
fewer act ual users than
BHCDAhopes to provide
counterpar ts,
staffing and/or technical
financial,
to assist rural community
resources
clinics to develop co.
brdinated multispecialty
which
delivery systems
provide

RURAL STRATEGY

_I

I

,

=

~

__

stable

and

for
continuing support
rural practitioners and
clinic
users.
their
Approximately four million dollars are planned
consortia
for
rural
activity during FY 1985
to support 20 consortia
started in FY 1984, and
new
to
fund
100-120
consortia during 1985.
Putting the Pieces
Together
As shown in the diagram, consortia, as part
of the rural strategy,
are new approaches based
on analysis at the clinic
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level as well as at the state level.
are
outliers
and
Quartiles
show
tools developed to
analytical
individual
for
aspects
operational
health centers through comparison among
both other centers and larger health
care arena. Quartiles reflect changes
at
look
outliers
while
outside
clinic
determined
administratively
expenditure patterns.
Quartiles are intended to provide a
methodology to allow for comparison of
performance
individual health center
health
similar
other
to
relative
the
emphasize
Quartiles
centers.
ability of health centers to maximize
center
revenue and the ability of health
strengthen
to
staff
and
boards
responsive management, especially in the
financial area.
Outliers, another tool to assist in
the process of assessing health center
performance, are a series of financial
and administrative data elements which
center
health
individual
compare
operations to a series of norms achieved
other public and private health
by
delivery systems.
Outliers seek to focus attention on
health
of
distinct features
three
services delivery: 1. Critical mass of
providers; 2. Cost-competitive medical
health
3. Essential
and
services;
services.
of
With a better understanding
strengths and weaknesses, rural clinics
make
to
position
better
in
a
will be
Options may range
difficult decisions.
from networks/coalitions to consortia/
may
arrangements
New
mergers.
1) strategic planning to
necessitate:
alternative
evaluate
comprehensively
services/arrangements; 2) adding physicians with additional medical specialties; 3) expanding or improving health
facilities: and/or 4) participating in
financing
and
reimbursement
new
capitated
as
such
opportunities,
Medicaid.

Consortia and other approaches to
Improving rural (and urban) health care
delivery will feed into a comprehensive
state level plan. The emphasis on state
primary care plans reflects the growing
shift of focus to state health departments and primary care associations in
identifying both urban and rural health
needs.
Rural Consortia: 'Who, What,

and How'

community
Consortia may include
health centers, National Health Service
Corps sites, private practices, state/
county health department and hospitals.
around back-up hospital
Organization
facilities is an essential component.
include
may
activities
Shared
and
financial
services;
clinical
ancillary
management;
administrative
programs; or joint purchasing.
Available resources to
rural practice may include:

strengthen

1) Section 329/330 resources
--Rural consortia
--New starts
--Shared services
--Strategic planning
--Project enhancement
--Conversion/base support
2) Other Federal support
--National Health Service Corps
--Maternal and Child Health
--Community development funds
3) Non-Federal resources
--Foundations
--State primary care support
Frontier Areas
In its policy memos, SHCDAhas
recognized that some areas may be so
isolated that different approaches are
required. It is important in each state
to identify those areas where the Rural
Strategy will not be feasible because of
geographic distances and low population
densities.

continued p.6
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Conclusion
The entire health care system is
undergoing rapid, dramatic cnanges. The
Rural
Strategy developed
by
8HCDA
represents a proactive attempt to assure
viability of rural health centers by
analyzing
their
current
operating
characteristics and positioning them to
respond to changes in physician supply;
finance and reimbursement; and the role
of
government.
Recent AMA survey
research indicates that between 19691980, the number of pnysicians in group
practice more than doubled, and the
number of group practices increased by
70%,
with
351
of
all
groups
nu)tispecialty.
BHCDA's rural strategy
can
help small centers
form
into
econonic
and
practice units
which
emulate larger group practices--they can
become extended group practices.
Rural centers must respond to these
changes.
A slower pace would
be
preferable,
especially a pace which
allows
for
greater
process.
But
stronger systems of care and management,
including thorough knowledge of costs
and revenues, appropriate staffing, and
a sense of where your operation fits in
the larger health care context of your
area/state are critical for survival.
Only by becoming part of larger
coalitions will rural health centers,
providers and hospitals avoid the fate
of other rural industries, such as the
now disappearing 'mom and pop store" and
family farm.
0
NRHCA
Rural Strategy Resource Packet
In order to assist with developing
consortia, NRHCA
has developed a rural
strategy resource packet.
The packet
contains
the above article,
sample
consortia projects, a proposed format,
and listing of resource contacts by
region.
Contact: NRHCA, 2220 Holmes,
Kansas City, MO 64108 (816-421-3075).
fReprinted (condensed)
the Newsletter of the

by permission,
National Rural
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February 8, 1989

To:

Amanda Ceccarelli, National Rural Health Association
Dave Roddy, Southwest Primary Care Assocation

From: Kim Kinsey, NM Health and Environment Departmentn
Harvey Licht, NM Health and Environment Department
Subject:

Preliminary

Analysis by Frontier

o

Study Group

Attached please find a draft
report discussing the results
our study of frontier
health centers in five western states.
It may prove useful to your meeting on new BCRR indicator
standards.

of

In the report we argue for special standards to be used for
frontier
clinics.
It is our belief
that
circumstances in
frontier
areas lead to a different
practice profile than is
seen in other areas.
Adoption of a single set of BCRR
standards for both frontier
and non-frontier areas could lead
to broad-range standards which are virtually
meaningless.
Separate standards for different
classes of health centers
would help clarify
what could reasonably be expected from
each class.
Please let

us know your thoughts on the matter.

cc: Robert Van Hook
Gar Elison
Denise Denton
Lindy Wallace
Alison Hughes
Max Chilcott

-

PueLc HeALTH OnnCo0_
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DRAFT
2/7/89
Frontier Performance

Analysis

A. Overview
The Frontier Study Group is completing a survey of BCRR
indicators in a five state region of the western United
States. BClR data for three years (1985-7) was collected for
all frontier commuity/migrant health centers and
freestanding National Health Service Corps sites in Arizona,
Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, and Utah. Performance of these
sites on five main indicators was analyzed:
o
o
o
o
o

Medical Cost per Encounter
Team Productivity
Administrative Cost
Charges as a Percent of Reimburseable Cost,
Collections as a Percent of Charges.

and

A summary of the data for these indicators is presented in
an accompanying chart.
Frontier sites appear to have problems complying with at
least four of the five indicators. Interestingly, the
collections indicator was not a significant problem. This
may reflect the cash basis of business in many frontier
areas.
The Study Group identified possible reasons for the
compliance problems, and developed recommendations for more
appropriate standards to be applied to frontier clinics. The
results of this analysis is presented below.

S. Identification of Emergent Factors in

Frontier Areas

1. Utilization Patterns of Frontier Areas
a) Small Populations:
With relatively small catchment area populations for single
clinics, the total potential utilization from the population
will be relatively low. For example, a user population of
1200 people, averaging 2.5 visits each, would be able to
generate only 3000 visits per year. If a physician were to
be located at such a clinic, productivity would fall below
the current minimum standards. Standards should recognize
that solo or duo practices in frontier areas need either a
productivity measure other than number of visits per year or
a modified visit/year standard.
b) Extended Service per Visit:
Patients in frontier clinics often average fewer visits per
year, but have visits of longer average duration. This may
be a reflection of typical demand where patients have
lengthy travel time to reach health services. A typical
patient will receive several different services on a single
visit. In solo or duo practices, these different services
will be provided by a single provider. Under current BCRR
service is counted. There is no
procedures, only the first
way to measure the length of service provided to a single
patient. This masks to true productivity at a frontier site.
2. Relatively High Fixed Cost in Frontier Areas
Solo and duo practices in frontier areas have a relatively
high level of fixed costs when compared to practices with
larger numbers of providers. The absolute cost is low,
however, the minimum necessary facility, equipment, and
personnel costs comprise a more substantial percentage of
the total budget.
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The relatively high fixed costs lead to problems with
several of the BCRR indicator standards. The cost per
medical encounter, charges as a percent of costs, and
administrative cost percentage all can be pushed beyond the
current acceptable limits.
3.

Staffing Patterns Necessary in Frontier Areas
a) Frontier practices are often solo or duo practices, i.e.
practices where one or two providers perform the entire
range of services for patients. This may lead to physicians
and mid-levels performing many of the duties typically
handled by auxiliary staff (nursing staff, laboratory staff,
x-ray technicians, pharmacy staff, etc.) in larger
practices. Given the current method of measuring
productivity, these efforts of provider staff go uncounted,
lowering apparent productivity and raising the cost per
encounter. In addition, the use of more expensive staff
members to perform routine duties may increase the relative
costs of operation.
b) Provider Staffing Patterns:
Staffing of frontier clinics falls into two major patterns:
Resident provider: where a provider is recruited to live and
work in a frontier community. This allows the physician or
mid-level provider to be available full-tzme and
after-hours.
Circuit riding provider: where provider staff travel to
frontier clinic locations but reside in other communities.
This often leads to part-time clinic schedules (care is
delivered only when a physician or mid-level provider is
on-site) and limited after-hours coverage.
it should be recognized that the use of mid-levels as
resident providers will normally require the use of
circuit-riding physicians to serve as medical supervisors.
The need for physician presence at a frontier clinic
location will depend upon state supervision requirements.
Each of these different staffing arrangements will have
impact upon the ability of a frontier clinic to meet BCRR
indicator standards. Some resident providers (particularly
physicians) will have difficulty meeting productivity
standards for the reasons outlined above in the sect:on
discussing utlization in frontier areas. For circuit-riding
providers, a substantial portion of work time will be
consumed in non-productive travel. Frontier clinics using
circuit riding providers will have lower productivity rates
if the time spent on travel is not removed from the the
calculation. In any event, the travel time of these
providers will increase the cost per medical encounter as
well as reduce the charges as a percent of reimburseable
cost.

C. Specif:c Recommendations
1. Sites Recommended

for Different Standards

It is our recommendation that several special standards be
applied to frontier primary care sites. These standards
should recognize the emergent factors affecting practice in
these areas. The special standards should be applied to
clinic sites in frontier areas which are staffed by no more
than one or two providers. They should apply equally to
systems of such clinic sites which are operated on a
circuit-riding or consortium basis.
2. Adjustment of Current Standards for 4 Major Indicators:
We are recommending adjustment of four major indicator
standards for frontier clinics:
o
Medical Cost per Encounter
o
Team Productivity
o
Administrative Cost, and
o
Charges as a Percent of Reimburseable Cost.
1'
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we are making no recommendation regarding the collections
indicator, as this does not appear to be a major problem.
The four standards requiring adjustment are the ones given
greatest weight in a normal site review. They are also the
ones which are most affected by the conditions of frontier
practice.
a) Medical Cost per Encounter: We recommend that the current
figure of 526 per encounter be increase by one-third to 535
per encounter. This will more accurately reflect higher
relative fixed costs, c:rcuit-rider travel costs and longer
visit duration.
b) Team Productivity: We recommend that the minimum standard
for physician productivity be reduced by 25% from 4200 per
year to 3200 per year. Standards for mid-level providers
should be raised to reflect the higher level of independence
of these personnel in frontier locations. We recommend that
the minimum productivity standard for mid-levels be set to
75% of that of a frontier physican at 2400 encounters per
year. we also recommend that provider travel time (for both
mid-levels and physicians) be excluded from calculation of
productivity.
c)

Administrative Costs: We recommend that the maximum
allowable level of administrative costs be raised from 16%
to 24%. This will more accurately reflect the higher
relative fixed costs of frontier pract:ces.

d) Charges as a Percentage of Reimburseable Costs: We recommend
that the current standard of 90% be reduced to 60%. This
will adjust for the higher relative fixed costs and the
provider travel costs of frontier practices.

3.

Development of New Measures/standards
The current method of measuring productivity uses the first
daily encounter with a provider as the basic unit. As
discussed earlier, this is not an accurate measure of
productivity in frontier areas. We recommend that an
alternative productivity measure be developed for use in
frontier areas -- one which measures the amount of service
provided to a patient on a visit.
Amount of service can be measured in terms of the number of
procedures conducted during a patient visit, or in terms of
the amount of service time given to a patient. Either of
these two approaches can be used in developing an
alternative measure.
a)

Number of Procedures: Clinic sites currently have as part of
their billing database information regarding multiple
services provided on a single patient visit. A new reporting
mechanism would need to be developed, but it would be
possible to prepare this information. Number of procedures
may be somewhat misleading as a measure when compared to
service time. Some procedures may take 5 minutes of staff
time, while others may take in excess of 15. Nevertheless, a
count of procedures would be a better ref lection of practice
activity than would the current counting approach.

b) Service Minute: The Indian Health Service has used a measure
of service minute in evaluating the productivity of some of
its
clinic operations. This measure of time spent with
patients is a potential alternative measure for BCJDA sites.
While new reporting mechanisms would need to be developed,
many clinics could build upon their billing database to
collect this information. Bills contain information on the
(e.g. brief, intermediate,
length of patient visit
comprehensive), and this could be converted into a service
minute equivalent.
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Summary
A Research Agenda
for Rural Health Services
Alice S. Hersh and Robert T Van Hook

TIhe organization, financing, and delivery of quality health care services to residents of rural areas remains an important area of concern
for policymakers who must deal with the broad spectrum of issues
affecting the nation's health. Without a clear understanding of the
health care needs of rural residents and the efficacy of programs that
seek to meet these needs, these populations will be unlikely to realize
equity in health care access, quality, or affordable cost.
In this final article, we provide a synthesis of the recommendations for needed research on rural health care identified by the more
than 165 experts who participated in the Rural Health Services
Research Agenda Conference sponsored by the National Rural Health
Association and the Foundation for Health Services Research. The
conference took place December 13-15, 1987, in San Diego, California. This issue of Health Services Research includes the eight background
papers prepared prior to the conference and a list of conference participants. The recommendations summarized in this article were drawn
from the salient issues discussed in the papers and in the proceedings of
the conference.

It is our hope that the availability of this synthesis of recommendations from the six conference working groups will stimulate a larger
number of qualified researchers and policy analysts to devote significant effort to finding answers to the questions raised. Moreover, it is
hoped that the agenda will represent a useful framework for the mapping of future policy initiatives related to rural health care.
GROSS-CUTTING THEMES
Although the conference was organized according to six topical areas,
hospitals, primary care, alternate delivery systems, the poor and

-
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underserved, maternal and child health, and the elderly, six crosscutting issues antc l)rol)lems that were of generic importn ce to eacI of'
tlin' principal ConfIer1CIice theiies etitergeil (luritig the conIference dcli(,crattons.

1

Cross-CutiingIssue No. 1: The needfor complementary definitions of rurality. There are numerous definitions of 'rural" as well as other equivalent or nearly equivalent terms, such as 'nonmetropolitan," "frontier,"
or 'rural-farm." The divergent definitions of these various terns make
data from one government agency incompatible with . data from
another in analyzing rural populations. The development of systems of
community definitions of rural areas should be standardized or coordinated, and should also reflect the diversity of rural communities, which
range from very isolated, sparsely populated areas to communities
adjacent to urban areas.
Cross-Cutting Issue No. 2: The need for additional secondary analysis of
existing data bases and the compilation of those existing data into small area units.
WVhile major natiotnal surveys, like the National Health Inttervitw Survey and the National Medical Care Expenditure Survey, collect data
by place of residence, their reports rarely aggregate data by residence
or location, and the analyses that simply compare metropolitan and
nonmetropolitan groups often mask important differences and trends
across nonmetropolitan communities. Special analyses beyond routine
report formats are often prohibitively expensive and time-consuming.
The variability of health status and medical practice across small areas
has been demonstrated in many places; there may be an underlying
rural dimension to these variations and the ability to classify data by
small geographic areas will help us understand more of this
phenomenon.
Cross-CuttingIssue No. 3: Problems relatedto the recruitment, retention and
training of health manpowerfor rural areas. Despite what is perceived to be
an overall surplus of physicians in the United States, rural communities continue to have difficulty attracting and keeping not only physicians, but nurses and allied health professionals as well. Much is
k ow n about tie factors that iillue nce ph ysici atts to chiootuse to practice
and remain in rural communities, but far less is known about other
categories of manpower who may have griat ioflltence on physicians
decisions to initially locate or stay within rural practice situations.
Systemn-wide changes in health care regulation and finaticing, as well
as competition from urban and suburban providers, may have much
more effect on the current rural health manpower climate than the
factors pointed out in earlier research. Much of the medical care deliv-
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urban and rural areas. Rural practitioners and health care institutions
may be at a disadvantage if quality assurance and assessment activities
add a net cost that reduces already low financial margins. Specifically,
there is a concern that severity of illness measures used in current
studies of health care quality are based on resource inputs that are
unrealistic for rural hospitals and health care settings.
Fundamental research covering each of these six cross-cutting
)roVi(lde additionial iniloriltion that WouI(l imliprove the
applicability of the specific research recommendations that fIllow.
Th
iwse ti-an scendenii t issues haave been prsnlitce(l first in or(ler to( refllct
the consensus of the con erence that they are funalainen tally appl icable
uw l itealt h
atnd a necessary (omlponent of aniiy researc-h agetda l ir rra
lhe more specifli research reconinendatfions are groupIe*d accord(liig to the structure of the conference. They represent no ordering of
priorities; each is of equal importance in a meaningful national
research agenda on rural health care. This article both summarizes the
deliberations and discussions of the working groups and synthesizes
their respective recommendations.
istsues would

RURAL HOSPITALS
IThe existence of a large number of small, rural hospitals has been a
unique characteristic of the American health care system since the
enactment of the Hill-Burton Hospital Survey and Construction Act of
19)46 gave many rural counties and small towns the wherewithal to
build them. Rural hospitals are now facing a series of challenges thuat
li-eaten their survival. Cost-containmenit efforts by public and private
insurers, increased competition front urban providers, and declining
occupancy rates combined with severe economic recessions threaten
the continued viability of many rural hospitals, particularly those with
ewer than 50 beds.
The closure of a rural hospital can jeopardize a community's
access to affordable medical services and undermine its economic viability. In many cases, the hospital is not only one of the area's largest
ltnployers; it is also the community's key to attracting and retaining
physicians, other medical providers, and a variety of community businesses and industries.
Several initiatives have been aimed at providing the management
of rural hospitals with the training and resources to cope with tighter
economic environments; however, there are little organized data com-
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ered in rural, underserved communities has been provided by National
IIcal](h Service Corps professionals or by practitioners who arc or have
bcen retii red to reipay miiedical school loans with service in spt ifiicd
communities. Yet the federally-supported NHSC program has been
curtailed and the states have been slow to step in with alternative loanforgiveness programs.
Cross-Cutting Issue No. 4: The impact of problems related to professional
liability on the rural health care system. An important aspect of the rural
health care delivery environment has been the sudden and dramatic
rise in malpractice premiums charged to practitioners. The greatest
percentage increases appear to have been applied to primary care physicians and obstetricians/gynecologists who provide obstetrical services
in rural communities. 'T'he impact of the growth in professional liability
insurance rates has been to force a number of physicians, in both
primary care specialties and obstetrics/gynecology, to constrict their
scope of practice and to exclude obstetrical services, or to refuse to
accept patients with reduced ability to pay or those covered by
Medicaid. IThe dimensions and implications of this probleimi have imot
been fully determined. There is great potential for spill-over effects on
the financial viability of small and rural hospitals and in the delivery of
related health services.
Cross-Cutting Issue No. 5. Problems of transportation in rural areas. A
key to access to health care needs for many rural residents, especially
the elderly and the poor, lies in their ability to travel to a health care
delivery unit. Geographic distances, difficult terrain, inadequate or
non-existent public transportation systems, and poor roads can all be
barriers to access to health care services. Transportation needs will
only be compounded as services are regionalized and the vertical
integration of services (from emergency services through primary and
secondary care to services provided by referral centers) occurs over a
large area.
Cross-Cutting Issue No. 6: The needfor a rural perspective in discussions
and recommendations regarding health care quality. Issues of quality are of
as the effects of regulatory and financing
p
1 rocmount importance
reforms combine with fundamental changes in practice content and an
increasing reliance on technology to alter the delivery of personal
health services. The assessment of quality of care has shifted from
process to outcomes measures and quality assurance has moved from a
peripheral position dominated by practitioners to an integral part of
financing, training, and regulatory activities. The complexity of quality assessment and quality assurance may produce a gap between
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paring the various strategies that have been and are being used. At the
same time, the preservation of a rural hospital may not be the most
elficient or effective use of resources, and its problems may serve to
counteract any of the positive economic effects of having a hospital
located in a rural community.
Some rural hospitals succeed while others struggle and some-

mines fail. 'he conference participants were very interested in deterinininaog bothi the F;Ictors that account for this difference in oto nine
and the relative dependence of rural hospitals on environmentalhlao
tors, incluoding competition. The role the hospital plays in the broaoler
(econooic life of the community also needs to be studied niore dccply.
Reonmcnndation 1. J)ecriplive and analytical studies Should he undertaken to determine the internal and external predictors
of rural hospital economic viability and the economic
effects of rural hospital survival and closure.
'T'he current Medicare and Medicaid payment methodologies
function generally to the detriment of rural and small hospitals, both
through their reliance on prepayment based on the DRG system and
on provider reiml)ursement forniulas that favor specialists and coilnplex procedures. The specific effects of these systems and the prospective effects of any new resource-based valuation system are not
known.
Recommendation 2. The fiscal environments of rural hospitals should be
examined in depth, especially the effects of prospective
payment programs sponsored by the federal government and other changes in payments and reimbursement arrangements.
The inputs to quality of care and its measurement may have
immpoomtant rural dimensions. These may relate to the volume-outcomlie
hypothesis as well as to the additional marginal costs that some quality
assurance activities may have on rural health delivery. The regionalization of' care may or may not provide opportunities to improve quality,
and there is no consensus identifying the proper, minimal mix of services that should be guaranteed in small, remote, or agricultural coinmunities to ensure the highest quality and optimal outcomes for health
care untler conditions where scarcity prevails.
Recommendation

3. Studies of quality measures and quality assurance
shouldfocus on the influences of rural hospital characteristics, especially volume effects and the burden of
quality assessment.
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WY

COUNTY

1988

1986

CITY/TOWN

POP.

Albany
Big Horn

28,600
11,500

25,200
12,300

Campbell
Carbon
Converse

32,800
15,400
12,200

36,800
19,300
13,800

Crook
Fremont

5,800
33,900

6,000
35,600

Goshen
Hot Springs
Johnson
Laramie
Lincoln

12,500
5,500
6,500
75,200
14,500

12,700
6,000
6,500
75,000
15,500

Natrona

64,700

70,800

Niobrara
Park

2,500
24,200

3,100
25,000

Platte
Sheridan
Sublette

9,600
25,100
5,200

9,900
26,100
6,200

Sweetwater

43,300

46,900

Teton
Uinta

11,600
18,800

10,800
21,100

Washakie
Weston

9,200
7,300

10,000
7,900

Laramie
Greybull
Lovell
Gillette
Rawlins
Douglas
Glenrock
Sundance
Lander
Riverton
Dubois
Torrington
Thermopolis
Buffalo
Cheyenne
Afton
Cokeville
Kemmerer
Diamondville
Casper
Evansville
Lusk
Cody
Powell
Wheatland
Sheridan
Marbleton
Big Piney
Pinedale
Rock Springs
Green River
Jackson
Evanston
Lyman
Worland
Newcastle
Upton

27,066
2,157
2,325
17,452
10,623
5,158
2,332
1,184
8,154
10,053
1,005
6,145
4,153
3,768
51,142
1,608
557
4,177
1,130
47,305
2,132
1,817
7,968
5,776
4,777
15,112
706
778
1,258
19,884
13,095
5,528
11,870
2,491
6,861
3,681
1,222
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Home Oxygen Plus Equipment in Gillette services the whole northeastern part of the state, on call 24 hours a day.

We have had patients

30 miles north in Spotted Horse, 40 miles south and we go east all the way
to the South Dakota border 80+ miles away.
Upton, Newcastle, JbrA",

Osaqe,.Sundance,

We have patients in Moorcroft,
and Alva.

We average going

over that way once a week or sometimes on the week-end.

We have 13

Oxygen patients in the Gillette area, 4 Oxygen patients in the MoorcroftPine Haven area,

1 Oxygen patient in Upton, 2 Hospital beds in NewCastle

and 1 in Alva over by Hulette.

we service the same area with the excep-

tion of Gillette for the American Cancer Society.

We also sale and service

many other home care supplies to this area.

Thank You,

HOfl Gillette
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Item 4

Cody Council

on

Aging

~~~~Rolling
Meass

Phone: (307) 587-Ml

frbfi
Phone:
(307)5874221

Bus Service
CongregateMeals

Senior Companion
Supportive Services
Rose Miller, Director

July 20, 1990
Senator Alan Simpson
SD 261, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Simpson:
As Director of the Cody Seniors since 1972, I welcome the opportunity to
write my thoughts about living, working and providing services in Wyoming.
It is wonderful to live and work here but it has its advantages and disadvantages, which are ahead of the other I haven't figured out yet.
workers to fill in the spaces
In the Center we employ Green Thumb and SCSEP
our budget won't cover. These jobs also supplement income for seniors
with very little income, making their life feel more productive. The income
has become a problem because those making a very low income are those who
are too old to provide help. This is not always the case, as you know,
Frances Purvis, at 90, still can provide, but for the most part it is the
case. This includes the Senior Companion program as well. Most seniors
would rather work to provide than the other way around.
Another area of concern to me is the cut in transportation funds. You are
aware of the necessity of the senior bus. At this time we are transporting
not only seniors but two handicapped persons who are trying to hold down jobs
at local businesses. Wealso transport one non-senior to therapy. It is
a sad thing to see these young people in need so bad and how hard they are
trying to become self supporting. Wehave contracted with the taxi to pick
up the slack and hope that serves two purposes; First, to try to keep the
taxi afloat, and second to help relieve the push at peak hours or after we
have gone home. This year we cut $6,500.00 from the budget and are looking
for bigger cuts next year. Our riders do donate to the bus, some donate
generously, some not so much and in fact there are a few whodon't give anything, but I am trying to cure that. Weuse these donations for cash match
for program income.
As I get closet to being a senior citizen myself these problems become very
apparent to me. After much detailed thought I wonder if a sliding scale to
qualify more of the persons for help and not so much for those who get
Title 19 at present. This has been a submitted item in the re-entactment
of the Older Americans Act. Those on Title 19 seem to be far better off
than those in the middle who worked hard to get their wages and have poor
613 16th St.
health and can't make ends meet.
Cody, Wyoming 82414
Non-Proft Organization
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Cody Council

on Aging
Phone: (307) 587-6221

Rolling Meals
Bus Service
Congregate Meals
Senior Companion
Supportive Services

Rooa Miller, Director
June 20, 1990
Senator Simpson
Page 2
Thanks for giving us your time, It's a big dilema for everyone and I
know I don't have the answers, but I think more heads are better than one
and maybe with a lot of thought we can solve some of the problems.
I am submitting some cases prepared by the outreach worker from the center
who deals with situations all the time. Hopefully she can help. Our main
purpose in this center is to keep persons independent and out of the Long
Term Care Center as long as possible with the quality of life they deserve.
Wehave comea long way since 1972.
B wihes,

Rose Miller

Non-Profit Organization

613 16th St.
Cody. Wyoming 62414
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attachment to letter to
Senator Simpson

CASE NUMBER 1:
We agree with you, those below the poverty level of $513.00 a month
have few problems with all medical bills including some prescriptions
and what ever else they are entitled to under the program.
But - what about the person (mostly women) that is a few dollars over.
Example: She makes $515.00 a month. Only two dollars over and she
does not qualify for help. Because she makes two dollars over she
has to pay all her medical, prescriptions and all other expenses
otherwise covered by D-Pass.
Seems like this could be handled on a sliding scale as an encouragement to stay independent rather than to appear to be more profitable
to drop below the poverty line.
CASE NUMBER 2:
A case we worked on, the lady was a senior with Social Security of
$285.00 a mont NET, and an unreliable basement rental. She makes a
house payment and had to work to make ends meet. She broke her wrist
and was unable to work for some time.
Because they count the GROSS income on their assessment she was $16.00
over D-Pass being able to help her. Had they not counted the GROSS
FIGURE, which was not a spendable amount, and indeed used the spendable
amount, she would have qualified. Her's was a temporary need but a
vital one at the time. Again it would seem more profitable to encourage
people to take care of themselves, at least when they are willing, than
to make it more profitable to sink to the poverty line and let someone
else worry about their welfare.
CASE NUMBER 3:
Donna Florida - Cody. Donna is age 45, helpless now to the point she
can not even go to the bathroom by herself or get in and out of bed,
in fact, can not even turn herself in bed.
Her mother, who is on two crutches, often has to go over in the night
and turn her and helps as much as she is able in her condition and with
a husband on oxygen all the time...
Donna hires a limited amount of help that she can afford. She filed
for permanent disability but has to wait two years to get on Medicaid,
which won't be until November of this year.
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June 20, 1990
attachment to letter to
Senator Simpson
Page 2 - Case No. 3

She is desperately trying to maintain herself and not go to the nursing
home, where it would be considerably more costly. But with a little
financial help she could maintain her independence a lot cheaper than
the cost of the nursing home.
According to the Billings Gazette, they figure 60 percent of the people
going into the nursing home are on Title 19 or D-Pass. Many more are
on it within a short time.
It would appear that if people could be encouraged to stay at home with
some help, it would be a lot cheaper than State and Federal having to
cover them in a nursing home. Donna is a case in point.
If non-seniors could be assessed on their need and condition on an
individual basis rather than under a blanket cover of qualifications
for Medicare or Medicaid many of them would do as Donna is trying to do,
stay independent on her own as long as possible, rather than be in a
nursing home with State and Federal paying the bill.
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Itern 5
Testimony of the Wyoming Medical Society
For inclusion in the record of the
Special Committee on Aging Field Hearing
Chaired by Senator Alan K. Simpson
July 23, 1990
Casper, Wyoming
Senator Simpson and distinguished Committee members:
On behalf of the Wyoming Medical Society and its members, I thank you and the Special Committee
on Aging for meeting in Wyoming recently to hear testimony on rural health care. We are most
appreciative of your continuing recognition and support of the special circumstances of health care
delivery in Wyoming's frontier setting. Your efforts to bring a better understanding of the needs of
frontier areas to member of this Committee, and to your colleagues in the Senate is appreciated.
Hearing testimony highlighted a number of different viewpoints within the health care field. From
public health concerns to the perspectives of hospitals, physicians, senior citizens and others,
persuasive arguments were given to why the needs of frontier areas should be considered as unique
from any other region or category.
As you are well aware, one of the most pressing concerns of physicians in rural and frontier states is
the issue of geographic disparity provisions of the Medicare reimbursement system. Medicare
beneficiaries and health care providers are, under today's system, reimbursed widely different amounts
for the same medical procedures based on whether the service is provided in an "urban" or "rural"
location. Reimbursement rates in Wyoming are significantly lower than payments made to providers
in urban settings. In one recent analysis, Wyoming was found to have the third lowest reimbursement
rate in the nation.
The impacts of inadequate reimbursement are many. First, patients must pay more for the services
they receive in order to make up the difference created by low Medicare reimbursements. Wyoming
physicians, more and more often, can simply not afford to accept additional Medicare patients. Many
physicians are being forced by economic considerations to relocate to other states and urban areas
where reimbursement levels are higher. Finally, and perhaps most significantly when talking about
adequate access to health care in frontier areas, it becomes increasingly difficult to recruit new
physician replacements to practice in Wyoming. Geographic reimbursement inequities are both a
disincentive to practice in rural and frontier areas and a disincentive to continue to accept Medicare
patients.
This issue is symbolic of numerous policy decisions made at the federal level which do not take into
account the impact of such policies on the delivery of health care in frontier areas like Wyoming.
While there appears to be growing recognition at the federal level that rural health care is in a threatened
status, there does not seem to be corresponding recognition that legislation being considered today will
have a significant negative impact on that same fragile system.
For example, provisions of the RBRVS will help alleviate some geographic disparity problems by
making more realistic adjustments. Provisions included in OBRA '89, however, will destroy any
gains provided under the RBRVS by imposing balance billing limits of 125% of local prevailing fees.
Cutting compensation to physicians under the 125% rule will significantly lower revenues for medical
services that are scheduled for increases in 1992 under the RBRVS. In addition, the burden of
anticipated RBRVS decreases, promised to occur under a gradual, 5-year phase-in, will now be
immediately forced on physicians.
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Testimony
Sen. Simpson
Page 2
Physicians in nearly every state will be affected by the 125% rule. Wyoming, and other states where
fees for services are now below the predicted national RBkVS prevailing, will see a particularly harsh
impact. The AMA estimates that nearly 17% of Wyoming medical practices will lose over $10,000.
To recoup this reduction under the RBRVS provisions may take, in many cases, as long as six years.
The AMA has proposed a one-year delay in implementing the balance billing limits to coincide with the
phase-in of the RBRVS. Balance billing limits, if put into effect, will short-circuit the protections
offered by the 5-year phase-in of the RBRVS and will significantly hurl Wyoming physicians. We
would urge this committee to support a one-year delay.
Implementation of regulations for the Clinical Laboratory Improvements Act of 1988 (CLIA '88) is
anothcr example. The intent of the !egislation is good, but the resulting inpacts on .hysician operated
labs in small Wyoming communities may be disastrous. The end result will be further diminished
medical services in the areas that are in most need of simple lab capabilities.
The Geographic Practice Cost Index under the Medicare Physician Payment Reform proposal contains
yet another example. By implying that the cost of practice in urban areas is greater than in rmral, higher
reimbursements to urban physicians will continue. As you well understand, many costs of doing
business in a mral area, including basic equipment and staff, are the same or higher in rural areas.
Maintaining appropriate funding levels for beneficial federal programs must also be addressed. The
National Health Service Corps has the potential to provide assistance to many areas of the nation, but
without adequate funding frontier areas will see little benefit.
Maintaining quality health care in a frontier area is a difficult challenge. This challenge should not be
made more difficult by federal policies which do not take into full consideration the possible impacts
on rural health care delivery systems.
We appreciate this opportunity to share our views on these topics, and tn-st that the members of the
committee will find the information from this hearing helpful. We look forward to a continued
dialogue on the issues which are so critical to providing health care to senior citizens in all areas of the
nation, and particularly in frontier areas.
S icerelv,
Richard W. Johnson, Jr.
Executive Director
Wyoming Medical Society
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Item 7

LEON
CLYMPEEMU

A5W. SJOHUM
M.

STATE OF WYOMING

Xflgaminr ftate Lxosprtal
50X177

August 2,

EVANSTON.WYOMINGO2931-0177
(307)789-348

1990

Leslie Tucker
Office of Senator Alan K. Simpson
261 Dirksen
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.
20510
Dear Leslie,
Enclosed is the written testimony regarding those individuals in our mental health system
who have been affected by the OBRA PASARR reviews. As you know, due to the tremedoss
distances between communities and the lack of financial as well as human resources, the
state of Wyoming has often had to become creative in meeting the needs of their citizens.
The nursing homes in Wyoming have cooperated with the Wyoming State Hospital in arranging
placements for individuals who have reached a degree of stability on their medications
where they are no longer a danger to themselves or to others.
In the nursing home
setting, these individuals have been provided with structure, which helps them to organize
their thoughts, and supervision.
But more than that, the nursing homes have been able to
provide these individuals with a feeling of safety and of living with people who care
about them in a setting that they can call home.
The nursing homes have provided these individuals with activities and made every effort to
assist them in having a meaningful life. The individuals have responded favorably to this
situation. Some individuals have resided in the nursing facility for several years and
for them, it is home. Others are able to maintain for a period of sic months to a year.
Then, despite their being on medications, their mental illness exacerbates which often
results in a deterioration in their behavior sufficient to warrent a return to the Wyoming
State Hospital.
In the past, we have been able to treat these people until they are once
again stable and suitable for release back to the nursing home.
While residing in the nursing facility, these individuals have an opportunity to associate
with "normal" individuals and often this helps then organize their thinking and maintain
more appropriate behaviors.
The four individuals who are currently residing in nursing
facilities have been able to integrate into that population and are accepted by both the
staff and other residents.
These individuals have been able to make friends. They are
able to feel as though they are part of the group. These individuals have complied with
their individual treatment programs and worked hard to be able to maintain behaviors that
are appropriate so that they can continue to reside in the nursing facility. Now due to
the results of the OBRA screening, these individuals will be returning the more

sssmssSScOI
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This return is not necessary due to a
restrictive esvironment of the state hospital.
deterioration in their behavior, but rather because there is no other alternative
placement setting.
The nursing home may not be the most ideal setting for these individuals, however, many of
their care techniques are as beneficial for the frail mentally ill as they are for the
It is important to realize that Wyoming State Hospital has not engaged in
elderly.
massive deinstitutionalization to the nursing homes. We have only placed a few select
individuals that have had the potential to benefit from that type of placement setting.
Due to the OBRA screenings, these individuals are no longer able to leave the state
hospital and enter into more of a community life situation. These individuals are in fact
going to have to return to the state hospital or continue reside in the state hospital as
Due to the small population
there is no alternative placement available at this time.
base in Wyoming, it is often difficult to obtain the necessary financial and human
The type of program necessary for
resources to create residential coomunity programs.
these individuals would be so similiar to that of the nursing facility programs that it
could be considered as a duplicate program.
There is not enough of a population base to warrent the development of duplicate type
The distances between communities prohibits
programs in these small communities.
Few of our tons have taxi services
opportunities for the communities to share programs.
A
and many towns lack any form of public transportation either into or out of town.
possible outcome of developing a program specifically for these individuals would be that
the
Considering
the
state.
throughout
it would be located in one area rather than
resident population, it could very easily develop into more of an institutional setting
than the community type program seen in the nursing facility.
We appreciate your interest in this matter.
please do not hestitate to contact us.

If we can be of any further assistance,

Sincerely,
Mary Kramer
Nursing Facility Placement Coordinator

o n Clyde Pruett
Superintendent
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Harry
Harry is a sixty-four male who experienced his first psychiatric hospitalization at
Wyoming State Hospital (WSH) in 1953. He has also been hospitalized in California and
When he was not hospitalized, Harry would live in board and care homes utilizing
Nevada.
Harry hears voices, sees pictures that are not there and has a belief
funding from S.S.I.
that electricity is running everyone. He has had eleven known psychiatric
hospitalizations.
His adjustment
His most current admission occurred as a return from a nursing facility.
He reports he started
had been adequate at that nursing facility for almost a year.
and he
deteriorate
to
His behavior started
having suicidal thoughts and hallucinations.
required readmission to WSH.
While at WSH, Harry has experienced a deterioration in his physical well being and a
He is able to utilize grounds passes on a daily basis with no
stabilitzation in his mood.
unauthorized absences. He will attend activities when encouraged, however, he does not
volunteer to participate. At this time, Harry has asked staff to arrange for nursing hone
placement.
Harry is seen as a
Staff have reviewd this request and have found it to be appropriate.
cooperative patient. He has repeatedly demonstrated that he will not take his medications
when unsupervised. However, when administered by licensed staff, Harry is compliant with
He is able to attend to his own daily living needs, such as
taking his medications.
bathing, without reminding.
We have discussed the possibility of a board and care facility for Harry. However, there
are very few of these available in the state. The most important issue is that they are
unable to provide the necessary structure for Harry. For an individual with numerous
disorganized thoughts, structure and routine can be assist them in organizing their own
thinking.
What Harry needs to function in the comsmunity is a program where there is some organized
structure, supervision and administration of medications and an individual program that
will encourage him to interact with his environment in a meaningful and appropriate
Left on his own, Harry will focus on his own thinking and experience a
fashion.
deterioration.
In our efforts to secure a placement for Harry, we contacted a nursing facility that has
This
been successful in providing programing for other patients from our hospital.
They are also able to provide the necessary
facility offers an active therapy program.
he agreed
and
Harry
with
facility
this
discussed
We
supervision for Harry's medications.
that he would be willing to live there. The nursing facility also felt that they would be
able to meet Harry's care needs.
The OBRA screening resulted in the
The nursing facility initiated the OBRA screening.
state mental health office stating that he is not appropriate for nursing facility
There is no placement setting in
treatment.
active
to
require
placement and continues
There is one
Wyoming where he can receive "active treatment" except the state hospital.
group home for the mentally ill that often has a population of two to three residents.
to assist
necessary
supervision
and
of
structure
level
the
provide
to
able
not
They are
Harry in maintaining at his current functional level.
Host of the planning for services for the mentally ill are focused towards the young
Harry is older than most of the individuals considered for placement.
chronic patient.
He also has no desire nor is there any reason to expect to him pursue vocational goals at
Living in a
He would like to live where he can be comfortable.
this stage in his life.
nursing facility would provide him an opportunity to live with individuals close to his
age, to experience more of a community life and to have an opportunity to integrate with
more of a normal population.
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William
William is a fifty-eight year old male who was first admitted to WSH in 1950 at the age of
eightteen. He remained in the hospital until 1988 when he was released to a nursing
facility. Initial adjustment appeared adequate, however, by the spring of 1989 he started
demonstrating threatening behaviors.
Reportedly he was making unprovoked threats to staff
and other residents in the home.
Two other residents who had previously been patients at
WSHhad engaged in inappropriate behaviors necessitating their return.
Bill apparently
felt insecure at being left behind and so he indicated that he wanted to return also, that
he was tired of living with old people.
Due to the belief that he would follow through
with his threats if forced to stay at the nursing home, he was returned to this hospital.
William has participated in the Social Rehabilitation Treatment Program throughout this
hospitalization. He has continued to have a problem with verbal outbursts. He tends to
get loud when he is eccited.
He can be calmed down by having staff talk with him.
Short
time-out periods have also proven effective in management of his behavior. While Bill
continues to have the ability to become assaultive, it is felt that with management
techniques this behavior can be controlled.
His physical health has deteriorated over the past years as he suffers from grand mal epilepsy
and neurodermatiis of his lower extremities. As a young man, he underwent a transorbital
lobotomy. At this time he requires assistance for bathing and proper eating habits.
He
has periodic incontinence and also tends to eat his food too fast resulting in choking.
We were able to locate a nursing facility that was willing to work with William. The OBRA
screening found him too much of a behavioral nangement problem for placement.
Recently we
had William seen by Dr. John Ratey, M.D., a psychiatric consultant from Boston.
His
impressions were that William could tolerate community life if he were provided with
activity throughout most of the day. While he did see William as eventually able to live
in a community group home, he thought that he would need a trasitional period prior to
that level of independence.
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Ralph
Ralph is a thirty-three year old male who has resided at a nursing facility for
approximately two years. He had bees hospitalized at Wyoming State Hospital for two years
prior to his placement at the nursing facility. His hositalization at Wyoming State
Hospital was precipitated by a violent attack on his mother whom he threw down a flight of
stairs.
During his hospitalization, he displayed minimal motivation and had been
unwilling to participate in any activities to help himself. While in the nursing facility,
Ralph has been seen by various counselors from the Carbon County Counseling Center.
Attempts were made to place Ralph in the ARC program, a developmental disability program,
as well as in the Lodge, a program for individuals with mental illness. He was not
accepted in either of these programs.
Formal counseling with the Carbon County Counseling
Center was terminated due to Ralph's lack of motivation.
The staff at the nursing facility worked very slowly with Ralph to gain his trust: He
responded well to their activity therapy program and currently is involved with leather
craft. The most significant change, however, it that at the present time Ralph enjoys
going places with the staff. He will go with the activity therapist to shop for other
residents. On one occasion he was able to go to Casper to shop in the mall. At this
time, Ralph enjoys going along with staff when they do errands in town.
While Ralph has made some significant gains, it is important to note that he does continue
to have days when he appears anxious and he has utilized at least one p.r.n. medication
per month to control his behavior.
He has stated that he would like to return to his home
to live, however, his parents refuse to have him live with then.
They and the staff at
the nursing facility believe that on his own in his old home town that he would once again
return to abusing alcohol and drugs and become a severe management problem. There was one
occasion at the nursing facility when Ralph left the facility on his own and went to the
Senior Citizen's Center where he stole money from their coffee kitty.
He was confronted
and provided with closer supervision as a result.
There is concern that left to his own
devices he would engage in asocial behavior.
As part of the ORRA process, Ralph was recently evaluated as to his appropriateness to
reside in the nursing facility. The mental health professional evaluating his case
reported that Ralph is basically quiet and passive with occasional agitation.
Ralph was
seen as withdrawn and had a flat affect.
Observation of Ralph revealed that he
continues to hallucinate regularly in that he speaks to people who are not present.
In
summary, the mental health professional stated that Ralph's psychiatric disorder was well
managed by medication and that he was functioning at his optimal level within the least
restrictive environment.
His recommendation was Ralph remain in the nursing facility.
The state mental health office has indicated that due to the nature of the OBRA
legislation, they would be recommending that Ralph did not require active treatment and
should be placed in an alternative setting.
Efforts have been made to select an alternative placement setting for Ralph. He was
evaluated by staff from the group home for mentally ill individuals in Creen River. They
reported that he lacked the necessary skills and functional ability to be considered for
their program. They also questioned their ability to prevent his returning to living on
his own with a subsequent fear that he would then become noncompliant with his medications
and deteriorate to the point of requiring active treatment.
While the nursing facility may not be the most ideal placement situation for Ralph, it haa
provided him with an opportunity to live in a less restrictive setting than the state
hospital.
His lack of motivation to become involved in any program that would require his
active participation creates a major hurdle in placement efforts. The programs provided
for him at the nursing facility offer him something to do with each day without pushing
him into a stressful situation.
At this time, there is no facility in Wyoming that would be able to provide Ralph with the
support necessary for him to maintain at his current functioning level.
The nuturing type
of support provided by the nursing facility staff has been instrumental in Ralph's
progress.
In a state with limited population, human resources are not always available
unless agencies are willing to become flexible. In a state with a larger population base,
there would be enough persons with Ralph's particular care needs to justify to creation of
a separate treatment program. However, where his needs are for nmturing and support, this
has best been provided by the nursing facility staff trained in provided similar care to
the elderly.
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Joanne
Joanne is a fifty-two year old female who entered the nursing facility in 1988 following
treatment at WSH. Prior to her hospitalization, Joanne had been residing in a hotel where
she received some supervision.
However, she stopped taking her psychotropic medications
and then started to decompensate.
She reported seeing bright colors coning out of the
walls and hearing voices.
She stabbed herself in the abdomen to get the bad things that
were inside of her out of her system.
While at WSH, Joanne continued to express a fearfulness about living alone. Attempts were
made to have her transition out of the hospital by residing on a hall with minimal
supervision. She deteriorated and required a returned to a more structured setting.
While hospitalized, Joanne was cooperative with taking her medications and participated in
all of her assigned therapies. When her behavior became sufficiently stable to consider
release, she became upset at any plans that entailed a reduction in the amount of
supervision. For this reason, placement in the nursing facility appeared appropriate.
During her residence in the nursing facility, Joanne has slowly gained in her self
confidence.
She has received considerable support and encouragement from the staff and
been allowed an opportunity to progress, At this time she is active in the resident
government, has started to use her typing skills on a limited basis and completed a trip
to Casper to shop in the mall. She was accompanied by staff and other residents on this
trip.
The state mental health office has indicated that due to the nature of the OBRA
legislation, they would be recommending that Joanne did not require active treatment and
should be placed in an alternative setting.
Efforts have been made to select an alternative placement setting for Joanne.
She was
evaluated by staff from the group home for mentally ill individuals in Green River.
They
reported that was she cooperative, however, she lacked the confidence to utilize public
transportation to their facility. That staff felt that Joanne would find the level of
independence ton stressful and would decompensate to the point of requiring active
treatment.
While the nursing facility may not be the most ideal placement situation for Joanne, it
has provided her with an opportunity to live in a less restrictive setting than the state
hospital. Her lack of independent living skills creates a major hurdle in placement
efforts.
The programs provided for her at the nursing facility offer her meaningful
activity each day without pushing her into a stressful situation.
At this time, there is no facility in Wyoming that would be able to provide Joanne with
the support necessary for her to maintain at her current functioning level.
The nuturing
type of support provided by the nursing facility staff has been instrumental in Joanne's
progress.
In a state with limited population, human resources are not always available
unless agencies are willing to become flexible.
In a state with a larger population base,
there would be enough persons with Joanne's particular care needs to justify to creation
of a separate treatment program. However, where his needs are for nuturing and support,
this has best been provided by the nursing facility staff trained in provided similar care
to the elderly.
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Duva I I
Duvall is a fifty-eight year old who had been in Colorado State Hospital as well as Fort
Logan Mental Health Center prior to his placement in a Colorado nursing facility. He
continued to exhibit some problematic behaviors that staff felt were due to his being in
too large of a facility. Arrangements were made eight years ago for his placement in a
small nursing facility in Wyoming.
His adjustment to this facility has been good.
He has certain "chores" that he does each
day, such as checking the current outside temperature and looking to make certain that the
pop is in the machine.
He does not like to participate in groups and it has only been
with the support and encouragement of the staff that he is able to leave his room and
interact at all with the other residents.
He does visit with those residents sitting at
his meal table and he will attend bingo.
However, he will not participate in bingo, but
instead watches and then talks to staff about what went on during the activity.
Duvall
does not like to go outside of the facility and insists on staff purchasing everything for
him. He does go to town once each year for his physical examination.
The state mental health office has indicated that due to the nature of the OBRA
legislation, they would be recommending that Duvall did not require active treatment and
should be placed in an alternative setting.
Efforts have been made to select an alternative placement setting for Duvall.
He was
evaluated by staff from the group home for mentally ill individuals in Green River. They
reported that he appeared unable to manage living in a more independent setting. They did
not feel that their staff would be able to provide sufficient structure and supervision to
provide for his feelings of safety.
It was felt that placement outside of his protected
setting could result in deterioration that could then lead to hospitalization.
While the nursing facility may not be the most ideal placement situation for Duvall, it
has provided him with an opportunity to live in a less restrictive setting than the state
hospital.
His lack of independent living skills creates a major hurdle in placement
efforts. Duvall's illness creates considerable fearfulness of the outside.
He is unable
to function without becoming agitated if he does not have sufficient structure and
supervision to make him feel safe.
The programs provided for him at the nursing facility
offer him meaningful activity each day without pushing him into a stressful situation.
At this time, there is no facility in Wyoming that would be able to provide Duvall with
the support necessary for him to maintain at his current functioning level.
The nuturing
type of support provided by the nursing facility staff has been instrumental in Duvall's
progress.
In a state with limited population, human resources are not always available
unless agencies are willing to become flexible.
In a state with a larger population base,
there would be enough persons with Duvall's particular care needs to justify to creation
of a separate treatment program. However, where his needs are for nuturing and support,
this has best been provided by the nursing facility staff trained in provided similar care
to the elderly.
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Junior
Junior is a forty-two year old male who experienced his first WSHadmission in 1966 at the
age of eighteen. He remained in the hospital, with the exception of a couple of short
term placement attempts, until 1988. At that time arrangements were Made for his
placement at a nursing facility.
While in the nursing facility, Junior is able to attend to his own activities of daily
living with little encouragement from the staff. Prior to and during his hospitalization,
Junior had experienced numerous violent episodes. In the nursing facility, he has been
He
cooperative to taking his medications and has not experienced any violent episodes.
does continue to mumble to himself, probable in response to audio hallucinations.
However, he tends to keep his diaglogue at a mumble.
He has been able to do some simple
Junior does not possess any independent living skills.
cooking tasks, however, all the planning and shopping was done by staff. In talking about
possibly leaving the nursing facility, his voice became very soft and he quit talking
before indicating any alternative to living in the nursing facility.
The state mental health office has indicated that due to the nature of the OBRA
legislation, they would be recommending that Junior did not require active treatment and
should be placed in an alternative setting.
He was
Efforts have been made to select an alternative placement setting for Junior.
evaluated by staff from the group home for mentally ill individuals in Green River. They
They did
reported that he appeared unable to manage living in a more independent setting.
not feel that their staff would be able to provide sufficient structure and supervision to
long
skills,
living
independent
lack
of
to
his
Due
provide for his feelings of safety.
term institutional living and lack of motivation, it was felt that Junior was not
appropriate for thier facility. There was concern that placement outside of the nursing
facility could result in deterioration that could then lead to hospitalization.
While the nursing facility may not be the most ideal placement situation for Junior, it
has provided him with an opportunity to live in a less restrictive setting than the state
hospital. His lack of independent living skills creates a major hurdle in placement
efforts. The programs provided for him at the nursing facility offer him meaningful
activity each day without pushing him into a stressful situation that he is not equiped to
handle.
At this time, there is no facility in Wyoming that would be able to provide Junior with
The nmturing
the support necessary for him to maintain at his current functioning level.
type of support provided by the nursing facility staff has been instrumental in Junior's
In a state with limited population, human resources are not always available
progress.
unless agencies are willing to become flexible. In a state with a larger population base,
there would be enough persons with Junior's particular care needs to justify to creation
of a separate treatment program. However, where his needs are for nuturing and support,
this has best been provided by the nursing facility staff trained in provided similar care
to the elderly.
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By WILL ROBINSON

Star- Tribune staff writer

CASPER - Medicare payments to Wyoming physicians lag
behind payments in much of the
country, and doctors here are skeptical that federal attempts to sort
out-the inequities will have any
benefit.
A recently departed internist
and three other Casper doctors
have condemned the system, saying its ultimate effect is to deprive
all Wyoming people of adequate

health care. (See related story on
Al1.)
Congress last year made a pass
at addressing Medicare reimbursement problems when, motivated by
astronomical costs of the Medicare

program, it overhauled the progratn's payment system.
Among the provisions in that
legislation was the "resource-based
relative value scale." In theory at
least, the scale measured the time,
training and skill required for a
physician to perform a particular
service, allowed for overhead costs
and geographical differences, and
adjusted Medicare payments accordingly.
The new scale is intended to
keep the income gap between rural
and urban doctors from growing. It
would temper Medicare's tendency
to reward doctors more for proccdurcs like surgery and diagnostic
tests, and less for "primary care"
- where a doctor is engaged in a
variety of duties, and spends much
tite talking with patients, rather
than doing things to them.

e ST

DAVID DRIGGERS
Small towns need assistance
But the value scale is to be
phased in over a five-year period.
beginning in 1992, which meanwhile leaves rural doctors inipatiently awaiting the reform - or
heading for urban practices.
Most Wyoming doctors have
made up the shortfall in Medicare
reimbursements by charging patients more than the fees set by
Medicare. Patients pay this amount
out of their pocket.
But the federal legislation
passed in 1989 will curtail the
practice to some extent by gradually reducing the amount doctors can
charge above and beyond Medicare fees.
The Rural Health Improvement
Act now before Congress is intended to fine-tune the 1989 bill.
Among other things, it would eliminate the five-year phase-in of the
value scale and provide tax credits
to rural primary care physicians.
The measure is sponsored by Sen.
Bob Packwood of Oregon and cosponsored by Wyoming Republicans Al Simpson and Malcolm
Wallop, among others.
But Casper doctors Jim Haden
and David Driggers expressed a
general distrust that federal action
would actually address th prob-
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lem. Both said that although the
federal government indeed seems
intent on cutting reimbursements
for urban specialists, the national
budget crunch makes it unlikely
that rural doctors are going to enjoy significant payment increases
as the legislation is implemented.
"The result is rural areas are go.ing to lose health care services.
simply because we don't have
enough voice in Congress," Haden
said.
Driggers said that designation
of the entire state of Wyoming as it
"Health Manpower Shortage
Area," where physicians receive
what are essentially hardship area
Medicare pay boosts - might be
one solution. There are more than
1,000 such communities in the
United States now - "14 or 15 in
Wyoming." Driggers said.
However, Driggers said, "The
criteria for developing the areas arc
difficult to apply to Wyoming,
even though the whole state ought
to qualify as a frontier state."
Those criteria include, in part:
percentage of minorities; percentage of "special populations" such
as homeless, migrant workers, elderly, people with AIDS, and substance abusers; percentage of population below the poverty levels
and the infant mortality rate. None
of these are narticulartv serious ir
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1.000 such communities in the
United States now - "14 or 15 in
Wyoming,'" Driggers said.
However, Driggers said, "The
criteria for dcveloping the areas are
difficult to apply to Wyoming,
even though the whole state ought
to qualify as a frontier state."
Those criteria include, in part:
percentage of minorities: percentage of "special populations" such
as homeless, migrant workers, elderly. people with AIDS, and substance abusers; percentage of population below the poverty leveland the infant mortality rate. None
of these are particularly serious in
Wyoming, said Larry Meuli, ad,
ministrator of the state Division of
Health and Medical Services.
"We don't have the technical as.
sistance in the state to help the
small communities just to gel
through the bureaucracy (in order
to be labeled a Health Manpower
Shortage Area)," Driggers said,
'The state needs to provide tht
technical assistance to these coin>munities to find out whether they
really qualify."
"This is a rural hospital prob.
lem, a rural health care delivery
problem," Driggers said. Congress
is well aware of the problem, he
said, "but they pass legislation, and
in the implementation of the legislation. something gcts Px 1."
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YOUR EXPLANATION OF

MEDICARE

EENrrS

AND KjEP IT FOR YOURRECORDS
READ THIS NOTICECAREFULLY
THIS IS NOT A BILL
Page 1 OF 2
HEALTHCAREFINANCINGADMINISTRATION
May I5,

1990

MEDICAREPART B
4510 13TH AVENUES.W.
FARGO.NORTHDAKOTA58121-0001
PHONE AREA CODE 307-632-9381
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-442-2371

VERDA BILLINGS
1820 29TH ST
CODY W1JY82414

Particioatino doctors and suppl iers always acceot assignment of Medicare
claims. See back of this notice for an explanation of assignment. Write or
calI us for the name of a participating doctor or supplier or for a free list
of participating doctors and suppliers.
notac'eptass,4gnm'ntof your claim totaling'
Your doctor or suppI>x4df
(See I WAL
4 o6n baclTBILLED

MEDICARE
APPROVED

APR 09-APR 09,1990
SURGERY
DR F H SCHMIDT
'mount approved limited by Item SC on back.

$ 1195.97

S

827.10

APR 09-APR 09,1990
SURGERY
OR F H SCHMIDT
'mount approved limited by Item SC on back.

$ 750.00

S

413.55

APR 09-APR 09,1990
SURGERY
CR F H SCHMIDT
Amount approved limited by Item SC on back.

S

Total approved amount
Medicare payment (80 %of

325.00

S 273.45
S 1514.10

the approved amount)

(You have met $ 75.00 of the $ 75.00 deductible for 19901
IMPORTANT:If you do not agree vith the amounts approved you may ask for a review. To do this yoa must
1990
(See item 1 on the back.)
write to us before Nov I'
DO YOUHAVEA QUESTIONABOUT THISNOTICE?If you believe Medicare paid for a service you did not
receive, or there is an error, contact us immediately. Always give us the
Medicare Claim No. 520-16-8494A

ClaimControl No 539012040102000
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READ THIS NOTICE CAREFUL~Y AND KEEP IT FOR YOUR RECORDS
THIS IS NOT A BILL
2 OF
Page
HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION

2

May 15, 1990
MEDICARE PART B
4510 13TH AVENUE SW.
FARGO. NORTH DAKOTA E8121-0001

VERDA BILLINGS
1820 29TH ST
CODY WY 82414

PHONE AREA CODE 307-632-9381
CALL TOLL FREE i-800-442-2371

R E M A R K S:
Please cash

oon as possible.

at
Bs

a

to you on the enclosed check.

paying a total of SA

tare

~

y_
d
a
H
would have been reduced
your bill
and Medicare Allowed amount.

5

doctor accepted assignment,
- Had
756.87, the difference between the Billed
/Ir

-:
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IMPORTANT:Ilf you do not agree vith the amounts approved you may ask for a reviev. To do this you must
(See item 1 on the backA
1990
write to us before Nov lb,
DO YOU HAVE A QUESTION ABOUT THIS NOTICE? If you believe Medicare paid for a service you did not
receive, or there is an error. contact us immediately. Altays give as the

Medicare Claim No. 520-16-8494A

ClaimControl No. 539012040102000
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